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FOREWORD
" .... Within the borders of our urban centers can be
found the most ixnpressive achievements of man's
skill and the highest expressions of man's spirit, as
well as the worst examples of degradation and cruelty
and misery tc be found in _nodern America .... "
President Lyndon B. Johnson
"The Problems and Future of
The Central City and Its
Suburb_,"
This statement from President Johnson's message to Congress on
March Z, 1965, summarizes the paradox of themodern American
city--the widening gap between developing technology and its appli-
cation to urban living. It also speaks of the imperative need to make
rn&n's knowledge the instrument of his efforts to solve the problems
of his urban envizonment. It is axiomatic to this paradox that many
cities face problems of an unprecendented nature and severity. De-
termining solutions to these problems requires a greater under-
standing of the nature of technology, cities, and man. NASA's
efforts£o discover and examine means to apply the technologies
resulting from its aerospace programs to the solution of critical
problems of cities is a decisive step toward obtaining such an
und erstanding.
Programs to i,nprove urban technology, however, must first identify
current and future city problems before realistic and feasible areas
of application can be determined. The purpose of this study was,
first, to identiiy and isolate specific critical city p:oblems amenable
to technological solutions and, second_ to determine and suggest
technologies resulting from past and current NASA programs which
can be applied to the solution of the identified problems.
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" No t npt was made to identify all the major' and critical problems .
of _rban communities or to research and determine all areas of
apI._tcation of NASA aerospace technologies to the problems identi-
fied in the study. Instead, the study focused on the major problems
deserving immediate attention. Of necessity, and principally be-
cause of the size of the study, the NASA technologies investigated
were broad in scope, and suggested applications are concerned with
t:_e use of these broad technological areas.
Four individual concept papers (by members of the Professional
Staff of General Electric, TEMI_) are appended to this report as
-_ examples of areas where programs could be initiated immediately
to aid in the resolution of serious urban problems through the appli-
cation of NASA technologies. These concept papers discuss the
technologies required as weU as the type and size of programs that
would be involved in their application.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Cities throughout the nation are experiencing se'.:ele growing pains
as AJrnerica evolves from an overwhelmingly ru,al to a _ emphati-
cally urbar, society. Undirected or misdirected growth has created
problems of all types in the nation's cit'.es, and today there is
unanimous agreement that a severe urban crisis exists, When
viewed in the context _z future growth the crisis takes on an
appalling sens_ ut urgency. By the year Z000 over 30 percen_ or'
American° will be living in the large cities and suburbs of the
nation. By latest census figures and U.3. population projections
this means that of 330 million Americans by the ,,-e'er 2000, more ..
than Z60 million will be crowded into ur_c.n areas. Today, of 195
million Americans, about 127 million are living ar.d working in
urban communities. Thus, in 35 years thes2 cities will have to
provide for 133 million more people.
President Johnson reflected the feelings of many, includ._.ngscholars,
officials, city planners, and laymen in his March 2, 1965 message
to Congress when he expressed this sense of urgency: "For this is
truly :ae time of decision for the American city... In the remain o
der of this century urban popalation w_ll double, city land will
"_. double, and we will have to bu1!d in our cities as much as all.that
"we have built since the first colonist arrived on these shores, It is
as ifwe had 40 years to rebuild the erthe urban United States." Thus,
.among t:.e most ce-'*_inevents of the next uncertain century none
appears more necessary and imminent than the building of vast new
cities and the revitalizing o( old urban comrnuniti_,
It is an accepted fact that the dynamic movement and power of
modern scientific technology offer challenging opport,mities for
solving many of the problems posed by the growth an_ lecay of_ -_
cities and for modifying the structure and processes of urbam:life, _ -_
It is also recogn;,_,ed, however, that the bless:ngs can bec_me
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mixed as the mcdern cities that techr, ology requires and helps us to
build encounter n_.... problems and need_ that take on a new urgency.
To achieve a realistic balance between benefits which technology can
provide and technological solutions to critical city problems demands
as much systematic analysis and application of scientific and
engineering skill as NASA's effort to place a man on the moon. As
Carl Stover* has stated, "The claim that defense or space research
and deve_,opment will yield improvements in urban tiring is valid
only to the limited extent that _I1 advances in science and technology
add to t_e general store of information and skill from which
alternative applications can be drawn. If those applications are to
be four:,q and made effective, they must be pursued with the same
intensive ingenuity demonstrated in the defense and space efforts, "
Ecological studies of cities are contributing much to the understand_
ing of the total urban system. Tbe ecological approach views the
city as a complex living organism whose many functions and
processes are intricately entwined with interrelated environments.
As a result, research concerning the ecology of chics has done
much _o identify critical problems of urban communities and to
discern large-scale trends and t_ndencies which can lead to changes
in urban life and urban environments. These identified problems
and trends are the subject matter for a mounting volume of
literature calling for action to determine and develop feasible
solutions. The research reported herein was undertaken to
determine and suggest some specific technological solutions to
major city problems which have become critical in many of the
urban communities_ of the n__tion.
The oloportunities for technological solutions to critical problems of
the city are, to a large extent,_epe.nd.e_tu_on what is feasible with
past, present and predictable technologies. Therefore, an analysis
and evaluation must be made of the currently available technology
inventory and the Important technological trends _hat might furnish
new capxbilities for application to city problems. Feasibility of
*Carl Stover, "Technology for Cities," Speech delivered at the 49th
Annual Conference of the International City Managers' Association,
October, i 963.
_.......... TAlthough some of the proble_ns identified in the study are common
to all cities, _n urban community, for purposes of this study, is
_: considered to be one having a population of 100,000 and over.
2
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each technological solution must then be examined, through further
research, from the standpoint of the physical, social, economic, and
political environments.
Figure 1 is an evaluative metrix relating the major (ecological) cat-
egories and subcat_gories of critical city problems to the major cat-
egories of NASA technologies. The classifications used for the
technologies correspond to that used by NASA in thei - publication
and bibliographic systems. The matrix is designed to summarize
and classify the critical city problems identified in the study, and
discussed in this report, and to present these problems in a frame-
work of opportunities for applying technological solutions using
NASA-developed technologies. Reference to'NASA technologies
applicable to each "problem/+echnology ''category, represented by
the cells of the matrix, occurs throughout the report.
The critical city problems under each major category are identified
in the appropriate sectJ.on of this report through discussiens of the
background, nature, and impact of each problem. Suggested tech-
nological solutions are discussed and related to appropriate NASA
technologies such as methodologies, analytical techniques, research,
systems development, equipment development, testing techniques,
and management capabilities. No attempt was made, in preparing
the matrix or in the discussions, to cover the complete spectrum of
critical city problems or applicable technologies. These are left
as tasks for a more comprehensive research effort for which this
study can serve as a guide and useful starting point.
3
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SECTION 2
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the study presented in this report will serve to
clarify the manner in which NASA-developed technology can be used
to help existlng cltles to improve their physical, social and
economic environments by resolving some of the more immediate
and critical problems in these environments and to aid in the
planning and development of new urban communities.
In general, this study has shown that NASA can contribute to the
solution of urban community problems through the application and
transfer of technologies from a wide segment of its technological
inventory. Thirty-two broad technology categories applicable to
twenty-five critical problem areas identified Jn the study were analyzed
for potentiality of technological solutions. Within each of the five broad
problem categories a variety of technological contributions to solutions
of specific city problems were determined and those offering greatest
potential for immediate application were selected for discussion in
Sections 3 to 7 of this report.
CONCLUSIONS
I. The evaluative matrix of problem/technology areas (Section
l, Figure l) indicates the NASA technology categories with the
greatest potential for application to the solution of critical city
problems identified in the study.
(a) The five NASA technology areas with the highest
potential ranking (indicated by a number between 1 and 25)
are:
(1) computers, including the information sciences (24)
(2) electronics, including electronic systems and
equipment (24)
(3) auxiliary systems including control, monitor-
ing and life support equipment (23)
6
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(4) methodologies and analytical techniques for
research, planmng ar.d management (2Z)
(5) public information services, including educa-
tion, publications and promotion (Z I).
(b) Critical city problerrJs identified as the most amenable
to technological solutions (indicated by potential rankings
between 1 to 32) are those of:
(1) the urban physical environment including air
pollution (gT), transportation (Z3), and waste
disposal (23)
(2) urban public health includir.g environmental
health hazards {28) and accidents and safety (Z4)
(3) urban community security including corrJmer-
cial and community security (17)
(4) the urban economic environment including
attraction and retention of business and industry (gl)
(5) the urban social environment including housing
and urban renewal (16).
2. NASA's methodologies and anlytical techniques such as
systems analysis, operations research and management plan-
ning can offer many contributions to solutions of major city
problems. Problems such as the movement of people and things,
the protection c,f people from hazards, illness and disease, pro-
viding adequate security measures, and the creation of a climate
in which mixed ethnic groups with varying degrees of affluence
can live together are examples of complex problems requiring
a systems approach and the talents of interdisciplinary teams
for their effective solution.
3, NASA's work in the fields of remote sensing and the telemeter-
ing of sensed data to a control station or a system of receiving
stations is of great significance in contributing to solutions of
urban problems. Many of the solutions to the problems of
cities will require remote sensing and viewing and rapid and
accurate transmission of information to control and monitoring
centers, Examples of feasible applications are remote instrumenta-
tion for the location of troubles in water and gas mains and
sewers, and for m&intaining communications with city employees
sent into hazardou_ areas during fires and riots.
7
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4. NASA's computer, information storage ard zetrieval _nd
allied experience represent another signi_.._.anttechnological
area. NASA's contributions in this area c._nbe of great value,
since many city problems require inexpensive, reliable, small,
lig}'rweightand rapid computer capabilities for their resolution.
5. The area of public information and education represents an
area where a NASA-developed competence can result in a
sizeable contribution. Obtaining popular and social acceptance
of change is or.tof the most difficulttasks facing those concerned
with the solution of city problems; programs to effectively com-
municate with the public concerning constructive solutions to
problems will be of significant value.
6. NASA's technological developments in electronics and
electronic equipment is another important area of contribution.
Advances in this category offer great potential for the improvement
and cost reduction of existing systems and equiprr_entand for
the development of new systems for police and fire protection,
hospitals and medical facilitiesand educational facilities.
7. The NASA technology area of auxiliary systems offers
potential for solu.ion to city problems in all the five major
problem categories identified in the study. Feasible applications
range from telemetry systems for monitoring hospital patients'
physiological responses and data gatherin_ to a plasma gun system
which provides an economical means of coating many common
materials to extend their useful applications and increase their
durability.
8. An incidental findln_ ,)fthe study was the need for expanded
research in the ecology of cities and the processes of the total
urban system. Analyses and mathematical models of urban
processes need to be enlarged and improved. Urban research
of this type carl contribute greatly to the identification of city
problems and to discerning large-scale trends and tendencies
which may have significant impact in the urban system. It also
became apparent during the study that technology transfer from
the aerospace field is a complex and poorly understood process
requiring more research before its influence is determined.
Future research in this area should concern itself with the
mechanisms of technology transfer and effective means to promote
transfer.
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RECOMMENDATI ONS
At the 1965 Unlted States Conference of Mayors, Vice President Hubert
Humphrey expressed the urgency of seeking technological solutions
to city problems in these statements from hls address: "We have huge
industries in Amerlca in which speclalists al,d scientists design and
flgure out total systems, weapon systen_s, structures of defense.
One of these days--and I think the days are here-- e ought to take
some of that brain power, that confidence, and start to feed information
into the computers, just as we do on industrial problems and management
problems, and come up with some answers for our cities. We need
not just a place in which you shove people, crowd them in, but a place
in which man btends with his environment and environment blends
with the man. This requires research and development in our areas.
I don't know what the full answer is, but something can be done and
needs to be done. "
The research reported herein was an attempt to find some of these
answers and the following recommendations are submitted for con-
sideration as programs of constructive action:
1. It is recommended that a three-pronged assault be launched
against the critical city problems identified in this study and that
it be structured as follows:
(a) The first prong would consist of many small-scale
studies (from 5 to I0 man-months each) to determine
solutions to segn_ents of larger prob_.ems requiring a systems
approach. Examples of such studies include the development
of simulation equipment to stimulate, challenge, and train
teenagers wbo are potential delinquents; automatlc equipment
to perform routine hospital ard n ledical laboratory tests;
and more effective instructional materials and equipment
for teaching all types of students.
(b) The second prong would have as its objective the
solution of larger-scale city problems requiring the
systems approach and project funds amounting to hundreds
of thousands of dollars. This would entail the application
of techniques such as systems analysis to such problems
as the municipal police system (see Appendix A_, the urban
community medical system (see Appendix C), air and water
pollution and waste disposal (see Appendix BJ, and the
corn_nunity transportation needs.
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(c) The third prong would be aimed at testing the entire
corr, munity as a system and would be concerned with the
design and constr_-ction of a new city. The study and
design programs comprising this type of project would
cost millions of dollars, but the cost of the construction
phase to the government would be minimized by the avail-
ability of private capital, the sources of which could be
determined during the study programs.
2. It is recommended that projects be undertaken through this
three-pronged attack on city problems because:
(a) Immediate action is necessary tohalt a deteriorating
situation
(b) Small-scale projects are necessary for immediate applica-
tion to existing cities because the larger the project the
more difficult it will be to fit the solution into an existing
envlr onto ent
(c) Complete oysterns studies are required for the ,.ew
communities being planned and for the _,ew citges that
rn,,.st be built
(d) A complete new city must be designed as an integral
project if all of modern technology is to be made available
to it and if the cities of the future are to be free of the
problems that are critical in existing cities.
10
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TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONSTO PROBLEMSOF
THEURBAN PHYSICALENVIRONMENT
PERSPECTIVE
Tl_e physical environment of an urban community profoundly influ-
e:_ces and conditions the lives of its residents. It affect._marly
aspects of city lifethrough its 1,,l,abltants'immediate perception
ana daily use of it. Deficiencies in the physical environment con-
tribute to the monumental and notorious urban problems and are
largely responsible for making cities less than satisfying as places
in which to live and work. Many cities are too noisy, too ugly, too
confusing_ with air unpleasant to breathe and the sensatio.s ex-
perienced from thp environrn_nt go beyond the limits of co_nfcrt or
even toleranc e.
It is possible to shape the character and processes of much of the
physical environment of urban communities, Thc population exolo-
sion provides the need and technology provides the rneens. The
basic forces which determine the distribution of population in any
nation--technological, economic, social, and political_also pro-
duce the urban pattern of living and contribute to the complexity of
problems of the urban physicalenvironment. These forces led
urban cornz.mnities to absorb 80 percent of the total population in-
crease of the United States during tne first half of this century and
will be the impetu_ for about 70 percent of the population to be
living in urban areas by 1970.
A body of knowledge is accumulati_,g from research into the ecology
of cities which will provide a better understanding of Urban pro]_lems ,,
in areas such as housing, transportation, water and air pollution,
waste disposal, urban decay and land use and their interface with
the urban physical environment. This knowledge is necessary to
guide city planning, renewal an_ building _rograrns _nd to make it
possible to understa,'zt thp. processes and pressures a_ work inthe
urban environment. The greater our understanding of the urbart
11
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environment, the greater the chance that we will be effective in
our efforts to improve the city.
Starting with the results of ecological research as the data base, a
more systematic understanding of the urban environment and tech-
nology's revelance to it can be obtained. From this understanding,
and through analyses of problems of the physical environment,
particular areas of technological transfer and application can be
determined. The problems of the urban physical environment se-
lected for discussion in this section are representative of the more
critical problems facing urban communities throughout the United
States.
The problems of the urban physical environment amenable to tech-
nological solution and selected for discussion in this report are
representative of the more critical problems facing urban comr____m-
ities today. For purposes of discussion they are classified under
the following problem categories:
• Transportation
7
• Water Supply and Pollution
• Air Pollution
• Waste Disposal
• Housing, Facilities and Services
TRANSPORTATI ON
The complexities involved in matching our rapidly-advancing
technology to the changing needs and wants of society are great in
ever_r sphere of human ac.tivity, but perhaps nowhere more chal-.
lenging than in the field of transportation. This is partly due to the
enormous size of the transportation busin_.ss--a hundred billion
dollar industry that pervades every phase of our economy. It
amounts to about twenty percent of our gross national product and
consumes about forty-five percent of our total energy production.
The fact that transportation systems and facilities spread out across
city, state and national boundaries, and include a multiplicity of
interacting and competing businesses adds to the difficulties. Ob-
solesc_.nt equipment, business organization, labor practices, and
government institutions, subsidies, regulations, and tax structures
further complicate transportation problems.
12
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The most difficult, and at the same time, the most basic challenge
facing the nation's urban communities is the task associated with
providing and maintaining a transportation framework within which
modern transportation networks can efficiently and economically
move people, merchandise, materials, and food under desirable and
acceptable conditions within the metropolitan areas and between
urban and rural areas. This _ramework must also provide for inter-
actions with national and international networks to permit the
unhindered flow of people and things.
An interwoven network of transportation systems now exists, but
conditions such as rapidly increasing numbers of trucks and auto-
rnobi'.es, increasing urban sprawl, declining public transit services,
burgeoning numbers of travellers and inadequate technologies are
interfering with its efficient operation. These inefficiencies are
reflected in congestion on freeways and urban streets, decreased
qual'ty of rail passenger service, overloading of airports, and the
complete failure of some systems during adverse weather conditions.
It is risky to even attempt to predict the future of urban transporta-
tion because it is a vital function that is deepl_r enmeshed in uncon-
trollable variables such as emotional reactions, opinions and
attitudes, and vested interests. It.is also subject to constant analy-
sis by the public, researcher in the field and pseudo experts, and
to political pressures exerted by individual citizens, small groups
and powerful lobbies.
In many parts of the United States well-planned and extensive state
highway systems have made vehicular type of transport the domi-
nant transportation mode. For example, motor vehicles operating
on the California highway system have contributed significantly to
California's explosive growth. The role played 5y this highway
system cannot be exDected to diminish in the for,_seeable future.
However, the explosive growth has created weaknesses in the very
system that made it possible. For the most part these weaknesses
are associated with the downtown or urban distribution of people and
things. Ways of attacking these weaknesses are proposed continu-
ally. Usually, they are rail dependent systems.
Rapid t._:ansitsystems, inter-urban routes and subways were effec-
tive solutions to the transportation problems existing from the turn
of the century until the early 1930s. However, widespread accept-
ance, availability and attainability of the automobile resulted in what
13
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has become known as "urban sprawl." Planless sprawl of urban
uommunities is constantly increasing the distance people must travel
to get where they want to go. It is becoming increasiogly evident
that rapid transit and urban sprawl are incompatible because the
latter has come to mean expensive long transit lines and low passen-
ger densities. Future systems must provide specialized transporta-
tion for individuals, not crowds, For example, a sophistir "ed
study of California's transportation problems might indicate a need
.for a high-speed rai]road from San Francisco to Sacramento, a
hydrofoil from the San Francisco airport to the Embarcadero and a
Carveyor system around downtown C_akland.
People have become accustomed to and enjoy the freedom of move-
ment. choice and schedule permitted by the automobile and this will
_. make them resist returning to rapid transit. The citizens of
CaLifornia, probably more than the residents of any other state, are
accustomed to freedom of choice in their travel. Their choices are
related to time of departure, route traveled and fellow travelers. It
•vould be difficult to get them to accept a transportation mode where
they sacrificed this freedom. Therefore, any long-range plans for
the development of other transportation modes should consider the
choices and preferences of the traveler.
One of the basic needs to which technology must respond in the next
several decades is for a radical irr._provementin personal trans-
portation in metropolitan areas. By 1980 it is estimated that ninety
percent of our population will live in cities, and the present inade-
quate rail, bus and auto systems will long since have outlived their
usefulness This presents a major challenge that requires bold new
technological advances. The city of tomorrow will be as depend nt
upon automatic transportation systems in tbe horizontal plane as
today's modern skyscrapers are depen-lent upon their automatic
elevator systems in the vertical plane.
City planners can meet urban living needs only by carefully integra-
ting adequate transportation facilities into civic plans, just as
architects now integrate elevator systems into building designs. New
standards of safety, convenience, cemfort, speed, and esthetics
must be set by systems development engineers working closely with
civic planners, architects, and transportation agencies.
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The need for a more sophisticated systems approach to the many-
faceted problems of transportation is obvious to every traveler who
has whisked halfway across the continent by jet air transport, only
to find the time he has saved is consumed at both ends of his journey
by the inadequate ground transportation between the urban airport
and his destination in the city. The supersonic transport will bring
new problems and enlarge existing ones. One of these problems is
the lack of adequate land tran_portatlon systems to serve ai ports.
Not one of the major cities of the nation has a fully coordinated link
between the main lines of air travel and the myriad systems sup-
porting it Private autom_hiles_ taxis, trucks_ buses, trains,
helicopters, and feeder airlines are independent units, delivering
passengers and *_reight to and from air terminals on a h_lter-skelter
basis This problem is further compounded by local traffic problems
and the necessity for building larger airports to handle larger-density
air traffic further away from central, city areas
The coming of the supersonic jet will certainly force a transporta-
tion revolution during the next 5 to 15 years unless traffic congestion
forces it earlier. NASA's planning methodologies and analytical
techniques can be applied to this critical problem of making faster
air travel compatible with more efficient local travel. Operations
analysis and systems engineering are methodologies that can be
brought to bear on the problem, permitting it to be studied as a
total system in all of its complex facets to arrive at alternative
tecb.nological solutions amenable to the objectives of the urban
centers, the publi , and the transportation systems involved. NASA
can also make a substantial contribution to the solution of the urban
transportation problem by making it possible for its systems man-
agement and systems engineering personnel to apply their talents to
the problem in cooperative programs with other federal and local
government agencies
The air traveler's plight is nc different from that of a load of freight
being trans-shipped from ship to dock t.o track to warehou3e to
train to truck to--with lengthy delays and paper handling all along
the way, Another needed tecnnoiogica._ solution involves the auto-
mation of freight handling. Much is being accomplished now with
modular containers, roll-on, roll-off shipping containers, piggy-
back trains and automated warehoases, but it is apparent that much
more has to be done to make the handling of freigt_tmore efficient
NASA can make a s;.zeablec.ontributionto this application area
through the transfer of its data processing and program control
skills to this phase of the problem.
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Transportation requirements for the movement of things are less
dependenL upon emotion, personal attitudes and subjective prefer-
ences than transportation activities related to the movement of
people. The movement of things, ho,vever, is complicated by vested
interests and a myriad of obsolete federal regulations and restric-
tion Present transportation networks are based largely upon the
intermixed movement of people and things utilizing all modes. The
future may bring with it a stronger trend in favor of the separation
of modes fcr the transportation of people and things. Evidence in
support of this can be seen in the increasing use of pipelines for the
movement of things. The interference of modes for the aelivery of
things with the modes for the movement of people on city streets
will be a powerful force contributing to this trend.
The one unanimous conclusion of those who seek to remedy the ills
of transportation is that no real progress will be made until present
research efforts cease to concentrate on the improvements of the
vehicles of transportation and instead concentrate on the organic
functions of the system. Transportation, too, is a complex systems
probb_m requiring the application of many technologies and the co-
ordinated efforts of people of many disciplines. Again, NASA's
systems manabement capabilities probably represent the source of
the greatest contribution that NASA can make to the transportation
problems of the nation's cities. Certainly, specific technologies
can and will make large contributions toward the development of
solutions to these problems, but the ability to analyze this complex
problem, to break it into its component parts and to structure
technological solutions to specific problems can be a major contri-
bution to be made by NASA.
New modes of travel will be required for the transportation of things
and for the movement of people. Perhaps a major breakthrough
might be the development of a mode that serves _cr the movement
of people during the rush hours and for the movement of things
during off hours. Another breakthrough should come about through
the development of a mode that permits the destination-to-destination
movement of things and people without requiring that the transporta-
tion mode be changed. Perhaps, computer control of a transporter
system would permit this flexibility. PerhAps, new prime movers,
air bearings, linear motors, will also make contributions to the
technology of these new systems. -'-
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The transportation problems of urban communities will not be
solved by high-s_eed vehicles. They ,,rillbegin to be solved when
the automobile is _'ernoved. The physical size of the automobile,
coupled with the concepts that each individual must own one and that
the vehicle is a status symbol, causes more space to be consumed
for individual transportation than cities can afford. The taxi is a
move away from these concepts, but a society that can't afford a
motorman in a 10-car rapid transit train cannot afford to pay for a
driver in each two or four passenger vehicle.
Therefore, new concepts must be de-,eioped, and the public must be
educated to accept then_. NASA has the communications and public
relations expertise to accomplish this educational task. NASA's
laudable and successful efforts in educating the American people
with respect to space programs and in stimulating their interest in
the programs is a striking example of good communications
oriented to the public. T_e public information services provided by
NASA should be evaluated on the basis of effective programs and
procedures which may be applicable to similar large-scale public-
education programs, such as urban transportation.
Batteries that are being developed for NASA can be used as power
sources for individual "electric vehicles" in urban centers, The
electric transporter concept may contribute to the alleviation of
ethan traffic congestion resulting from too many large automobiles.
These electric vehicles could be owned by the city, a private utility
oz a taxicab company. Logistic studies could be performed to de-
termine the opt[**lum number of vehicles required for the best
service. In such an arrangement the vehicles could be operated
by passengers who would either pay-by-the-ride or lease by the
month or year. A lease would cover the use of any of the vehicles
and not a specific one.
NASA technologies relevant to reliability and maintainability design
and quality assurance which have contributed to the lengthening of
spacecraft lifetimes from a few weeks to over a year can be trans-
ferred readily, through the engineering and scientific community,
for the development of urban transportation vehicles and systems
capable of operating without maintenance or repair for periods of
many months and even years.
WATERSUPPLYAND POLLUTION
As the population of the United States continues its rapid growth,
preservation of the ecological balance between man and his environ-
ment will become more precarious as we near the end of this century,,.
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Except for some arid sectors in the western states, fresh water
has almost always been abundant in the United States. Occasionally
there have been dry periods which have led to short durations of
water use restriction, but on the whole, this has been unusual.
Yet, today, and for the next 50 to 30 years, there is and could be
a serious water shortage in various sectors of the country unless
prompt and effective measures are taken towards conservation,
towards protection of purity, and towards the development of new
water supplies. Pollution is the greatest threat to our water sup-
plies. This Js due both to industrialization and to population
growth and the constant dumping of industrial wastes and raw
sewage into streams and ri,_ers.
With the continued spread of arbanization extending the size and
population of our cities, a rigorous effort is needed to counter
pollution and to compensate for drought. Estimates projected for
1975 anticipate that water usage will amount to about 40 percent of
the nation's average daily retained precipitation. This could resultI
in an insufferable inbalance in regional location of population and
industry. In some sectors of*he country, drought has recently be-
come a real threat. An exten, _-d dreught is a hazard that can inter-
fere with the refilling of reservoirs, streams and rivers. Polluted
waters may become stagnant and breeding sources for disease
carriers.
Septic tanks are still being installed at the rate of some g50,000
per year. Estimates also show that some 450,000 each year fail in
operation and necessitate major repairs. Overloaded drainage
fields can pollute wells as well as nearby streams. Another home
sewage disposal factor that may result in problems is the tying of
25 to 30 percent of new residential construction i,-to existing sewer
lines. In this case, there is the danger of overloading sewer line
systems; in the former case, there is the potential health hazard
associated with the continuing installation of septic tank_ and
cesspools.
Processes are needed to remove poisonous chemicals and other"
troublesome materials from industrial wastes before they are emp-
tied into our rivers, or methods must be developed to neutralize or
otherwise make them innocuous.
In 1900 the volume of municipal waetes reaching streams was
: equivalent to the raw untreated sewage from Z4 million people. By
1959 this had grown to the equivalent of sewage from 75 million
18
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people If this trend is not reversed by 1980, it will reach the
equi_-a!ent of 150 million people. Present day sewage treatment
plants for the most part are obsolete. They were designed to handle
the loads and wastes as much as 40 years ago. Most waste respon-
sible for water pol,_ution is oxygen demanding. Appropriate treat-
ment of industrial, as well as human, waste for removal of
oxygen-demanding pollutants prior to disposal into a water system
could alleviate much pollution. Research and development is
needed to develop new processes capable of treating effluent streams
before effluents reach and pollute the larger streams and rivers
into which they flow and to design better treatment facilities. If
this is not done, it will be necessary to reprocess and redistribute
treated_ polluted river water. The latter is a psychological prob-
lem to people in light of their attitudes and beliefs about using re-
processed pGiluted water
The water problem should be approached with a flexible outlook--to
include consideration of individual home treatment, subdivision or
community treatment, and city-wid= treatment. A systems approach
to water requirements is needed because of the complexity of the
problem and the wide variety of products offered to the market.
This has rt_ulted in the lack of any integrated water industry and
consequently a meager and uncoordinated industry approach to
research and developments since different companies are concerned
with different segments of the industry and with the manufacture of
different products. An integrated approach to true water manage-
ment is needed to handle the water cycle from fresh water to re-use.
Planned re-useof waste water coula doubtlessly alleviate and
probably remove the threat of a _,,ater shortage from most areas of
the United States For example, the largest single use (40%) of
water in the home occurs in bathrooms. Simple recycling of water
for water closets could go a long way toward alleviating many
shortages.
A demonstration desalinization program is only a partial solution
to the fortbcoming water problem. Due to recent technological
development, the cost of desalting sea water is decreasing: accord-
ing to statistics of the U.S. Department of the Interior in 1952 the
conversion cost was $4,00 per 1000 gallons of sea water at lowest-
cost plants compared with present cost of $1.00 per 1000 gallons.
Desalinization costs of $1.00 per 1000 gallons are much too high
for agricultural use, however, and the cost of moving water pre-
cludes the possibility of pumping fresh water very long distances
from seaside desalinization plants.
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With the application of newly-developed technologies it is estimated
that the conversion cost will eventually decrease to 25 cents per
1000 gallons° In the United States, natural fresh water costs in-
dividual consumers from Z5 cents to 45 cents per 1000 gall.ons.
Farmers cannot afford to pay more than 5 cents per 1000 gallons for
irrigation water, although the cost of des, alted sea water will be-
come more nearly competitive witn natural fresh water. Within a
decade, the Presider.t has predicted, desalting of water "will be the
cheapest and in some cases the only way to obtain new water suppl'_es
in many are_.s of the nation. "
- b,o._,,=hmor slightly saltednwatel supplies willInland citie= with ---'--'-
benefit from many desali_,ization developments, but additional pro-
gress is needed to bring down the costs of smaller scale plants
(with capacities below 10 million gallons a day) to convert brackish
water The Department of the Interior has estimated that as many
as 1000 cities in the nation may be forced to convert brackish or
saline water for drinking purposes within the next decade.
Many types of businesses, from builders to supplier_ bf construc-
tion materials and parts will be involved'in the water desalinization
programs. Major industries, including steel, copper, concrete,
chemicals, and electrical equipment, will be affected. Pipelines
wili be needed to bring sea water to desalters and carry water to
customers. NASA research and development in waste iiquid pro-
cessing, corrosion, fluid flow, and flow and pressure instrumentation
can contribute to the development, design and reduction of the cost
of systems and equipment for desalinization plants.
An effective watex management program could alleviate the water
supply problems of the nation to a large degree. For some obscure
reason, however, water management is not a politically acceptable
solution to tt_e problem. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect t_e
search for technological solutions to continue. Thi_ represents an
ooportunity for NASA to apply its aerospace technologies to a
problem with high probability for immediate payoff.
NASA studies of metal corroding bacteria are relevant to the devel-
opment of equipment for improved municipal water and sewage
systems An understanding of metal corroding bacteria could con-
tribute to longer service lifeand less maintenance costs for equip-
ment used in water and sewage systems.
2O
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NASA-supported and developed technologies can also contrlbute to
the development ol solutions to many other problem:- of water :_upply
and pollutior. Some of the solutions v,hich could be sought might
mclude: (I; reclamation and re-use of w_ste through a sequence of
treatment, evaporation and condensation; {g) recycling atmospheric
gases similar to a space capsule system, which could produce
water bv dehumidification; (3) more widespread utilization of fuel
cells which produce water as a by-product, and (4) the development
of more sensitive detectors for locating new water sources These
detectors could be based on NASA sensor developments.
NASA-supported studies have successfully produced devices capable
ef processing human waste and recovering potable water. Tht_= is
technically feasible today but could doubtlessly require several
years before the economic feasibility for large scale commercial
applicatior could be demonstrated. Other projects have been suc-
cessful iz:eliminating noxious and toxic agents from enclosed
atmospheric systems. Utilizing the fuel cell as a source of water
represents an interesting solution if attainable. It is attractive as
a closed power and water generation system for the individual
home. _'uel cells which might be technically and economically
suitable for this application are still in the early development
stages. Much work on catalysts and/or electrode reactions still
must be done. The Gemini program demonstrated that the engi-
neering can be done.
Automated techniques based on a system of controlled water distri-
bution in association with preferred treatment n.easures can utllize
NASA-developed computer, remote sensing and monitoring device
capabilities. Thus_ where waste can be adequately treated either
for industry or the home, a closed cycling systen_ is feasible, with
a marked decrease in demand for new water.
WASTEDISPOSAL
Waste disposal and treatment of sewage has become a major city
problem requiring immediate solution. ",' Today, as in the past, the
solid wastes of cities are burned, stored, buried in the ground in
_¢See Appendix B.
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the "city dump" or macerated in the sink and discharged into the
local sewer system, and drowned in the ocean either before or after
being treated at the sewage treatment plant
With burning, the air is polluted; with burying, valuable land is
taken out of use and underground water may be polluted; discharg-
ing waste into the ocean or rivers pollutes recreational areas and
_resh water supplies
The use of incinerators, a worthy development, is not a fool-proof
solution, because they cannot burn all materials and because unde-
sirable secondary eilects arise, inctudlng intense temperatures
from some packaging materials which disrupt incinerator opera-
tions, and because the volume of solid waste is constantly increas-
ing and incinerator installations rapidly becoxne too small.
An ever-increasing population, with each individual producing about
5 pounds of waste per day, bodes ill for the future of our cities even
now faced with the problem of finding more effective solutions for
the disposal of waste. A recent study of the waste management
problem in California revealed that within Z5 years the mounting
problems of waste disposal will increase to the multibillion dollar
level. Sewage wastes, the study report shows, are expected to
increase two-and-one half times that of i965 and n__unicipal solid
wastes nearly fourfold.
One technological lin_< to this problem would be through NASA's
work related to on-hoard waste disposal for spacecraft. This
work, based on a recycling procedure which utilizes human
waste and which produces potable water with a surprislngly
small amount of solid residu_l, also considers the other facets
of the problem such as reducing by-product solid wastes from
packages. The applicability of these approaches for the reduc-
tion of volume u_ waste p::oducts in densely populated areas
should be explored. The technological challenge would not be
a difficult one. The diffLcult task would be aesociated with
getting people to change habits of long standing. NASA's exper-
ience in training astronauts should accelerate psychological
acceptance of the proposed solutions.
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Amotb.er solid waste problem amenable to technological solution Is
"_ the disposal of scrap, junked cars provided about 5 million tons
of scrap in 1964 and the ra:troads more than 5 mit,'on tons. About
one-third of the 50 million ton annual crop cf unprepaL'ed scrap
comes from manufacturing plants as the left-overs of the products
they fabricate° Other sources are demolition projects, ship-
breakers, farms, detilming and tin shredding operations, and the
scrap from public utilities and government agencies. Scrap is now
a valuable by-product for factories and the scrap disposal facilities
of Jocal orocessors are important to them and the cities where they
are located. Many urban planners and uroar renewal experts are
ackno-_iedging the need for scrap processing services in cities.
The scrap industry has specialJz _d -,._':ipment for handling large
quantities and varieties of scrap. = _ncludes balers, pcesses,
hydraulic guillotine shears, automated shredders, hammer x_nills,
fragmentizers, and rock crushers NASA' s technolgies can make
substantial contributions to the design improvements in this exist-
ing equipment and to the development of new systems, methods and
equipment fo_ scrap disposal in urban communities. The technol-
ogy areas of machine element design and processes and structural
mechanics are especially applicable to this problem_
NASA' s techniques of system analysis can also. be applied to the
!eros of waste disposal and pollution. One such systems
al,_roach is described in Appendix B of this report wherein water,
air. and land pollution are examined as related problems in the
urban physical environment. Increasing population, lndus_rial
growth, and a rapidly expanding technology are also contributin_ to
cr'tical problems of gaseous wastes and pollutio_A of land, wat-.,
and the atmosphere. Even lakes, such as Lake Erie, and the
immense oceans are beginning to react to the wastes that are
increasingly poured into them.
Until recently, the disposal of waste was treated as a se_ of sepa-
rate problems. Sewage waste was one, trash and garbage a __econd:
and atmospheric wastes a third. But as these problems _rew in
size and complexity it became apparent th&t solid waste disposdl irJ
closely linked to that of fluid waste, and both, to a degree, car,
affect atmospheric waste_. An integrated approach to waste n,an-
ag_ment by meahs of systems anal_ is would consist of combiniug
the problem3 of fluid and solid wastes with these cf air, land, and
water pollution as discussed in Ap3endix B.
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AIR POLLUTION
The _ro_vth of industrialized society has created an atmospheric
environmen_ which is hazardous to life and health and destructive
to property. Air pollution costs the nation billions of dollars each
year and, though visible to most urban residents, it has been, until
recently, one of the most ignore _. major problems of this century,
even though fifty years ago, Dr. Charles Steinmetz predicted the
seriousness of the air pollution problem which confronts us today.
(See Figure 3, ;Section 8.) With another 25 million people moving
into urban areas by 1970, air pollution will be a frequent occurence
and it may become a problem of calamitous proportions. It is
essential, therefore, that our current knowledge b¢. taken out of the
research laboratory and _feasible technology applied without delay to
the major sources of air pollution.
It has been estimated that each day American auto vehicles purr.p
into the atmosphere about 250,000 to._s of hydrocarbons, and
10,000 tons of nitrogen oxides, major ingredients of noxious _mog.
Industrial pollution is another majcr source of atmospheric con-
tamination. Recent studies by the Indiana and. Illinois boards of
health revealed that 10,000 tons of solid matter and over 7000 tons
of gaseous matter were being discharged into the atmosphere daily
over the Chicago metropolitan area. Today in Chicago, which has
been monitoring air pollution since 1928, the average monthly dust-
fall of particulate matter comes to 43 tons per square mile as com-
pared to 15 to 20 tons common to many suburbs.
An often-used cost estimate of property damage due to air pollution
is $65 per capita per year, which represents a national cost of over
$I1 billion annually. This figure refers only to property deterio-
ration and maintenance.
Another important adverse e/fect of air pollution relates to local
weather phenomena. Pollutants in the atmosphere can decrease
ultraviolet ligh_ penetratior), reduce illumination, and increase the
frequency and density of fog and cloudiness, thereby creating
tr-ffic hazards on the highway as well as around airports. On the
ot,ler hand, weather has an important influence on the distribution
of air pollution. The'.'mal inversions, in which warm air overlays
cool, oft.;n trap pollutants in toxic concentrations, causing illness
i a.,d d_ath.,cLfurban residents. The hazard_ to urban public health
resulting from ail pollution are discus,_ed in Section 6 of this report.
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Only recently has an understanding been evolving of the chemico-
physical mechanisms involved in air pollution. Approximately 90
percent of our urban population lives in areas with air pollution
problems. Few cities are immune. Estimates show that all 212
communil:les (Standard Metropolitan Areas) with a population
greater than 50,000 have air pollutionprob_ems; some 40 percent
of the smaller commu,-ities (2500-5000) also have hke problems.
In total, about 6000 U.S. ,.e_munities are affected in varying
degrees by air pollution. The current estimates of economic
damage to the nation by air pollution, ranging from 4 to 11 billion
dollars annually, cover all kinds of damage from l_vestock to cor-
rosion to reduction of property values.
Air pollution does not originate from a single source but rather
from a multitude of sources, all man-made. The internal com-
bustion engines of cars and trucks, the energy sources of many
industries, heat sources for homes and offices all consume fuel
and discharge incomp__etely consumed fuel residues into the atmos-
phere, creating the air pollution. The fuel consumed determ-,nes
the character of the irritants. With the presence of certain local
conditions of climate, the polluted conditions may remain static or
increase in severity.
Polluted air is detrimental to people, plants, and materials. It
poses a serious economic problem by requiring clean-room tech-
nology in various industrial activities and forcing corrosion con-
trol. Fog, for example, is found to be twice as prevalent in
polluted urban atmospheres in contrast with its occurrence in
clean air, thus contributing to delays or hazards in air
transportation.
A continuation of these conditions without solution may ultimately
affect the climate, geology, and economic balance of the entire
earth by the end of the century. Not only can we visualize changes
in meteorology, atmospheric, chemistry and photochemistry and
their influences on plant life including food products, but also the
effects of breathing polluted air _n the increased susceptibility of
city dwellers to lung cancer, emphy.=erna, bronchitis, and asthma,
as well as the more acute non-sFecific upper respiratory diseases
and pneumonia. Further, mar_), of the older inhabitants who suffer
with cardio-respiratory insufficiency find their breathing difficult,
and with heavier concentrations of pollutants, sometimes exper-
ience a fatal inability to breathe at all. Evidence is accumulating
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which links air pollution to increased mortality from cardio-
respiratory causes and increased susceptibility to respiratory
disease.
An extensive effort was initiated by Congress in 1963 (The U. S.
Clean Air Act) authorizing HEW' to spend 95 million dollars through
1967 Jn research and development to control air pollution. One of
the major contributions which can follow from NASA technology is
the application of a systems-oriented approach to air pollution con-
trol with the development of a definitive set of air-quality criteria.
Obviously there are numerous technical and social difficulties to be
overcome in attair/ng these goals and in translating them into effec-
,tire community control measures.
Industrial contributors to air pollution can be controlled through
ordinances, r,s the smelters were. Taxes can also be used as a
weapon, Although, a good deal of air pollution arises from internal
combustion powered vehicles, the entire American economy is vit-
ally emneshed with the use of these vehicles both for a major portion
of our national transportation network and with the production of
these vehicles and ._ssocia_;ed auxiliary equipment such as tires,
batteries, and gasoline. Therefore, the pollution problem associ-
ated with the internal combustion engine cannot be resolved as
easily as the pollution problem associated with obnoxious materials
coming out of factory stacks.
The air pollution component contributed by the internal combustion
engine "cain be removed to a large extent by electrifying urban trans-
portation as much as possible. NASA' s technological developments
and capabilities in the field of batteries, fuel cells and other .space
power systems could be of great value in assisting in the develou-
ment of suitable urban electric individual transpor_er,_ _C_reat
improvements in fuel cells and in zinc-air "batteries would lend
much in_.petus to the development of more sophisticated electric
vehicles. It is also conceivable that some of NASA' s work in the
development of moon travel vehicles could also be applicable to
electric urban vehicles.
A rich source of raw hydrocarbons is the gasoline service station.
Each and every time an auto or track is refueled, copio,_s quantities
*See Appendix B.
TSee Appendix D.
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of hydrocarbons are released into the atmosphere. NASA' s work
:n fueling 02 rockets or boosters should offer some contributlons to
the de,,eloprnent of leak-prcof gasoline service hoses. Similarly,
NASA experience with rocket engines n_ight be _he source of knowl-
edge for more effective and less expensive af'cerburners which can
e]iminate the undesirable hydrocarbons exhausted by car engines.
One application immediately transferable f:.,m NASA-supported
work can be found in the utilization of various gaseous sensors such
as gas chromatography. One of the vital considerations relative to
-_ir pollution ts the protection of humans from excessive concentra-
tions of "smog" and NASA deve'.opmenl:s with sensors and detect._.ons
agents should prove very valuable in early detection of unusual con-
centrations of contaminants and in permitting the issuance of timely
warnings cf dangerous conditions.
NASA improven,ents and developments in the field of artificial
atmospheres can be effectively utilized for creating clean atmos-
pheric e,lvlronments within buildings. Extension of this co,.,cept
from space ships and space living quarters indicates that it _,hould
be possible to provide atmospheres fo::entire cities._"
There does not appear to be any realistic solution, at present_ to
the elimination of air pollution from cities as a result of any single
NASA-developed technology. However, there are indications that
combinations of NASA capabilities could lead to an alleviation of the
problem. For example, approaching this problem as a complex
systems problem, requiring the complete cooperation of the civilian
segment of the population, would permit great strides to be made.
People could be encouraged to heat and work with electricity, to
travel in electric vehicles and to electrify their industries. This
would require much sophisticated information dissemination and
public education to overcome vested interests and habits. It would
require much good engineering work to design fossil-fuel generating
plants for remote locations with extra high voltage transmission
lines bringing large blocks of power into urban areas. Much creative
work would be required to make the transition to an all-eiectric
urban environment as economically attractive as possible. NASA has
the systems engineering and management capabilities and the pubhc
information and education experience to structure the problem,
_'See Appendix D.
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o_;terrnine solutions, and prepare and implement a plan leading to
the so!ution of the problem.
I_. is becoming imperative that research in all major aspects of air
pollution be expanded and accele"ated. Areas where NASA research
and technologies c_n make substantial contributions to overall
research in air pollu.ion include: BIOLOGY--Determining the
mechanism of absorption of gases and particulates by vegetation;
CHEMISTl<Y--ev_luating new industrial processes for future
sources of contamination, development of methods for recovering
lax ge-volume chemical effluents, and effectlng carbon monoxide
removal from the atmosphere; ENGINEERING--controlling motor
vehicle exhaust gases and smoke-reducing precipitators for indus-
trial chimneys and stacks; MEDICINE--study of the chronic effects
of pollutants on organisms and determining the relationship between
contamination and respiratory dlseases; METEOROLOGY--relating
emission co,Acentrations to weather phenomena; PHYSICS--discov-
ering the synergistic effects of vapor-particle systems; detern-,ining
principles of deposition, retention, and transfer of gaseous and
particulate contaminants; and applying fundamental particle dyna-
mics to inertlal separation, filtration, and electrostatic properties
of particulate s.
New industrial processes must be evaluated to determine their
potential contamination hazard, especially in view of today' s rapid
technological advances. NASA' s techniques for accurate testing of
equipment over long periods of time should contribute to this need,
as well as NASA-developed gas sensing and monito,!ng devices.
Basic knowledge is needed on the principles of deposition, retention,
and transfer of g_seous and particulate contaminants. The results
of NASA' s research in the atmospheric sciences and artificial
environments for human survival show promise of contributing to
this knowledge.
More must be learned about the determination of fundamental par-
ticle dynamics as applied to inertial separation, filtration, and
electrostatic properties of particles. NASA' s research and devel-
opnaent activities in artificial environments and human factors
should be searched for applicable research which can expand our
knowledge in these areas.
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Considerable work remains to be done in developing methods for
recovering large-volume chemlcal effluents and _ntermediate con-
centrations of odorous gases. With further research on the mech-
anism of carbon monoxide removal from the atmosphere, an effec-
tive device can be developed for the control of motor vehicle exhaust
gases. NASA' s chemlcal and chem!c._l engineering research results
may provide unique contrlbutxons to this required research.
Results of atmospheric sciences progralns conducted by NASA to
obtain detailed knowledge of atmospheric properties and the iono-
sphere and its variation can contribute to the improve._nent of
weather prediction methods in and around urban aret s. Another
important application area for the results of such programs_ com-
bined with early warning communications, is the forewarning of
natural physical phenomena assoclated with floods, cyclones, tor-
nedoes, hurricanes, and extended periods of drought. Stud,- pro-
grams to implement the transfer of NASA atmospheric sciences
technologies can be conducted through the Weather Bureau, Office
of Civil Defense; and local urban area dlsaster offices _sing F_&D
capabilities and facilities of local aerospace industries.
HOUSING, FACILITIES AND SERVICES
The mass flight of people, retailing: business, industry, and other
urban functions Into the countryside has created the phenomenon of
the spreadlng, sprawlingmetropohs. In some highly urbanized
areas: such as on the East Coast, the result has been the growing
together of metropolitan in_luence areas into an a,norphous and dis-
orderly pattern, which has glven blzth to the new term "megapoiis. '_
Dissatisfaction with the new spread-out _,_atternis beginning to set
in. Sprawl cannot be continued indeflnite!y. Communications
become overtaxed: pubiic improvemer;s cannot keep pace wlth the
tremendous costs that sprawl involves: ar,.d_most important of all,
we are running out of one national resource that is irreplaceable,
that can neither be n._anufactured nor imported, namely, land. The
flight to the countryslde has effectively destroyed nluch of the land-
scape, and n'.any feel now that surburbia is a place which offers
neither the advantages of the city nor those of the country.
Victor Gruen has stated that during the last few years, some coun-
terforces against suburban liwng have arlsen and a trend back to
the city has become apparent. This has spurred new interest in the
29
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fate of the central city as well as an increasing awareness of its
problems and the desire to do something about them. This trend is
of great importance, since the most troublesome aspects efthe
urban crisis express themselves in the central cores of the metro-
politan areas.
With very few exceptions, city cores are stagnating, and statistics
registering the number of visitors entering the city cores as
workers, shoppers, or participants in urban activities show a
steady and increasingly downward trend. People who can afford to
do so eat and sleep outside the urban center and beyond the imagi-
nary line that separates city from suburbs. They use the auto as a
method of avoiding dirt, noise and taxes.
In many regions of the nation the flight of the taxpayers to suburbia
has bankrupted tl-ebig city, making it difficult if not impossible,
to provide the public facilities and services th_.Lcity dwellers need.
In many large cities of the nation residents h :re to endure bad
housing, inadequate municipal services, ob ere neighborhoods,
inadequate schools, a lack of recreational a _ cult :al facilities,
and a dismal environment.
Approa :hes to the problem of the central city have not always been
thoughtfully evaluated as the magnitude of the problem requires.
Too frequently, although inadvertently, actions have been taken to
aid one part of the nation or one segment of the population which
have resulted in irreparable damage to the central cities. For
example, suburban sprawl and urban decay have not come about
solely a3 a result of a free choice in a free enterprise malket. The
choice was influenced by federal housing subsidies, which, purport-
ing to be neutral, have in fact subsidized low-density, middle-
income living in the suburbs and have _hereby financed the flight of
the middle-income population (almost a wholly Caucasian group)
frozn the central city. The Federal ro&d building program has also
played a large role in this -_rocess. It ha_ made it easy for the
suburban-dwelling middle class Dreadwinners to commute to their
jobs in the city; it has made it convenient for industry to move out
of the city, and has displaced people to make room for highways in
the city, often contributing to the creation of slums.
Outside the cities, the mistakes committed in the metropolitan
areas are bein_ repeated. Alon_ the highways commercial and
residental propertles stretch for miles in disorderly sprawl. There
3O
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is little sense of community in the suburbs, but rather the negation
of what the city is supposcfi to be. Ugly strips of gas stations,
billboards, used-car lots ,ad beer pariors are producing new slums
faster than the central city can eradicate the old. As one philoso-
pher, Lewis Mumford, has put it, "American people are becoming
the victims of urban jam and suburban jelly."
The health of the central city and its ability to attract new residents
and new businesses and industry depends on adequate public facili-
ties and services and the economic, social, and cultural strength
of its central business district. The city' s ability to meet its obli-
gations toward safety, security, housing, health, and education of
its people is directly dependent on the tax revenue which it must
obtain to a significant degree from the densely built-up central core.
The central city and its environs still remain as the only parts of
the metropolitan area that can properly support the cultural facili-
ties and services dependent upon a metropolitan, areawide clientele
It will take many of the attributes connected with the concept of free
enterprise--daring, imagination, creativity, the willingness to take
risk--coupled with a working partnership of federal and local gov-
ernments and business to implement feasible solutions to the prob-
lems posed by urban de
Grouped among the problems to which NASA technologies can con-
tribute solutions are those in the areas of public housing, municipal
services and facilities. _2xplosive urban growth has created prob-
lems and frictions in the expansion of physical facilities, urban
services, and housing. The provision of public urban services will
assume crisis proportions in many urban communitles during the
1970s. Luther G_licl_:has.n_te_k_t the.provision of urban services
requires the investment of about $1100 per capita. With an antici-
pated increase of 30 million persons in urban areas, this means an
additional investment of $33 billion for services.
If the cities are to encourage builders to build the millions of hous-
ing units which are required in growing urban areas at a price the
people can afford to pay, new techniques and new materials must be
developed. NASA technologies can contribute substantially to the
development of sue _" _echniques and materials.
Problem areas to which NASA research and technologies can be
applied to alleviate the 'problems of urban decay, housing
31
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development, and the continued provision of urban services and
facilitiesinclude:
• Data Processing Assistance to Triai Courts
• An "Information Utility" for the Centralization of
Community Records
• An Information Center for Law Enforcement
• Police Identificationand Intelligence System
• Hospital Information System to Store and Retrieve
Patient Data
• Urban Data Management Systems
• Metropolitan Data Bank for Urban Research
• Urban Data Management Systems
• Computer Time-Sharing Systems for Public
Admini strators
• Computer-Planned Residential and Business Zoning
Systems
• Improved Materials for Construction of Stadia and
Auditoriums
• Underground Installationof Utilities
• Human Factors Applications to Design of Cultural
Fac ilitie s
• Improved and Less Expensive Construction Materials
and Methods for Housing and Urban Facilities.
32
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TECHNOLOG!CAL SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS OF
THE URBAN SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
PERSPECTIVE
Throughout the course of U.S. history there has been a continuous
trend toward population concentration in urban communities. When
the first census was taken in i7q0 the1 e were only Z4 urban areas,
containing only 5 percent of the nation's populatic.. The 1960 census
showed that about 120 millicn persons, 68 percent of the population,
lived in urban areas. By i970, about 70 percent of the population
will live in urban commumties. This means that as many people
will be in cities in 1970 as there were in the entire United States in
1950--about 150 mitlion.
Explosive population growth in itself increases the tempo of social
chancre, with increased frictions, strains, and requirements f¢,r
personal and social adjustments and, when considered with other
measures of urban growth, expanding population becomes a critical
indicator ef impending crisis in the urban social environment.
Juvenile delinquency and adult crime, school drop-outs and unem-
ployment, the spread of slums and the cost of welfare, are all re-
lated to the increase in urban populations. The social and economic
costs of these problem areas to the urban community as a whole are
eno rmous.
The problems of the urban social environment posed by the expandln.g
population of cities constitute the most severe of the challenges for
technological solution. Urban services such as education, sanita-
tion, public health, recreation, and fire and police protection are
certain to require expansion and improvement to keep pace with the
ch&nging demands and needs. Failure to respond to these needs and
demands will have severe effects upon the social patterns and proc-
esses of urban life.
in contrast to their utilization in space and defense programs,
science and technology are apl,.._d in a more indirect fashion to
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problems of the urban social environment. Although techno!oglcal
sc]utlons can be applied to these problems, most of their benefits
can only be realized through the, r implementation in federal, state,
and n_,_lmcipal government programs, and through the resources and
talent provided by private interests and humanitarian orgamzations.
it should be rec.bgnized that an untapped reservoir of technology of
great proportions may exist for determining applicable solutions _o
urban sccia! problems, but that additional research is required into
the multiplicity of factors serving as aids or barriers to its effective
utzlization. The efforts of the NASA space program can serve as a
catalyst, however, tc motivate and guide local governments in de-
termining technological solutions to urban social problems, sir,,ilar
to the efforts of indastry tc utilize technological spinaffs to develop
#
commercial products.
The following problems of the arban social environment chosen for
discussion an this report are representative of the more critical
problems currently faced by the nation's cities. They are, in large
measure, the problems of American society itself, but for purpose_
c f discussion are limited to the aspects concerto.._ ban
communities:
• Juvenile Delinquency
• Race Relations and Deprivation
• Slums and Urban Renewal
• Unemployment and Welfare
• Education and School Systems
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
$uvenile delinquency Is one c f the most shameful problems of the
United S£ates. T-na nation with the world:s highest standard of living,
with one of the world's finest pieces of real estate, with every type
of recreational activity avallable, with the world's finest educational
systems, and with well-rounded !coal and national athletic programs,
the incidence rate among teenagers of crimes of violence, of sense-
less attacks on other cltizens and of lesser crinaes is increasing.
Fifty percent of the people arrested for serious crimes in 1964 were
under 18 accordlng to recent FBI statistics.
:E.E. Furash, Jr., "Businessmen Renew the Space Effort,"
Harvard Business Review, Se:)tember--October, 1963.
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Many theories attempting to explain this behavior have been offered
and many more can be expected. Act,_a].ly, it is doub '_''',u_ that any one
thecrv is correct. Th,_ behavior of teenagers is related to their el_-
virenmen[. It ts a functaon of a variety of variables:
1. 2'h,,,, extent that the school and their teachers challenge
teenagers
Z. The success with which a degree of responsibility has been
instilled within them
3. The amount of their energy that is consumed by physical
ac tivity
4. The degree to which their interests are h_ld by buuk_,
movies, hobbies and other similar interests
5. The influence exerted on them by bright , but ,warped
contemporaries
6. The extent to which they are influenced hy misdirected
homage 2aid to gangsters, hoodlums, ruffian:.J and the like
through the various entertainment media.
Even if the delinquency ra_es rernain the same, the volume of
juvenile delinquency is expected to increase by 44 percent before
1970, .due to an increase in the size of the age group alone.
Th_ solutions to the juvenile delinquency problem are complex and
point _.o many needs. These include: effective ways to assure the
instillation of accepted moral values into teenagers; teachers who
can recognize _'-udents who are not being challenged and who vail
strive to challenge them; opportvnities and activities which will con •
vince teenagers that it will be possible for them to attain their
aspirations or, at least, that it would be worth their while to place
themselves on the proper path to attempt to achieve these; and sports
and other physical acti Aries for all children and not for just the few
who m_ke the foc, tball, basketball, and baseball teams.
Realistic simulation equipment to be use_, both to train teenagers /or
developing employment skills as well as play s_ills, and to develop.
deeper interests and to stimtdate them more are also needed. Activ-
ity programs covering many different f_mctions and creat_ng moti-
vation and interest in the activitieb can dispel a great deal of the
negative beha-.nor and lead to more acceptable outcomes, The use
of slmu2aticn device_ themselves wilt not resolve the juvenile
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]he d_,_t¢ _'x that ,oul,, _ be d¢-ve|oped are 4l)_ost endle._s zn variety.
# r,a_,l_n g _n),alator (o_l,! be dcvc',,,ped for inland, lakele_s are,_;
nn:_ _t _()t_d l)e tn:ioor.,; ,_)r out Sk._zng can t)e szmulatcd with pl=_t'c
_)tow. _olf can be-=_Ir_n_l_ted, and at least t_ree ._t.nulators are now
ot_ the market.
" ;: Occui_tions al=o__can b,_-sir_.__lated. Auto repair, welding and other
_t:xatlar skills-are .now learne,_ by do_n_, but _ur .eaching methods
.eldnm provide for simulating professional (medical, legal, engi-
= neertng) activity at the low,'r edu,cattonal levels where teenagers arc
.b_:zng expecte._ to develop an interest _n life-time careers.
_ Improved kit-_ are being ,le3ign_d for moreeffective instruction in
astronomy, m_.,.hernat.ics, and.the s,_'._.eral physical and natur.'.i
= sciunct.,'. Similar kits should be forthcon_lng d_,r_t_g the next sev-
ers} years not only =n tLe sc=ences, but _n the: social scxences and
: the humanities. With these kits will come improved instructional
= _ techniques and materials, leedxng in malty cases to self-)nstructional
-- _echniq,aes for use by delinqttents in detention homes.
bIAS" _,-hn',ioL. es can contribute to other developments such as:
I,- S vstum.planning concepts and techniques, with associated
-- .equipment devel'_pments for ,'ec reation_l systems
,' .. '" Z, <lmpru__e d educational rna.tt'ri;tls, :'e|)t'CSt'lIL(' I by kits,
-'_: : _- -.vzde°' tapes, films, tec_hnzc,_[ :n_tnuals, an,t p,ogrammed
.. ;-. . " nta_erials tor-rehabilitation of aelinquent children ,,
J_, .
- .L
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RACE RELATIONS AND DEPRIVATION
The pr_,bLems _.f ra_e reLatton_ and ;t_tnor_tv-Kr )_t_ ir;,r:v,_t', n. ,!
srg:'egatt(n and _.nteRrat_on._rc c,+,mplex prob!en., of lh,, +r+>.=h
sock.atenv:r¢,nment and adn_tt (_f no easy solutl,_n, lhe_" pr..bl,-:_-,
are alwa_._, _n part, the result :_f the desires ,_l"peuplc _,f ".tl,r. t,.tn_l--
that .s , f l;ke cu:ture, rellg_n , language. <,r_gtr_, ,_r rA¢ e---',:.,._.nt;:_ K
to hve t_ gerber, am well _ts the result of prei=sures fr,,m _h¢, ,,,d_,!r.
Enclaves c( immtgrants are still vtstble throughout the nat_.,,t:'s
t:)txes. _n fact. American society has been charitc/ertzed a_ a p4trt-
_ntegrated and a part-plural social order.
Some immigrants and minority groups have fled the segregated
areas in which they first lived to become residentially integrated,
but others by choice have continued to live in still visible and meas-
urable enclaves. The co,-nplex character o_ the problems xnvolved
is emphasized, perhaps, by the consideration that while some
minority groups, such as the Negro, are at present trying to flee
segregation, other groups on the American scene are striving to
prevent integration. It is probably true t_=at in urban communities
of the United States evidences of both integrated and segregated
livingwill persist for many generations, partly due to the perszstent
pattern of immigrants from minority groups gathering together for
mutual advantage. The test of whether such living patter ns are
compatible with our nation's democratic order and the urban social
environment may li_ _t in the disappearance of segregated living
but rather in the abilityof a people to live either in integrated or
segregated patterns, in accordance with their preference.
The effort of minority groups to escape segregation will be increas-
ingly apparent in future years _hrough increased pressure for "open
occupancy" and through the increased penetration of outlying sub-
urban a;-eas. OF.en occupancy, without adequate provisions to assure
that tenants and landlords maintain high physical _nd occupancy
standards, co_Id lead to an accelerated deterioration of the open
occupancy area. This could hasten the flight ci residents from
I
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centra! c_taes to auburb_ and co,rid tnadvertently zncrease the segre.-
gat_on of the _jlnorlty Rr_ups by leaving them the soie pogsesso.-s of
a bllRhted central (_ty, NASA's technologies can make substant_.&l
(cJntrlb;Jtir_n tc_ the rr,.tintenance of the physical plant through transfer
,,f the results of It,_ programs in sanitation of space vehxcles and
thr_Jugh dev:;lopmf.nt of street and building cleaning eq_ 7.rnent for
_ 1ties based up._n ;.he prlnciple_ of its lunar e×curslon and anthro-
ll_(Jrphotl_ l_la(|LlneB.
The Inoven_ent of the white populations to suburban areas and the
concentration of Negro populations in the central city have intensified
the residential _egregation of the race_ in recent years. This pat-
tern of urban geography and residence haq bred antagonism within
the city which gives every, indication of heigbtening the differences in
socla_ _tatus unless there is a change in the segregational trends of
housing. Further, since 1945 the Negro population has beenin-
creasing at a substantially faster rate than the whites in this country,
and _n about 10 years, if these rates continue, itwill exceed the
white population in many of the larger cities of the nat!on,
If minority groups remain barred from suburban communities and
hig_xlyintegrated in central c_ties, the chr ,-actc-rof urban America
will be profoundly and adversely altered in it_ economic, political,
and social aspects. Planned "new cities" are seen as one solution
to this problem.
A new city would ser_e as a framework within which solutions to
these urban 3ocial problems°could be tested. For example, it could
serve as a means for a11eviating discrlminatory housing practices in
suburban America. It would offer a way of accelerating the rehabili-
tation and redevelopment of a city's blighted areas. It would offer a
framework within which new taxing concepts would be tried, i.e.,
raise taxes as property is neglected, lower them as improvements
are made, and fight land speculation by taxing undeveloped land.
The new city concept can also serve, as an opportunity to break the
vicious circle of poverty and lack of opportunity in which hundreds
of thousands of disadvantaged persons in most of our mature metro-
politan areas find themselves locked. It may well be that once this
vicious circle in the old urban area is broken and seiecced individuals
find themselves i_ a new and yet unknown en-ciz_rnent, the hereto-
fore hopeless vision of the future will dissit, at_ and a group of pro-
ductive individuals witi emerge, willing to take their places in
38
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sec_ety. "lh;s new ,_t.v must be m,,re resp_,ns_ve t,, t}e re,.', '_rl,an
prr_blerns than develcper-pianr.ed new towns appear t, be.
All the techno!ogxcal deve!c0ments of recent vears can bt, _::_¢,rl-t,-
rated xntc a new city. Th,s v, uhl perm't br:dg,ng the _ap that has
developed between cltxes and techn_ [cg_. Concepts t(, be _ncc,_'t_, -
rated could include:
I. Information Uti!xty
2. Commun:tv Medical Systems
3, A Modern Police S.vstem
4. A Complete Waste Management and Control System.
The new city concept would in:tiaily reqmre substantial injections of
public (probably Federal) a_d foundation funds in order tc_ make it
w',able and responsive however, when concrete results become
apparent, the private and local government sectors can be expected
to take over.
Planning this new city could be a monumental and challenging sys-
tems task that could eventua1!y compete with NASA _or the servaces
of the top talents within the Umted States. NASA's sfstems manage-
ment a_.,dengineering capabilities would be indispensable in a project
of this nature and magnitude.
Amcng the many serviceable developments produced by NASA, either
directly or through stimulation of industry and universit7 laboratory_
are many new materials which can be adapted for construction pur-
poses. These m_teria!s include metals, plastics, and other syn-
thetics, as well-as bonded combinations of metals and synthetics.
Their utility in aerospace vehicles indicates their ability to withstand
severe rigors and to provide needed insulation against the ravages of
weather extremes and to retain their appearance with age. The _e
new materials can serve as a new source of building material which
could mean new building techniques, new economies, and new build-
ing codes. New codes would require a coordinated and comprehen-
sive educational program to convince the building crafts unions and
city personnel that they are desirable and beneficial. NASA has
demonstrated Competence in dis_Jemlnatin C .his type of public
information and could assist in Fianning the program that would
formulate and evaluate the building codes.
39
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Many of the ne-_ synthetics could also be used for reFair of old struc-
tures within reasonable cost limitations, thus providing a new facade
to old buildings and perhaps inducing both owners and residents to
clean up the building interiors. The new materials are longer-
lasting and more attractive, and they could be used to demonstrate
longer maintenance-£ree behavior than the materials currently used.
Some of the older designs and less efficient equipments used for
heating might soon be disp__aced by recent NASA developme.nts, such
as banks of solar cells with Improved battery systems for enezgy
storage. These developments will be able to function without dis-
charging raw hydrocarbon into the atmosphere or producing soot to
blacken buildings, streets, and furnishings.
Appendix D discusses other technological approaches to implementing
the new city concept which could contribute to the solution of t_e
social problems of race and deprivation.
SLUMS AND URBAN [_FNEWAL
In broad definitiveterms urban renewal involves the clearanc.e or
rehabi,itation of slum or blighted areas, o- deterioratlng or _leter-
iorated areas. Through it such areas are replanned so that _:heycan
be used in the best interests of the central city by demolitior.,of
structures that cannot or should not be retained, and' th_ provision
of building sites for modern business areas and industrial fe.cilities.
Urban renewal also has a social dimension in the urban environment
since italso covers rehousing of famiiies that are displaced by site
o't_erations.
Urban renewal provides for the installation of streets,, sewers,
water mains, schools, playgrounds, sidewalks, and the m#tny other
_crvlces and facilitiesthat contribute to a useful and productive
_ociat environment. It is based on the belief that slurt.tsa:ndblight
are self-perpetuating and contagious. Urban renewal, as practiced,
has not been eminently successful, partly because most urban re-
newal planning projects were too expensive to be afforded by the
people and small ccmmercial businesses displaced by urban-rene_,al
projects.
Slums generally result from a random _comblnation of factors such
as inadequate and aging housing, neglect on the part of t_e residents,
neglect on the part of city officials; and neg!ect on the part o_
t'
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property owners. S)urns xn cxties are. growing faster than they can
be removed. Even in New York Cxty, whtch has had the largest
slum clearance and rebmlding program of any cxty in the United
States, the rate of deterioration c,£ housing units has been as great
as the rate at whxch new housxng has been constructed. New luxury
apartrr, ent buildings ccnstructed sxnce d-.e end of World War II have
noc prevented the exodus cf the middleoincome white families to the
suburbs. It was thought that after upper-income families moved
into these expensive apartments, people in the next lower xncome
]evel would move into the apartments vacated. Instead, the vacated
apartments were converted fcr occupancy by lower-income peop}e.
This conversion consisted oi breaking the residential units into
smaller units, thus making it possible to rent to more families,
yielding the landlord more :ncome. Since each umt rented for less
money, the landlords were not inclined to maintain the property as
carefully_ and the umts gra.dually deteriorated in appearance. This
prompted more middle-income families to move to the suburbs.
This population shift raised the economic burden of the city because
more people had to be served by schools, hospitals, and trans,-
portation, bt,t the people were less able to pay for these services.
Landlords made more money on their property due to the increased
rentals, but the taxes they paid remained unchanged.
The movement of whites to suburban areas and the concentration of
Negroes and other minority groups in the central city wi]l be inten-
sified during the next fifteen years if present trends continue.
The totalof new housing units constructed is vastly insufficient,
especially insofar as inexpensive housing is concerned. Recent
statisticsof the National Association of Homebuild_rs show the
following:
1. In order to accommodate the yearly added number of new
householders alone, 1,Z00,000 units are needed
7. To replace hou_.ing units destroyed by demolition in the.
processof highway or other construction, 300,000 new housing
units are needed 'yearly
3. in order to reolace that portion of the 5Z,000,000 existing
housing units which falls into disrepair or is outmoded (on the
assumptidn that the average lifetime of these units is fifty
years}, _1 million new units a year are needed
• . 5\ _
\
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4. In order to overcome the presently ex._st£ng short supply
of housing which manifests itself ira overcrowding, 500,000
units a year are required.
Thus in order to keep abrea3t of demand, it is necessar'/ to cc_nstruct
_,000,000 housing units per year during the next decade. This is
exactly double the figure which the housing industry provided in 1959.
The general shortage is complicated by the unevenness of the supply
in various price brackets. Oversupply of high-priced housing units
in certain communities contrasts sharply with the serious under-
supply of medium and low-priced housing, it can safely be assumed
that nearly the entire gap between the total demand for 3,000,000
units a year and the actual supply of 1,300,000 is attrib:,table to
shortages in the low-cost and medium-cost field.
As long as the housing demand of urban residents is not adequately
met and in proportion to the needs of various economic groups,
efforts to clear or prevent slums will be unsuccessful. Thus the
problem areas of slums, urban renewal, and housing for urban
residents pres, nt challenging opportunities on a vast scale for the
application of cchnological solutions. Opportunities for application
of NASA-developed technologies to the solution of these problems
include: :
1. NASA studies of urban growth such as the onc-spons@red
undez grant contract NASA 2_I._#G_-50)8' concerned with urban
growth as it relates to the Florida counties adjacent to Cape
Kg.n.nedy
2. Ivle.thod01ogiesand analytical techniques related to long-
range planning such as developed kmdel, Contract NAS7-1d0
which can be u_ed to assist planners in rr,ore effective planniug_
of urban renewal and hot,,_ingprbgram_ ,
3. Development o i improved and less costly methods of build-
ing constructior_especially in the areas requiring large invest-
ments for labor and machinery
, _ 4. Deyeloprnentof improved, economical, and long-lasting -¢
_ _materials _forlow and medium-cost housing-units, including --
/ economical methods of manufacturing such materials
!i ....... _. Development o_ _nethods and-materials ,which_can be ,_ -
implemented to increase the life of housing unRs and to_ keep !i r_....
i into acute:- of disrepair " _"_ j-
_/ , them from getting .... states . -
Q,
' " "; a ,. ""- "".
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6. Development of multi-purpose construction machinery and
apparatus for the building of ,'esidential housing units
7. Assisting in the formulaticn of adequate and effective
training schools to teach modern methods of the construction
arts and crafts.
UNEMPLOYMENT AND WELFARE
Migration to the cities has already imposed heavy burdens on the
welfare activities of the cities concerned. With many of these
migrants poorly educated and trained, opportunities for employment
at a wage adequate for a decent life are becoming extremely rare.
Welfare payments often are more substantial than many of the
migrants have ever exper,,enced in income. This tends to encourage
them to remain on welfare roils. In som_ cities a generation of
children is evolving _or which the welfare agency is the normal and
accepted source of income,
Many disadvantages accrue to minority groups in addition to poor
housing. These include high rates of unemployment, low levels of
education and training, the necessity to compete with the more
highly educated and better trained people for jobs, and the bias+
frequenLtly found in many communities. Members of minority groups
are often relegated to the menial jobs where skill requirements art;
low and the opportunity to improve job status is often lacking. Other
disadvantages involve transportation to and from employment. As
the whites and industries move out into the suburbs and countryside,
Negroes, as well as other rr_inorities in the city center s lacking an
automobile and wilhout, adequate public transportation, do not have
the mobility required to compete for and hold jobs.
c
The migration to the cities of rural Negroes, Southern whites, arid
Puerto Ricaris ha+s already imposed heavy tax burdens on the city.
In 195% for example++ New York City spent $50,000_000 for remedial
programs for i_s Puerto Rican newcomers; This was more than the
citFspen_ on all its parks_ libraries, zoos, and museums during
that year. ,+ ,.
. +
, The l_icture +one obtains in projecting Lhess facts can be described as
,_ a group of low-density regional settlements in which industry and
' the white population are spread-out over the+countryside+ with-a
'" conoentrated Nesro _¢¢upancy at-the center of th_ city; The city's
+ , i, ' '- + • + L_+' "
+
+_ ,
.......... + ° ++- _ _-+ _ + ,j: +.+, + ,. + ._ _ .+
+- J ....;,._.i '_ .... + " +' .
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tax base will be diminished by the flight of industry and its affluent
citizens; its expenses will increase to care for its immigrants. A
large number of the center-city residents will commute to jobs in
the suburbs white many of the suburban whites will continue to travel
to jobs in the central business district. They will demand good
roads but_ by keeping themselves off the tax rolls of the central city,
will not be responsible for paying for the facilities they demand.
The inability of the automobile and the expressways to handle the
traffic, the changing character of the city occupied jointly by a
financial and business community and _egregated minority group
populations, the problems associated with financing public services
for a migrant population in the face of disappearing industry and lost
taxes axe :_ll' reasons for not allowing present trends to continue.
Another facet of ",.he welfare and unernployrrJez._ problem concerns the
increase in the aged population unable to subsist on meager incomes
in urban communities. Froblems that affect human beings of all
ages are found to occur more often or with greater intensity among
older individuals. In the economic area these problems concern
employment opportunity, income maintenance, cost of housing, and
medical care. The emotional and physical well-being of older people
is often thz eatened by occurre:lce of chronic diseases and the mount-
ing requirements of medical care. Modern medical scie :..e can
provide help to the elderly, but the individual older person's oppor-
tunities in the area of health and medical care are inseparable from
his economic problems. The recently instituted "medicare program"
for the aged will alleviate this latter condition by serving two major
groups of older people: those receiving public welfare assistance,
and those with some, but limited, financial resources of their own.
To combat the problems of depletion of welfare funds and to remedy
partially the problem of unemployment of minority groups and the
aged in urban communities, constructive programs of revitalizing
cities must"be implemented. The nationSs cities Will recover their
vitalityas they are continually restructured in the image and con-
ditions of our times. A new climate and-neW opportunities for
_nvestmen_ and development _re needed and csn be_¢re&ted through
Lhe recognition that !'self-help" programs can &is_ be.carried out in
the private sector_of the nationSs economy,. In man y_r6as of many
cities th_ investment potential _ so great and so _. _rent that -,,
--prtva_e enterprise will do the job wi-thout ass_tan_, .__,__t_: •
present such cases are the exception r_ther than the rule. _ • _'_. ,_
• " - I,
,.',,:....._' .............. .........."_ .... ._,_...._,...,.- ........_ ........... :.....
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The challenges and opportunities for private investment can be found
in providing services in hie preservation and extension, in hfe
enrichment and in convenience and leisure. Another force In con-
tinuous operation that will provide new investment and business
opportunities to absorb the unemployed is inno_'atlon. To channel
this force successfully, however, the problems which require
innovatiol., must be identified. The private se(tor of urban life can
cai1 upon research organizations and universities for assistance,
and the innovators, entrepreneurs, and riak-taking financial insti-
tutions can develop programs to determine technologies which can
be applied to the solution of the problems identified.
NASA's centers for the study and de.'elopment of means to transfer
its technologies to commercial and -'iustrial applications (such as
established at Indiana University and Pittsburgh University) will
play an important role in assisting private and business investors to
generate requisite innovations. These innovations will create whole
new industries, businesses, and new social and economic forces
which could change the national economy and dza stically reduce the
need for welfare and vnemployment programs.
Businesses and industries may be encouraged to invest in training
institutes of their own in the style of youth and vocational training
organizations operated by the Federal government to meet their own
specific demands. A key element in the process of technology
transfer is the effective flow of technical information; The fullest
utilization of the technological by-products of space programs will
flow from an effective information system. NASA's publications
dissemination program should prove of value in this regard if it is
extended to include universities, vocational, and trade schools.
Many opportunities for new products and services will accrue from.
the transfer of NASA's technolo_es, through its publications and
technical briefs, to the interested private sectors of the urban com-
munities. The potential for the rcsttl_ing innovations to create jobs
which will. contribute to the allev_tion of the problem_ o/wel_re
and unemployment will then be limited only by the zeal, inm_rmtion, .
and technical capabilities of the innovators and entreprenQurl_
J.S. Parker* has Stated that "the transfer o1 technology, rather
than products, will be by far the most impcrtant_for some time to
*$. S, Parker, General Electric Company, "Space Technology's
Potential For Indust_ry, ;_ Fourth National Conference on the Peace° _
ful_Uses oi*'Spa_e, Boston, May, _,'1964. _ "
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_m_: the areas of new methods, np_ design approaches, and new
prr,d,wtlon _echntques offer promisxng transfers to ]nduv, try and
1Dnt>vators. "
EDUCATION AhJD SCHOOL SYSTEMS
"l'h_. tno_t receipt statistics released by the U.S. Office oi Education
show that there are 54.2 million students comprisJng nearly _8 per-
cent of the U.S. populatio;1. Elementary enrollments account for
35.9 milhon, 12.9 million are in secondary schools, and 5. i million
ar_: in umversltxes, colleges and professional schools. Not since
the Depression of the early thirties have educational developments o,t
the nation's schools been so greatly affected by social and economic
,lcvelopments. This is particularly true of city schools, which are
affected by the financial support and the racial, economic and popu-
lation shift fnrces.
The next few years will severely test the progress of new develop-
ments in school systems and the extent of their impact _n edueatxonal
practice, It has become apparent *,hat cities did not keep up with
school growth needs and gradually fell into an educational deficit.
Today schools are working to overcome this deficit to keep up with
rapid changes facing all schools and to operate their schools in a
tighter budgetary climate.
5ome )roblems of city school systerrs Of special concern today are:
(l) The increase in the numbers of pupils; (2) decreases in financial
sapport; (3) school dropouts and young adult unemployment; (4) labor
organizations of school employees; (S) rapid changes in school cur-
rlculum, and (6) adjustments to new methods, systems, and
materials for teaching. None of the foregoing are really new prob-
lems, but because of a variety of conditions ";hey each press for
imroedlate attention and their magnitude in terms of the numbers Of
pupils affected makes them e,_pecially crucial.
Problems associated with handling increased enrollment and prG-
•iding adequate and effective facilities will accelerkte th_ need for
changes in methods and systems of instruction. The oppor+.unity for
the application of NASA-developed technolosies wil. t- be greatest in
these areas. NASA technologies will fir, d a plac_ i,tthe ..evel¢.._',_ent /
"_r _mprovement of instructional television, language teaching
laboratories, teaching/ru_chines, _programmed instruction devices,_
visual stds to education, acoustical training aids, newer approaches
, " • . -7 '_ (, .._/ "-_
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l( tea¢!':;l;g _n._t. , _1 :'..c a ¢,nd £!_..-v _.,t.a t .,, r_t,w t_,x_:;, new testing
mett-,cds ar:d SVS'etT, S: aulc.p,_,_ted .;b:ar.es, c,,mi)ut,.'rs as lnstruc-
t_o::.a] tools, scb.ucl s:rntilatl<c "c_,-t'.e:_, design of c_,ntln't:ous pr,_c-
ess schcc.Js, comp._ter-based :nstruct., n i_: t_e humanities, computer
appi_¢atzo:_s tc m_.d:(a_ lnstrv.ct_c,r, auul_,-l.agt-al systems and
equ'pmer.t .tcr _-angu,ge teach_r,g and ¢vrrect_on,,: speech _mpedi-
ments, mfermat,_cr and ,.,ate. systems for mamta_mng and ,'et,'tevinbl
r,
schco and pup_, retort.s, cer.trahzecz c,,:,,;:utcr fat_ht_es for
university rese_r':: ;e the so-crees, tlme-shar'ng cc)ltl})tltcr systems
for mterccnnectzcn between ctt:er ,-_cn;puters th,'o_lghout the country,
and vzdeo tape t:brar_es ci iect,,res, concerts, and school _¢.tivttJe8
**or v-,ew;ng _y s,ude .... as means -t _,_udy arid enjoyment.
.a many large urbar, ccmmt:r,,,t:es there has been a not, ceable de-
crease in the quahty cf school _nstructlon in recent years, l'b..,s
has been especially true in the area of the centrai c_ty, partly
because of the chang!r'g patter,_.el school population and par.tllr
because of the shifting of better teachers to the suburban commun_.-
t;t:s. The. middie clas_ white families, distuxLed by the increasing _:<
d_sorder and misbehavior created in overcrowded schools and : _.._
classrooms, h.a_refled to the outskirts Teachers, also of middle- _ .....'
c!ass origin, have done the same. Further, the hei_tening of _. -..__:"
racial groupir.gs ax_dthe influx cf rover ._ stricken people from th_ ..... - -
rural parts of t.hecountry have contributes to the decay of the con- . " !
tral c_ty and a ccr,sequer_t lowering of the quality of educa*.ion _- _ _.- -_:.
numbers of ch_tdren .;nschools increased,, wl'Jleavailable funds .. _ :_-.....-_--_
could not keep up w_th the grcwth cf student population, ') . :_:_:.
/,necucating children durir_g their et.rlieryears of schooiing,there ' -:"-
has been a feeding of the same at_ndard curraculum to nil, not_,ith_/ --_: "
standing individual difierences, mt,_rests, motivRt_o_s, or Cal_,- " - :.:
bilities, And, me,re often than not, edacational ;_ethods and te-¢_- ' " :-._
niques have failed t¢ recognize .........
the existence of the i_dividtml, -av_ - _'- _3!_:-f '._:::_
dropouts.{;) juvemle delinqu©r, ts, (2) undert_ch_evers. _md (3} ' ' : : ?' <C:'_
xr. the economic world, :h_ :r,dividual rec_ive_ re¢o_mitior_." hi8 " ':: ---"- ._- := .....
needs, t_stds, and _es_re.s are appealed .to on that basis and ";, : ":'
_espond_ _s an ind_viduaI ,_n l_s purci_ses. Cer_si_y he can b_ " " ' '.,,','<..4.'_
"l_,seifled in oneool sever_ tapestries _n-h_s habits tikes a_d dls- ,_ . .;,_,,
.. :. . ..... .,:_
likes, etc.. b_t otude_;s areal so c_Ried and so treatgd.._im_.-., - .:_!:,:., i>.2.
. . :_,..a__'
_atr considerltion sho_!d l'_e siren-to +_duc+,tL_#--,pat'tict_.lsriy dt.rrblg. {:'!,:' ::,ab_r.;
') " _"'xgt -*,._, .$ _n" ;..'_
..... ,...:.r .0..:.-:._?!._._-,_2_.f/,;
-. ', .'..... .','_:.,¢,_r_,¢.'_,,-""
. . .-, ,;;,,,..;.-:.,,.',,_ .- .
• -/ - .'- " -" . ". .... _,"..,_a:,._ ,_-!,_.'
......... ,': ....... "7,,:._-.... ..... ;:: ':_,'i":'_-_.F_.._._.,,!£_'_,
- -_° ..... --"' : ".,.:..-, ... :. _,.o.:,'",.:_&_,_,._,,-va_._,........_'_.
..... .. ....... :_,.:,a,:_....:..'.. _. .;_.;<¢4_.','._ :._,_"_*'a ._4_,,_
.... ,,.,.... .:_..,-._,_o__, ,_,_ee__• ..; ,:-;... :,.,..• .%¢_: ..'. ;.:'._,,,_ ".
:... _ : ,, <.e:#_:. .... ':" _" ., '""'a _ "".'%.r._%"_._'._"_?,_:_g". ._*r,",
.,g.. . _., ' . - .., . .'-. ..,
.... . :..: .... _.':,L'"",;" .' ", ".. ,....,'' • . .... "':_" ./._ ","ag@:'..*: ."*_'_t_'_k_'._
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the lower grades in order to make education mwre appealing and to
meet individual needs and capabilities. The perpetuation of nine-
tee_th cen+.urythinking in educational methods is totaJly unwarranted
today.
Space acti¢ity developed during the past 7-8 years has produced a
profound impact on education and the extension of knowledge. The
exposure of our children, through radi_, and television, to ideas,
processes, and world-wide ,,n-the-spot events directly resultant
from space activities have stimulated widespread interest on the part
of all chilclren of all ages in education, new _echnology and science.
The scientific and technological developments fostered by the space
program have become part and parcel of the e4ucational content at
all le,,els of schooling. Every child now has a feeling for space and
has a better background for developing a realistic understanding of
the universe as a system, the place of planets and especially the
earth within this system.
Space activitisshave enhanced the application of closed circuit and
open circuit television as an educational technique by means of the
extraordinary content made available. Video tapes, as well as other
records of on-the-spgt events_ sre valuable supplements to the books
available within libraries which are fast becoming automated.
Communication satellitesare now used as way stations in the trans-
mission of .knowledge and events from one contingentto another.
Wi_en the communication satellitesystem is exp_.nded, itwill be
possible to transmit culturat information directly into the school-
room without undergoing the warmed-over processing required pre-
viousl7 when programs where tr&nsposed _.'alanguage or otl:er
visual media.
The availability of this knowledge directly will p=ovide a better under--
standing of the values and behaviors of other cultures: encouraging
the learning of specific attitudes, ideas and behawors, while at the
same time discouraging other attitudes, which represented stereo-
typesr frequently of doubt, ignorance, tradition, and other dubious
origins.
Space activities have given increased value and acceptance to the
teaching {and learning} of various subjects which prev_ously were
considered somewhat exotic and of limited interest. WLere science
and technology lost their attractions to youth, there is a reawakening
48
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. _C ,_11 levels, attractin_ new inter _st in technology. Further, new
£ie?.ds of ,science and technology have widened, attracting more
interested persons ready for careers in th: _e fielas An add'.tional
item of value has been ',he de,hand and inst_tutio** of higher stand-
ards, especially at the ,econdary school level, wit" expandir.g
oppoztunities for gifted =hildren insofar as intellectual development
is concerned.
At the college and univel sity levels, the advent of space develop-
ments has led to an increased need for highly trained scientists _nd
technolog{sts of all kinds As a result, NASA ::as been issuing
scholarships, grants, feltowsh._.ps and research contracts, many o!
which are directed to the tra'ning of students in a variety of pro-
fessiona], discip_in_so One additional iactor 11as been the tremendous
stimulus given by NA_SA to interdisciplinary education, principally
required by the critical d_ma_.d for plenning in the space sciences
and space t_avel prog'rams. Graduate programs are just beginning
at various locations in interdisciplinary sciences. Equipments and
teaching devices are in demand for classroom and laboratory in
order to meet new educational requirements. In fact, many N&SA
personnel are teachir, g on a part-time basis to assist in neveloping
new graduates and in designing the new equiFment and devices
needed.
Methods and techniques Aeve!opet 4 i_ connection with space activities
have introduced NAdA-type system concepts to ,,_duca'tion which are
leading to improved scheduli_.g and related administrative activities
soon to be more widely adopted J.n a variety of educational systems
and inctitutions. Witil incre._sed _ophisticat!on and the greater
availetbility of equipments and trained p,erso_mel in the near future,
_bese applications will be u:_ive_s_lly accepted and used.
Although programmed rnater:als were initiated prior to the break-
thzough in space deve].opment_,_, the impact upon programmed
materials due to space activitJe,,_ was extreme. This resulted in a
tremendous boost in the develo'_.ment of programmed materials,
which today are begln.-.ing t_ prove more effective than many tra-
ditionai rnJ,_-ri-_Is for teaching and learning purposes. NASA can
contribuc_ in this area by helping to encourage the use of these
advanced teaching methods and by publicizing the use of these within
its own areas of intere_*..
49
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Ingenuity applied to the design and development of synthetic training
device:_ essential for fanliliariz_tion training of astronauts and
maintenance technic!.ans is being applied to the development of
training devices and kits for introduction in the various levels of
educa, tion.
Space programs have shown the futilityof'lacking specific skills,
whether these be in terms of profession_.1 and technical skills_ or in
terms of the several vocational trades. With many sophisticated
equipment systems and the associated growth of automation, un-
skilled and sen_i-skilled workers find it necessary to upgrade their
skills and knowledge in order to maintain employability. Courses
of study for expansion of knowledge and developing, improving, and
upgrading skillc are being initiatedthroughout the nation to meet the
demands cf many workers. Technical skills and professional re-
quirements, so highly demanded space programs, are fostering
educational and training progranL .t the secondary school and
university extension levels.
Scientists and engineers have had to add bc_h new knowledge and
understanding of new methods to their capabilities in order to func-
tion in the space program. Professional and technical skills have
had to be modified in order that their utilitycould be transferable
to space activities. Special courses have been started and will be
continued with instruction by knowledgeable individuals under NASA
contracts or in NASA employ, in order to add to the capability of
scientists and engineers. Thi_ program will be needed for a num-
ber of years, especially as new knowledge of space is being gath-
ered, for new technical developments in man's conquest of space.
Adult education courses dealing with the new problems of undeveloped
countries and familiarization with foreign cultures are receiving
impetus and new interest throughout the country. The use of.com-
r.uunicationsatellitesfor intercontinental telecasts has broadenea
the interests of people in international activities. Thus cultural
interests have broadened with a special heightening cf concern for
the needs, assetsj and way of life of other cultures and communities.
In fact, for many_ these adult educate.on ccurses may also prove a
means fo.:_timulatin_ commercial interests and ties irathe expan-
sion of irtterltationalr.rade. Economic development can be expanded
when businessmen have a better understanding of the culture of the
nation with which they propose to dc business. The information
5O
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• being conveyed to them--first by inte-continerttal telecasts then by
adult educational courses--is fully instructional on the nced_ of o_her
nations and the means for dealing with them.
The technical and professional requirements demanded by NASA
space programs, especially at the skilled trade levels plus the
requirements for increasing numbers of highly skilled mai:_tenance
technicians of all types created by the adoption of automated tech-
niques and equipments, has not only had adverse effect through the
displacement of workers with lesser skills, but also has created an
advantage by generating demands for many workers with higher
levels of skills. There are extreme shortages in the number of
highly skilled crafts._nen,and there is need for training in th_se
skills. There are also increasi, _,demands for trained ser_-_ce
workers and the expansion of eervice needs.
These demands have led to renewed interest in the trade or voca-
tional schools in order to develop persons wi_h the needed s_ills for
business and industry. Up to now, the pressure has been in educa-
tion, emphasizing the "_mportance and values of college and dniversity
educations. This view, however, led to neglect of a large port_on of
the popvlation, many of whom could not qualify for highe: education
and for whom the schools were proving inadequate. 1herefore, wlth
government support, new funds and iLifeare being pumped into the
trade schools, craftsmen are being ._eveloped, and the technological
economy will again be able to move on. This development will 0e
needed for the next five or more years to build up a suitable capa-
bilityand the several cr_..ftsmanlevels.
In order that the skilled craftsmen be properly trained and d_veioped
and service workers be able to develop their needed skills, it will
also be essential that trainees be able to perform the various basic
reeding, writing, _nd computing skills in order to attain employ-
ability. Programs of support have been initiatedvia the Dep_rtment
of L_bor ()_4DTA) &nd the Office of Economic Opportunity to provide
the opportunity for people to complete their basic education. These
proBrarns, of course, also have. the salutary effect of cb_ ,tingthe
several local and Federal ,_elfare programs, at le_.stin principle,
and hopefully in practice. Those, who become employable as a result
of thc combination of education and trainin_ to which they are ex..
pocedf will be able to leave the welfare rolls.
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Any municipality (or institution) contemplating the need to progress
is depeudent upon the modernization, not only of its plant and
envi,'ons, but also of its pc'op3e_ Technology has put a great increase
of r.equirer_.ents upon the educational demands of municipal era-
ployees. Municipalities have a history of stodginess and tradition,
as well as a reluctance to increase tax _ates and modernize their
procedures unless forced into these practices. However, moderni-
zation can be attained only as municipal employees are educated to
new develoloznents, new procedures, and new concepts to. improve
their performance in their jobs.
NASA Can help to advance these various programs by hiring gradu-
ates of the various training programs and advertising their action.
They can also disseminate to the various educational activities
l_'_o_;ledgeof teaching methods and instructional techniques used by
th_ agency in its employee improvement programs.
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TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS OF
THE URBAN ECONOMIC _ENVIRONMENT
PEr_SPECTIVE
Tbc most troublesome aspects of urban erases express themselves
in the central cores of cities. With, very few exceptions these cores
are stagnating, and statistics registerit_g the number of visitors
entering the city cores as wozkers, shopp,rs, or participants in
urb,_.n activities show a steady and increasin[_ly downward trend.
Such conditions threaten the vitality and function of arban communi-
ties. As President Johnson recently stated: "To save the vitality
of our cities,we must make continued progress in eliminating slums,
in rehabilitating historic neighborhoods, in providing for the humane
relocation of people displaced by urban renewal, in res.toring the
economic base of our communities, and in revitalizing our central
areas. '_
People have long banded together bscause they found that any task
whether itbe to obtain l:rotectionfrom wild beasts and human
enemies or the making and exchanging of goods, could be better
acconaplished by a common effort.. They formed cities because
n_an is a gregarious animal looking for sociability and ease of
human communication. As technology and industry developed and
as agriculture needed less land and manpower, cities started to
increase in number and population.
The mass flightof business, industry, and other urban functions
into the countryside has created the phenomenon of spreading,
sprawling n'.e_ropolis,which many scholars and c't,lplanners have
attributed to a variety of causes ranging from land use patterns
and taxation to inadequate facilitiesand city administration. It is
an established fact, however, that its effects are far-reaching in
the physical and social environments of cities and become
especially critical in the urban economic environment.
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Victor Gzu_n has predicted that over the nex_ ten years local
private enterprise will take the initiative in the. ec, nomic revitali-
zation of cities; that the task will be carried on in partnership with
_,he government; and that it w:ll be stixnulated by technological
advances and implemented by the business and industrial organiza-
tions in communities through the establishment of new businesses
risking investments in innovations. For _his prediction to be
realized, the effec¢ivene_s of government agencie_ conce.rned with
city planning must be improved. Land use and tax policies must
be re-evaluated to revitalize the economic cllmate of urban
communities. Procedures must be established to attract new
business and industry. Finally, economies and efficiencies muRt
be .;ntroduced at all levels of administration.
Critical problem areas in the urban economic environment which
have been identified as amenable to technological solutions for
purposes of this study are as follows:
• City Administration
• Operation of Municipal Facilities
• Retention and Attraction of Business and Industry
• Land "_'se Patterns and Policy
• Urban Pi&nning
CITY ADMiNiSTRATION
The operations oZ municipalities and municxpal government have
increased in complexity in a11 directions. The many transactions
which require official recording demand accuracy, and the
information searches and regal processes must be accelerated to
avoid unnecessary delays. Further, the patterns of city growth,
with steady increases in the urban populations ,,place greater
burdens on the city governments in the demands and costs of
,_dministrative functions.
There are some overlapping relationships, but each specific urb_.n
problem contributes its unique difficulties and attracts its unique
special interest groups. Municipal administrators face their
greatest challenge in requirements for programs for actior_ in this
complicated area of rel_ttiontships. The critical question for
consideration thus becomes: Is the administrative apparatus of
54
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. municipalities adequate for the appiica_,on of mod_.ru sciences and
tschnical skill to the critical problems of the modern city? It
would seem logical to assume that administrative mechanisms
designed for the mnereenth ce.atuzv will never be adeluate for the
purpose of er, abling cities to solve their twentieth century problems
with twentieth century means. The complexity of administra.*ive
relationships is the heart of the problem of implementing many
corrective action programs. The me_hodo l_gles and. ter, hniques
identified with the management sciences, _hc information sciences,
and economi_ analysis which have b_en u_3ed in NASA's large-scale
programs hold a good potential for modernizing the admixdstrative
apparatus of the city.
The basic information essential to th,.:administrative functions of a
city is an ever-expanding mountain of records. Although m!ich of
the basic information is relatively invariant over long periods of
time, a history develops as each tr_tr.sactionoccurs, ar-dvarious
minor additions or subtraction_ are made from time to time. None-
theless, the actual transactions and processing of these actions are
recurring affairs wi_h their frequency increasing each year.
For example, land recordings, tax assessment actions, school
records, b..-_alth and sanitation records: personnel and payroll
record_ ,nsr)ection records police records and operations, and
other municipal functions produce daily, weekly and other regularly
recurring frequent actions. Instances have already proven the
utility of computerized systems which permit orgar.izing th_ various
records into suitable data banks to _aci!itatethe needed bandling,
processing, storing, and retrie,,ingof inform:_ion. The data bank
concept needs associated with a l_rg_ computer require iX'ASA's
tremendous infor,nation handling, classification, storage and
retrieval know-how fo£' incorporating s,_veral record systems intu
one computer. NASA's work in the field of data storage density and
high speed retri:_val is of particular int,_rcst here. Thi_ capabilky
has been gaining _'idespread appl,catlon at od-_erlevels of _ovcrn-
ment functioning _._n_should be utilized more at the municipal
government l_vel. 'The technology has been demonstrated and now
requires only modifications and softwa','eto perm,t its being applied
to the data bank problem.
Communication systems today incl',:de the telephone, tc._graph
radio, television and public add_sss systems wl_l-.._ c.ap._bilit7 for
two-way communications. Ir.gcner:a)_t_-esevar,ous ,:on_mun,c.at_cn
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modes have been opervted as independent systems and rarely have
be_-n organized into r_e;vork i'ashion to serve a municipality. Effec-
tive communications provide one of tk',e .najor keys to s_.ccessful
administration. These cGmmunication systems involve, in addition
to the messa_'es communicated by people, equipment with _be ability
to trace a_ttomatically }_y means of remote sensors, i. e., locating
leaks in municipal sewer systems, and to generate signals c,_r, ve y-
Sag information relative to the size and loc_tion of the _r,u_t_.
Such signals may be generated by fires, by unexpected bre_.ks in
wa_er or gaa mains, or by other emergencies that can be sensed
and transmitted to a cen_r_,l disp!ay console where the type, location
or criticality of the event can be displayed. NASA's remote sensing
work could lead directly to capabilities of this nature.
In some cities, ,uobile tw_,-way radios are now utilized by patrolmen
_n beats: this gi,res them a response capability similar to that of
police car patrc, l. Fire engines and ambulances can also kave
radio communication installations and sometime3 do, but these are
exceptions rapider than the rule. The police officer who le;_ves his
pa_.rol car is out of contact with headquarters; the fireman who
goes into th_ burning, building is out of contact with the chief and his
i'ellows. The leaky water or gas main is not detected until a subway
is flooded or a home explodes.
School system:_, more concerned with records and the transmissior
of informatior, between people and from stored rec,_+rds to people,
are behind in the application of current communications c_pabilities:
Closed-circ_,it TV is used for tea_,hing, yet closed-circuit TV to
scan and transmit records on demand of school teachers or
administrators do_s not exist, nor is there a system that perl_its
students to interact with TV lecturers. The technology required is
generally available partially as a resu,t of NASA developmen1:s.
Feasibility demonstrations mu0t be conducted.
Another area ol concern to city administrators is that involving
the municipal courts and their concern with city ordinances, relguta-
tion_, and enabling legislation. Law and ]egal decisions are
generally 0ased on p_'ecedent or on enablin8 legiglatior,, yet )_istory
has frequentlf shown the existence of conflicting laws and ordinances
which h&ve o_ten been overlooked. The law, precedence, lesal
conflict, and legislation have scarcely benefitted from modern
tech_iquee and developments. There is strong dependence apon the
old-fashiot_ed procedure of library search by the individua). _hio
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is a definite hindrance to the workings of _ustice because it is ae
slow and costly operation. C;or_puter appAcation to the ci_ss_fic_ -
tion, storage, and retrieval of th_ 1_ws, l_gal actions, and previous
cases offers another sensible eolu_.ion to the m,_derni._a'.ion of a
" municipal government activf.ty by the application of NASA technology.
Computerization can at lea_0t relieve, if not e]._minate, the long
delays and waiting lists for civil and criminal actions. M-och of the
time devoted to library se_..rch and retriev._1 of pert,t_ent precedents
by attorney_ and thcir law clerks _.an be reaUocated to other facets
of the legal process, allowin{; f_do to _J_ used n_ore effectively in
exploiting legal procedures under t_:e law. .
Cities need the fiscal ca_pability to invest i,_ the new systems and ,
new equipments. Operations have exp_.nded througho_:_ m_.micipal
functions and costs hav,_, risen accordingly. As a result, taxe_ _ _ :,:_.
have also risen. The monies for capital investment must ]:e sought :....__:==:__!
elsewhere_from Federal or state government sources and _nt_-rnal _ __._J_S_%
revenue producing sources. Unttl such f_uds become avai'able, the :-:'-: ....
• .; :-.-_.
improvement p{cture will be delayed and the opportunitJ_es for tiP.ore ;.:. _._....• ,,:
'.-.,r;.-'..,,,i",-:. • ,,,.
efficient city a_imin',stration eitLer lost or postponed. I_ASA can ..,.. ,_._
contribute to this F,roblem area by f_nancing studies to deve.i_? ::''"_,_:_
•. . ..".._,'.-./_._
procedures that will permit the application of NASA-developed ";,- .. ,_,_:..._,_"
techniques, such as CAST, to thio problem a'-.e,_ in a general way so • _,_
. ,., ..: _.-_..,'_...':that the ultimat,_ cost to cities is reduced by t_e devel_,_ment cost. _-_ _._
OPERATION OF MUNICIPAl. _AC_L!';IES , ', . .:-.:."
The non-r_venue producing facilities in _n u_ban community usually -_'_:._._;
consist o_,: : '_'.._-.....
i. Sewage dis posa_ plants -C_#_._-_
Z. _arke and other free recreational facilities • , : ._
3. City _q_.ipment maintenance facilities _ _"
4. City _treet departments _ ,_,_/_:_.,
5. Welfare and social service dep_rtments ::;i_ !_'_,
6, Polic,_ departments and jails _ ._ ' _'"'_:_'• _ . "._.;': -'..'_.'_-.._t'_
NASA technologies can contribute tO t_e a_ttrac_vmaesB amd ._{._- ,:,- _";_-
ciency of ?hess facilities. For enmple, oewa_e #lspoILl:p_lmLe:. • ,:,:._.:},,,,_._..,_.::
. ,. ;. - ,.,_._: ,.._, _ ,'.
......... _,;, _._,,,,,_..-._
_ _ '._" _'t_,, "',,
_ -_..... : ....."... •.:_:..,-.;.,..,,._.._,
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now in existence are la_'gely b&sed on both antiquated sewage
generation requirerf_ent:_ and sewage treatment technology. New
sewage treatment proce_ses, tailored to today's wastes and utilizing
modern technology, sho_.ld be developed.
Water supply, sewage tr..=.atment, air pollution, garbage and refuse
disposal are problems in every city and demand better solutions.
Since they are interrelate.d, they are amenable to solution through
a systems approach. At present, there is no integrated approach
to handling the water cycle, solid waste disposal or air pollution,
and garbas- ;.nd trash collection trucks continue to ply the city
streets.
Since adequate water to supply the requirements of some large
cities (such as New York) is becoming more critical, planned re-use
of wastewater should be studied as a metkod to eliminate or fore-
stall emergencies related to water shortages. Approximately 40_0
; of total z_sidential water consumption is _tilized in the bathroom;
ifthis water can be treated and re-used at minimum expense, great
savings could be realized. In *he development of future communi-
ties, the available water, _rimar- and secondary systems, waste-
water treatment, wastewate.r reclamation plants, and water re-use,
irr_gation, and fire protection requi:ements need adequate systems
planning to obtain a better water cycle system,
Therefore, the approach to tlandling wastewater should be flexible
enough to economically cope with any sil:uation: individual home
treatment, sub-division trea_:rrent, and city treatment.
Garbage can be eliminated by discharging i ood waste into the sewer
after grinding it up in a food waste disposer. It is entirely plausible
that a macerator could accept all solids sxcept bottles and cans,
shred them, and dispose of them in the waste water if conventional
i gravity type sewer lines were replaced by pumped pressure lines.
A sewage disposal plant could be c_esigned to sept!ate these, solids
and then process them sep&rately.
An interesting trend developing in the area of municipal facilities
is t_-e sale by one comm:_mity to another of services ranging from
police protection to dog catching. In addition to the financial gains
involved, these arrangements enable small communities to take
advantage of the more extensive service f_cilities of tb.eir bigger
neighbors. A recent survey by the International City Managers'
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Asscciatiun of 1007'United States cities showed they had 1168
contracts to purchase services from other governmental units, in
most cases services are provided by fairly large cities to smaller
muhicioaiities and, sometimes, to entire counties.
The city of Rivers kde, California, _or example, runs the county
library system for RivcrRide County. Los ._Lngeles County sel's
50 different services to 76 cities, several of _hich buy over 4
services each. The county is the largest purveyor of gow.rnment
services in the nation, and last Jury it had 1553 contr_.cts in force
as compared to lZ78 in 1961.
Officials of many small communities regard _;ntergovernmental
contracting as an opportunity to offer their citizens the featuzas of
a larger city whale staving off the threat of annexation. As this
public facilities contracti_.g continues, new management problems
will emerge which will require the use of computers and information
systems to resolve. NASA technologies in the computer, inform_-
tion and communication sciences can make a meaningful
=ontribution to the solution of management problems Jn this area.
Almost all American cities are currently operatin£ revenue--
producing facilities. For many, these businesses consist of
services that private operators cannot operate at a profit or
services that residents expect a city to prgvide for a fee. These
facilities consist of operations sl.ch as:
1. Airports
2. Transportation Systems
a) Rail rapid transit
b) Bus systems
3. Concessions at Parks, beaches, etc.
4. Stadia
5. Museums, Concert Halls and other facilities for
performing arts
6. Municipal Utilities
a) Water
b) Pow_.r and hght.
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The problems encountered in the c oeration of these facilities and
services for the most part are amenable to solutions by NASA
technologies in systems engineering and management techniqves.
RETENTION AND ATTRACTION OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
A serious problem facing many American cities is the retentior, and
attraction of business and i.ldustry. Cities today are beset witn the
oroblems of urban sprawl. In some instances the central city has
been nearl_ abandoned and **he municipal bo_ludaries nbliterated as
people, jobs, and inducer y move into the out!ymg areas beyond. If
thi_ r:zeans that the city xtself is growir, g, then there will be no
problem, but the city's tax rolls are shrirking, and its supply of
reasonab__y priced industrial land h'_s disappeared. The cxty
government is v-'tail.y concerned w:th those occurrences where its
tax base is affected us business and people leave its environs. This
p_ttern cf behL-_ior leads to a vicious cycle: as business and
residents flee to the outlying sector._, depleting the tax roils of the
central city, tax rate_ for those who remain must be increased to
i_¢et the r_q'lirements of municipal government. An increase in
taxation s_imulates a new wave of migration which launches a
s_cond cycle.
The central tit 7 cannot live without adequate sources of revenue.
Thus, i_.must attract affluen_businesses and industries and resi-
dents within its borders to maintain a reasonable tax base for
revenue. The city must be in a position to create a climate that
will not only retain business and industrial establishments w-thin
itsborders but will be able to att'-actnew industry, provide a
basis for growth and look forward to a developing pro'.perity.
The city's basic problem can only be so'.vedthrough long-range
planning, utilizingthe methods and techniques of systems analysis
and operations research which are used in NASA's space programs.
The potential expansion and directions o/ growth of the city's
economic base through exploitation o( special assets a:_dattributes,
such as new uses for rtatural resources, ports development, and
centrR1 city facilities present new problems recluiring the weighing
of alternative solutions in allocating the city'a assets.
_0
i
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• ind _stry looks for m_ny specific at.ributes in a comeT.unity when
consid.=ring location o_ a site. Thes_ il_cbldc:
I. Adequacl of services and physical facil-ties
Z. Sound and fair governmental manage-nent and fiscal
policy
3. A healthy cnmm,,:nity climate includlng cultural attra.Lions,
a cooperative force and an un=lerstanding populace.
The techniques of rnana_'ernent control and planning and the ilnprove-
ments in system analysi_ and operations research used by NAg..&
provide an excellent met_:e,-_'ologyfor municipal planning. A com-
prehensive long-_rm approach is indispensable for an orderly and
methodical pian for a city's economic development. Such plannlng
should utilize the best talents available in the comxnunitv from
h°_slness, industry, education, and the various civic agencies.
With the collective efforts of a t_nunicipalicvconceDtrated oa its
lutare economic growth, it is then .__ore [ikely t.Vat the city's
rf.sources: both physlcal and human, and its va'-ious oervices and
amenities can be developed as attractive assets a,'ong with ideally-
iocatcd industrial and business facilities,attrac.tiveresidenti_ _.
communities, suitable public trans,,ortationcapabilities, and
reasonable tax rates.
Work that NASA has already done as well as work now underway for
NASA car. be valuable to cities seeking to attract new industry or to
retain their exist,.'ng industry. The hundreds of new systems and
eq_ipmer:ts that have been developed hy NASA in the national space
progra_ represent a large source of new opportunities for industry.
,_,txe Officialscould operate a program to distribute NASA
tsuhnic_! literature {such as NASA "Technica ! ]Sriefs")to interested
bu:_ _smen to help them to find new processes and products for
tb_tlrbusinesses. Alocal agency reporting to the mayor or city
manager ccuid be formed to review these documents for new product
opportunities that local entrepreneurs could use to start new
businesses.
LAND USE PATTERNS AND POLICY
Crucial among tb.e problems affecting the urban economic environ-
mer.t is the tayoctt of the spatial pattern for growth. It is in the
6!
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designation of land uses within the areas subject to its cor,,trolthat
local government makes its most far-reaching determinations of
the shape and density of the emerging city, of the pattern of traffic
thRt will -zcsult,the businesses andindustriesthatwill be attracted,
and the services that must be provided.
A c._tvcan be visualized as an aggregation of contiguous property
sltes, each devoted to a particular purpose, and each gene_'ating a
re.ore or tess regular flow of trips carrying goods and persons to
a.ndfrom that site. The establishment of a pat+.ernof land uses for
the growing parts of cities thus establishes the main outlines of the
*ranspor_._tionnetwork required to serve this flow of people and
things. This a_proach to land use resutts in the tran_t_ort network
bein_ derived flom a preconceived land use pattern established on
the basis of partial criteria such as the apparent necessity for
certain kinds o" industry to occupy particular s_tes or the peculiar
suitabilityof a topographical feature for some other kind of
installation. Many city planners believe that the community should
use as its primary criterion the implications of land patte as on
public outlays for roads and transportation services which the land
use pattern will entail. This criterion offers a potentially objective
measure of the public interest and one tha* involves consideration
of the urban area as a whole.
NASA's capabilities in system analysis, cost effectiveness, and
systems effectiveness, coupled with industry's capabilities in
resoarce allocation techniques and eccnomic analysis, can contrib-
ute to the approach and method_ by which land use-transportati'on "
studies are conducted. Techniques of mission analysis and long-
range planning of alternative solutions for decision-making can also
make contributions to the required research. Finally, NASA's
technology in the computer and information sciences can oe applied
to the problem in stracturing data bases and criteria considerations
for policies concerning land use pattern and urban zoning.
URBAN PLANNING
Urban p,,_nn_ng, to bc effecti,.re,must have a goal. It must have
before ._tan image of what it wants to achieve, even ifthe fulfillment
of that image may seem far removed, or never completely attain-
able. The "city of t'ornorrow' is essentially the image used in
urban planning. The city of tomorrow in _he planners' sense of the
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term is a place where milnons can live and work and rest, each in
his own fashion; a place where each }-_as a choice between solitude or
sociability; a place which allows us to fulfill our needs in cl-Aldhood,
youth, and m._turlty, old age, in illness, it_ health, in varying moods,
in all the seasons, at any time of day or night. ]t is most of el! a
place of variety and diversity offering exciting areas full of vitality
and glamour, challenge ar_d _nspiratior_.
In the social realm, the city of tomorrow offers peace and relaxation
in our homes, in p,',rks; and in natural surroundings. It oilers
opportunity for the exercise of the body and t_.e mind. It offe_ s :1
free choice of the surroundingJ in which one wishes to liw,
independent of color, race, creed: nationality oz economic fortunes,
a choice which ca" be made on the basis of personal likes, of one's
age and occupation, and the number and age of one's children.
in the realm of technology, the city of tomorrow is a place in which
al: urban functions run smoothly and noiselessly, out of si .,ht and
t_earing; in which no_ only wires and cables, water ,--'.rid sewage lines,
railroads and rapid transit, but all forms of v,;hicular traffic are
removed from consciousness. In the city of tomorrow it should be
easy and convenient to get from home to work or to school cr to
places of cultural and spiritual enrichment without the sacrA'ice of
the prized possession of free time: one will similarly be able to
reach pl_ces of unspoiled co-,ntryside and recreational *:acihcies
conven.iently and swiftly.
It becomes obvious from the consideration of these needs, requir,:-
ments, and desires for the city of tomorrow that the task of urban
pianr_mg takes on a monumental re_por,_sibflity.Many urban
planners are turning to the computer and _nformation sciences to
discover means to cope witr the variety and number of criter:_athat
must be considered in tasks of urban plannin[;. Economic pressure
from business and industry is being brought to b_ar on tPe urban
planner to improve the economic climate of the central city•
Private citizens are also becoming aware of the._nterrelat'_onshlp
between urban planning andcity taxes, voicing dissatisfa,_t_onswith
the manner in which urban planning is now conducted.
NASA's contribution to the technological solution, of the problems
involved in urban planning are essentially the same as for the
problems o__.land use discussed in the previous section. I_ addition:
NASA can contribute greatly in the area of applying the techniques
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of mathematical modeling to the phases of urban planning requiring
rigorous quantitative treatment to determi_e alternative solutions
to urban prob).ems. Such techniques are briefiy discussed in
Sectioz.x8 of this report.
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TECHNOLOGICAL _OLUTIO_S TO PROBLEMS OF
PUBLIC HEALTH IN URI_AN COMMUNITIES
PERSPECTIVE
Once more public attention is focused upon the health problems of
American cities. Large concentrations of people always preseut
special difficulties;but in peziods of rapi_igrowth _nd change,
urban health problems multiply and become critical. The urban
environment of today presents infinitelymore risks to life and
health than in the past, due to increased water and air pollution
and new pollutants v_l_oseeffectsar,_st_llrelatively unknown. The
sources of pollution are f,_rmore numerous and include manufac-
turing and comrnerical establishments; homes, hospitals and other
publxc buildings; and some 70 million mobile sources--chiefly
automotive vehicles.
The man-made environments--in the form of chemical and radio-
actlve wastes wunderlie the high costs of municipal waste treatment
and public water systems. The most effective systems today
cannot remove entirely the many new chemicals in use. These
substances interfere with treatment systems and show up down-
stream in another city's water supply. Little is known about the
effects which even minute amounts of these substances in public
water supplies may have over a long period on the health of an
urban population_
In atmospheric pollution, the natural environment usually presents
difficulties impossible to overcome, as in Los Angetes with its
periodic smog weather. But again, the technical problems of air
pollution _rise primarily, as in water pollution, from man-made
wastes. At the present time advanced technotogy is not being used
in these fields to the extent that would ensure greater protection of
human lifeand better conservation of these basic natural resources.
65
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Noise and vibration comprise, another new risk to urban health.
Little is knowv about this r_sk to the general population and only
a littte more about noise and vibration as a health hazard in ce, tain
occupations.
In _uch an env_ronrnent of mechanical and chemical efficiency,
_ccidents take o:1 new dimensions in number, variety, and severity,,
Explosions, conflagrations, accidenf, al poisonings, mishaps in
handling powered equipment, not new in themselves, assume new
proporti_.;ns i_ urban communities. Accidents involving automotive
vehicles _ithin the c_.ty lirnit_, however, outrank other single types
in number and severity.
The deveiopn_ent of cemmun_,ty services and facilities for the
prevention of _llness a_l care of the sick is a major health problem
in metropolitan areas throughout the country. Prominent among
the spec_.fic factors in _his health problem are: the high prevalence
of chronic disease and severe injuries; the increasing nurnbe:" of
aged persons in _he population; and the growing complexity and costs
of personal health services and facilities. In metropolitan areas,
the develoF_nent of hospital and r,_edical facilities is often frustrated
b-/ drastic _opulation shifts. Urban redevelopment and the
construc_:.on of highways leave many city hospitals high and dry.
Ho4pital ?lanning in urban areas thus assumes new dimensions in
both _,COl.e and depth. It is becoming imperative that some means
be found t_ ensure orderly development and rehabilitation of needed
facilities, without mub..ally destructive competition for the
community 'u fi::,ancial resources.
Newly developed and improved technologies developed by NASA can
contribute to the solutions of urban health proolems in many and
varied areas. The discussions which follow are concerned v,'_h
the following urban health problems amenable to technological
solut,_on.
• Environmental Health Hazards
• Accidents aud Public Safety
• Ilh',esses and Infectious Diseases
• Hospi_ah_ and Medical Facilities
• Urban Put_ic Health Departments
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ENV!RONMENTAL HEALTH HAZARDS
The unplanned and uncoordinated industrial expansion durin 3 _the
nineteenth and early twenti_=th centuries followed by periods oi
great population growth resulted in the widespread pollution ot! v.:r
streams and rive,,-- ::r._ _n_,_ r_centiy m the pollution of the air we
must breathe. Water pollution and air pollution are not new
problerr.s. In October 1948, in Denora, Pennsylvania, 14 people
died in two days from a heavy SO 2 concentration in the air.
Actually_ 40 percent of the 14,000 residents became ill. For years
-_ntil legislaticn forced smelters to recover the SO2, the areas for
miles a._ound the smelters were completely devoid of plant ]ife.
Once these recovery processes were forced upon the ore produce'. _ ,
they found that they could not economically afford not to recover
these gases.
Processes must be developed either to recover industrial wastes
now emptied into our rivers or to reuse or otherwise make these
wastes innocuous. These steps must be required by lay,. In 1900,
municipal wastes reaching streams was equivalent to the raw
untreated sewage from Z4 million people. By 1959 this had grown
to the equivalent of 75 million people, and by 1980, it will grow to
the equivalent of 150 million people.
One of the most complex problems associated with the recovery of
polluted water is the p_ychological block that people have concern-
ir,g re-processed sewage. Therefore development efforts must be
concr:n:r'_tedon the task of developing processes to treat effluent
streams and rivers Jr.order to avoid the problem of having to
reprocess and distribute polluted r_ver water. Present day installed
sewage treatment plants for the most part are obsolete, since t_ey
w_.rc desigr.ed to handle the loads and wastes of 40 years ago.
Little oz no development work has been conducted in this area.
Thfrefore_ a major water pollution need is the development of
waste treatment processes :o remove more of the contaminates
tk_:tnis now possibl_, and, if possible, to do this more economically
and at a low enough initialcapital cost to make the processes
readily affordable by" al! urban communities.
NASA can contribute to this problem area through tl-e application of
several of ,he technology areas it has developed or advanced.
Discussions pertinent to the application of NASA-developed t,_.ck-
nologies in tb_ areas of air water, and land pollution and to solid
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and liquid waste disposal are presented in Section 3 of this report,
From an ecological viewpoint theJe problems represent cr_.ses in
the urban physical environ'nent.fas well as public health problems.
It is recognized, however, that the impetus for their teclanolo_ic.al
solution will come from public health consideration_ of their
criticality,
Various modes of transportation, e_pecially those associated with
the mass transport of people within or between urban comn_unities,
are a major source of noise and vibration which can have a
deleterious effect on the health of exposed citizens. Many industries,
both heavy and light, use machinery whose noise avd vibration
levels are high. In some cases, these levels are i_creased through
reflectance, thus creating an added hazard to the health of
individuals expose4 to the noise. In general, we cannot attribute
serious health problems to noise and vibration, I:_,: we do know
that noise affects the efficiency of people and these hazards may
have an insidious effect on th._,ir menta_ _._-._h_
NASA, through noise suppression tech_xiqlles ,Jevelope_ in relation
to engine testirg, could contribt_te to _.echniques arid ma_._..ials for
better attenuation of noise _ncl :ibration in the urb&n en_ rc, nment.
Vibration design and testir._ criteria from measureme_t_ =_d
analysis of compiex vibrations of space vehicles c_tn be _: _ ied to
development, design and c_:• _ of high-speed urban trdr_, -ration
systems to upgrade the corr_ort and reliability of such sys: ms.
ACCIDENT_ AND PUBLIC SAFETY
To list the gamut of accidents to ":_:,.ic_. civili_cd r_. -' ,.._usceptible
would not serv_ the purpose of thi_ s_dy. Th_ c_::.;' _r of auto-
mobi\., accidents was selected as an entity for _i_:,,:_._ %Œ because
of the enormous annual toll. NASA, throu_ _ts _ _ouse and
sponsored contracts, has emphasized operator a_d passenger
sa.rety in aircraft r.nd spacecraft. '_'he autornobite industry has
gradually adopted minor safety measures, but these have been
minimal and have not been the re¢,ult of a systems approach to the
problem. A systems engineering approach to the automobile from
the vi_.,wpoint of rider safety might result in radical design changes.
These changes undoubtedly woul4 provide significant im_rove.-nents
in the _egree of safety afforded &uto passengers. NASA-supported
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work in aircrafl cockpit d_sign and in space capsule design should
provide a wealth, of aesign and development, information that could
be of immediate value to such a systems engineering study.
Equipments alrea_ly developed by NASA for aircraft end space
vehicles, such as anstrumentn, seroors, _ats and cushioning, cvuld
be used immediate,'y0 This problem area requires _ system, s
engineering approach coupled with public information a_.d e_ucation
program_ to obtain _he public ts support.
The larg ,_amount of virno lost from work in the United State_ ._n
act.oust of illness and injury dae to accidents presents a challe.nging
prc,blem to preventive medicine and the safety movement. Da_a
collected for the perio,i July 1959 to June 196 _ indicates that the
loss of work time averaged 322.9 million days a year for the usually
employed poptxlation aged 17 and over. T,tble ] shows that illness ,-
was responsible for about three-fourths of the work-loss days. _
Somewhat over h_,If of t_e work-los_ days ,_' *- to injury--38.4 "'
million days out of 73.5 million--were caused by injuries arising out /,,_,_
of and in the course of employr,_ent. _, :-_:_
Accidents involving a motor vehicle were responsible for 14 percent _ _
of the da_s io_t because of injuries sustainedd"while at work. u With -_
regard to work-loss days from all cause:s, nonocc>xpational motor ;-'
vehLcle accidents and accidents in and about the home resulted in _ _
7 percent of all time lost. NASA_s programs in human factors and -'_--__;_;
engineering can be used as a _ource Of technology for this problerr. (,i;;_!
area. Through the Na:!,onal Safety Council NASA can di0s-_minate " S_
- information concerning ,,.he systems, equipments, devices, and ,_;_i_,
methods which can be used to reduce numbers of the loss-time - _,:=_,
accidents. - -- _
Generally, food poisoning is not a serious problem for cities whose _:
healtl-_ departmen'cs have established routine foo_ pre_erv&tion
standards and in_,pection procedures. Ho_/ever, there is alw&ys the ., _i_;_
pos6ibil:,ty of ,mexpected events, particularly as a rasult of human . ._ .:..
_,_ ' ;_.._.._error. Ir. such cases, problems arise and develop rapidly. '_'_
Much food poi_onin_ ;_ a d_,rect result of failures ira m_isting preset- ;,:'-':','_;,_vg_:.;_,
ration standardm, in the malfunction of equipment, and in the " _,_:;_Y_
..... -'.,_,_.
introduction of re-,sanitary practices. Rece,n_tl Y, there WaS an - .,,:::_,_.._
epidemxc of intestinal virus in Raverside, Gsli_orni_, due to c_- ,_/0._:_
ination of the city's so_rce ,_f water. Some 18,000 persons wolfe. .._.:__
.,
• _ ,. _.'_.'._.al',.r._"
,. ,_._..m'_¢, _
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TABLE 1--ESTIMA1ED AVERAGE ANNUAL WORK-LOSS DAY_ FROM ILLNESS
AND INJURY
PersonsUsually Worl.:ing,* Ages 17 and Over
U.S. National Etealth Survey, July 1959-June 196!
Condition Leading _!umber of Days, Percent Days per Currently
To Work Loss in Thousands Distribution EmployedPerson
i , iii
All Causes 322,857 100.0 5.49
11;1ness 249,386 77.2 4.24
Injury 73,471 22 _8 1.25
At work 38,424 11.9 .65
Motor vehic le 5,433 1.7 .09
Other 32,991 10.2 .56
Motor vehicle (n_,t
at work) 13,571 4.2 .23
Home 10,371 3.2 .18
Other and Linspec_-
fled 11,104 3_.5 .19
,i • "_ J i , J
• Personsin the civilian noninstitutional population who were oai'J employees,
self employed, or unpaid employeesin a family businessor farm and who were
usually work!::_ "_:,ing the year. The data relate only to oersonsliving at the
time of the householdinterview. :_ource: Unpublished data from National
Health Survey Division, National Center For Health Statistics.
affected in an inordinately ahort time, The occurrence of an
epidemic not only creater, a Freat deal oi anxiety but produces a
_.-evere stra.n on rne( ica _ facilities, first, in determining the
_.pidemiology and second, in alleviating the problem.
Improved equipment and now tools, such a', spec:'_ic sensors, as
well ,_s the development of i.mproved procddures for retaining
control over food-handling inspection, are needed in this area
beca_,3e rising cost_ in the area of municipal services both fcr
new ser..ices and for services oriented to peopl_ has put a co_t
squeeze on some of the less glamorous city departments., NASA-
devel.oped technology in the field of remote sensing, tglemet_rmg
data and remote viewing could be used to develop a more automatic
and probably less expensive, food prcceseing _rotective service.
: _"or example, there are bio-sen_ors designed to automatically
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sa-nple tk -_biological content of atmospheres or of lunar and
planetary sur"aces and report their composition.
Temperature senrors, humidity sensors, radiati,_n a1_d other
pa_rtic.e sensors can be placed in dishwashers, refrigeration bo,,es,
rooms, o_ other dosed sp_,ces to make periodic measurements of
the atmosohe:e a'td signal sub-or supra-standard conditiol _. It is
feasible to operate a _idespread monitorm_ program to Frotect the
oublic by assuring the maintenance of sanitary practices ,n
restaurar's, laundries, hos:)itals, and reser-,otrs. Over the long
r_,n, i: is also reasonab:e tc expect to attain dollar economies with
reliab:e equi ment sya,_ems while maintaining b,.._tter health
standard_.
O,,her NASA developments could contribute to health practices in
f,-,odpreJervatiou and preparation, food d,;hydration, rehydration,
freezing antitechniques of reconstilution. 7.hess developments
olfe_ improved techniques for the f_.,odinduEtry. When commer-
cially a_ai].ab.I-;and p°rodtcible at a reasonable cost to the average
consumer th se approaches can provide food pzeservation
tc.c.hni_lu_swhich are less su; ceptible to contamination yet offer a
longer shelf-life.
ILLNESSES AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Although advances ir mt--licine and public health measures have
brought many communic_ole diseases under control, there still
are dangers where controls do not operate _nd where infectious
disease ":.anassume epidetnic proportions. The common cold,
viral infh_enza certain forms of meningitis, hepatitis, and other
viruses arc stlilsources of in.Cectiousdisorders which can be
hig'.-lydlsru,_tivein an urban community.
Cardiovascular-renal dise,_ses and malignant neoplasrr_ are major
cau_.es of 6_.ath _u tt,-. C%ited States today. Morbidity rates Jhow
that caridovascular .qlseases affect the largest numbers of sufferers,
followed %7 arzhritis and rheumatism, asthma and hay fever,
syphilis, tuberculosi'i,and cancer. _lilments which show the
greatest incidenc_ indicate that stresses and infections are the
underlying factors.
The ecgnomics of 911health are difficultto compute with accuracy.
:{owever, estimates have placed these losses each year in the
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billions,much of this being attributable to time lost by those who
are in the labor force. The benefits secured through advances in
medicine and health measures are seen in the increase of our aged
popalation. This indicates'a need for anticipating increrses in the
prevalence of new diseases and new types of malignancies. As the
oid_r people survive the more commonly known infectious disorders,
especially as control measures become more successful, they
become more susceptible to det,_rioratingdiseases and to other
types of infectious disorders, many of which are killers or cripplers.
lllnesse_ account for a large proportion of the time lost from work.
The common cold. pneumonia, influenza, and other acute respiratory
condit_.onswere responsible for more than I00 million work-loss
days. Digestive ailments ranked second among the acute illnesses.
The leading chronic conditions keeping people from work were
cardiovascular diseases, ozthopedic impairments, genito-urinary
conditions, and arthritis and rheumatism. In both sexes the work-
toss days per person tends to increase with advance in age, largely
a consequence of the greater frequency of chronic disease at the
)Ide: age.s and of the longer ti:ne required by older people to
recaperate f_om iDness and injury.
Physical educators today belie___ the average American is belng
rcSbed of maximum physical wellobeing by an increasingly
zu_,orrated,motorized society, TLe President's Physical Fitness
Council several years ago reported, for dxample, that 10 million of
49 m-llion school children could not pass even a simple sc,reening
_est of physical performance. Business executives are being
encouraged to sponsor physical f_tness programs for employees.
LaLor l)eDartment statistics and insurance surveys indicate that
companies can reap benefits from such programs. Absenteeism
and pa,clsick leave, which averages more than $35 a worker
annually, is reduced when employees are in good physical shape.
Mc tale o_ physically fitworkers is unquestionably higher.
N_q_ techr.ologies can contribute to the problems posed by the
phls_ca! fitness of workers in urban communities by assisting in
'l_ede _elopr-ent of effective and cheap exercising apparatus and by
distributing the knowledge gained from the training of and physical
f tness programs for ,t_tronauts.
12
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NASA activities in space medic_he and bioastren;_utics have evolved
many technologic and the int_r--re]at_on_hip of r.lany disciplines.
New __nd Ir_proved appro_ zhes a.,d equipn,ents are being developed
for space fl_ght, .', vering such :spe.-ts as sterilization, filtration,
culture" growth, agent id_ntificat_on, air sampling, aerosol genera-
t_on and d_persa., of bact.:-ia. One would assume that a cooperative
program i,.volvin_ N ehcS_.,NIH and Fcrt Detrick could wage a
successful _ttac_ n the r _or _- troublesome of man's i Inesses and
inf6( tio ls _ _seases.
Sortie e_ _hc conterr_'_lated ,_AS_ activities which seek a greater
unders_" "iln[ of .th._.origin of life may, _n time, provide f,ome of the
neede =c.luti,_is Investigations of the beginnings of life on othe-"
plane _, possih'y on the moon, and the development of blological
orga isrrt.3 rna> be ._bemeans fo:'a better approach to the problems
of i _.and dise_ se and deat_ ,
N.ASA in,,es igatlons In.o the behavior amd pf/ects of biological organ-
l_-.,s i.'.clud'ngh,lmans under conditions of weightlessness, may
sool tell ,s whethel a zero _ravity er subgravity en.,ironrnent me i
be a source of new unQ,_rstanding of biological developrr, ent, a basis
for new the_a.peut_c measures for alleviation of selected infectxons
or ,tress disorders, o£ a rneans for producing increased stresses
and ,._.w infection_
Se_s'_tive techniques fox de_ection of microbes being develoued by
NASA _.or coi_trol o_ forexgn contaminants can be studied for
feasibilitf of application as bacteria detectors i,_(I) epidemic
prevention at:d control throughout urban areas, (?) large municipal
and com,nercial food-handling and distribution establishments,
_) urban ports and harbors whi_.n l_Rndl6 foreign cargoes, (4} urban
hoapitals %nd schools for early Qctection of contagious diseases.
Feasibility studies for such applications of micl-obe detection can be
conducted through federal, state, and municipal agencies concerned
with problems of prevention and control of epidemics and food
poisnning.
HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL ._ACILITiES
New demands for expanding med_ca' .-are programs, partly
evid_nced by rcc_,nt federal !egislation_ and new developments
arising in diagnostic and therapeutic procedures create a strong
73
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need f'_x conceivin_ ,_f_.corar_uuity health program a,_ld its faciliLies
_roma_,_te-,a'rviJwpcint. :irst, it is .u_cessary to hnprove overall
medical cere, 3nd sec¢,_dly, it is important co ac'_ieve, in time, a
halt in the con. _:,_n'Fty i. 3in_ cos:s of medical cars.,. Although
historically, .neCicc! c,tre has been based upon a persona; relation-
ship betw_e,_ p:_tie_t an( phy sician, the -:lemands for medical info"-
mation ha,,e in:r_ased _,.ta trerr.end_us rate, as have the result_ of
research _.n('deveio'2ment relating to clinical zuedlcine,,improved
diagnostic m_.th,_.ds,new treatment techniques and drugs. Many new
equipments have also become available, contributing directly to the
pr_longatJon of tif_attdimprovernent ol he,_ith. Further, many
equipments n_w operation_.lenable information to be collated,
processed and communicated through automated procedures at very
high rates of speed. In addition, our population is growing quite
substantially,placing even higher demand s upon medic al re source s
for pertinent current and historical information and for immediate
response.
A typical community generally inc].udeswithin its medical system:
(I) various facilities,_uch as hospitals, clinics, laboratories,
nursing homes and ambulance services; (Z) professional personnel
resources, such as physicians, dentists, nurses, aids._auxil'ary
medical professional tecbnical personnel cove_:ing a variety of
serviceb and capabilities; (3) administrative and nonprofessional
service personn_l. Recent studies* have shown the need for inter-
relating all the information among these several capabilities which
can be imp} emented only by a communications system network con-
taining adequate storage and retrieval facilities.
This overall system design is now feasible as a result of the system
and ,'ornputerdevelopruente resulting from the demands and stixT;ulC
of NASA space programs. A community medical program can be
designed around a_network using a computer or series of computer,;
as a core facilityand st.)rage, tying together the variou_ rnedical
a,. hospitai facilitiesand the seve:ral associat¢:l personn_l
resources.
For e-ample, the ccT'_p_ter stor-,_ewit[ contain the life-time
medici,l hist_c_e_ c._"_c_';.ctalpeoulation oL _he co_nn_unity and serve
as a conttnuing refere,_ce _o _ne,_t. _he infcrmatiort reqvireme_tts of
*S-e Appendix C, "._- Mett.,odology for' _ .,,., ;... .,.nd Medic_l Facilities
Planning. "
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all medical personnel aud facilities of the communi'y. A physiciaz_
can comr_.u_icate with the computer for diagnostic or trez_tment
information .--egarding his patients, or conversely, he ca.u add to
their medical history following examination or treatment. W'nere
c_nsultants are called in for special examinations, direct access to
patient records stored in the computer w_ll pro-¢i.dethe pertinent
medical data and historical information on the individual patient.
For special problems such as cardiacs with pacemakers_ epileptics,
etc., radio telemetry devices can be automatically triggered to
communicate with the computer, indicating _k.e e,xistence or
expectation of an emergency. NASA-supported work on bio-sensors,
miniaturized and micromini_turized radio and telemetry systems,
and on the predictor displays developed for space navigation offer
excellent sources for application to the fields of medical emergen-
cies within a matter of _ £ew years.
Sterilization and biological "cle_n room _wtechniques developed by
NAS_ are applicable _o contamination protection in urban hospitals
and clinics particulariy for protection against "staph" and similar
hospital-breeding in_ections. Modifications of these techniques can
also be st_.aiedfor use in decon_aminatio_t of enclosed places of
p_blic assembly, such as ci_.c auditori_l:.s,in times of flu and other
epidemics, to min._mize the dangers of disease spreading to large
segments of urban popuiat_on. N_.A_e research in the optical and
elecl,ronic properties r_fma_ter. _specially in the ultraviolet range
of the _ spectru_n, may _!sc cor,tri._.,rete development of
_teril_tion cord_.mination pro_ection systems and equipment for
hospital use,
Withiu _ _.:,spitai,_a more complex communication network is
p='o[_o:: _,-]_ -_ reparable to the command and control system effectively
c'r,v_./.c:_- --:,_iu_d by N,'_I_Ato_"contzelling space flight. Medical
•_tre problems, research, _._ministration and all types of record-
kee_ing ca_. be cove_ec_ by utilizing the hospital's ccmputer facility.
Where the size of institu_.ion does not warrant an independent
facility, rime-sharing will be acc_rcplished through _-e_Iote trans-
missien con,:epts. Ne.v developments will place _mpha_ig upon
ivtenoive treatment unit_ where peti,_nt monitoring aro,md the clock
will be essential. Thus, data proce_ng devices, sensitive detection
or sen_.ing devices, usefttl d_plays ancl suitable warnJ,ng systern_ , '
*See Appendix C.
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will be necessary in the event of significant alterations in the
patient's status. Again, NASA' s work in these fields will prove
very- valuable in the applications of space-developed systems,
devices, irstruments and concepts. For example, monitoring
devices in some cases will include measuring as well as sensing
capability in order to process data for futu,'-e research needs as well
as immediate evaluation of a patient's condition. Time-sharing con-
cepts will be needed at this level of communication and processing
as well as the level described above.
P_ging systems used by patients to call nurses and attendants can
be improved. Today's systems car, only indicate a need. A simple
coding system Jr use of a multiple display device can reflect the
patient's needs and reduce appreciably the number of demands
placed upon th_ staff. The old-fashioned handwritten note in the
"_ournal" is outmoded elsewhere, yet used daily in every hospital.
Sin_ple electronic systems can be adapted to replace the outmoded
hardg ritten entry which is frequently questioved and difficult to
retrieve. The use of simple alpha-numeric codes and display boxes
alo:_e would cut the burdens of the nurses and attendants
One major ar,_a of concern is that of patient monitoring in an inten-
sive care unit. Today, most cases of serious illness require
Z4-hour nursing care because of the problem of monitoring. Pro-
fessional nurses a_'ef:eq,tentlydifficultto find to staffhospitals,
to function as "specials" and to meet the patient care standards.
Space fligk,tactivities hove shown that individuals can be monitored
from I00 miles away, and their physical, physiological, and psycho-
logica? behavior observed and interpreted correctly from multiple
display stations. Tnis capability should go aiong way in making it
po:;sible to monltor hospital pat.;ents.
Such systems are f.-asible in part today, and should be wholly feas-
._ble within the next few years for improvin 5 the care of hospitalized
patients anc_ th--. overall adn,_nistration of the hospital. Human
s,rsterns tend to be replete with human errors. Too often the rou-
ti'qethat is repeated daily becomes a source of error because of the
boredom it breeds. Certain hospital activities, especially those
accon_plish,ad :n the laboratory, become conducive to boredom_
Recent surveys in sev..r_.._Eastern cities showed that private lab-
oratories were making serious and frequent errors in their testa on
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patients. This can be criLical in the diag,lostic evaluation and
determination of a patient' s progress. NASA technologies involv_,ng
sensors, communication networks and controls, c,_,_bined with a
computer' s characteristics should lead to automated laboratory
analyses for most routine tests. Many tests could probably be auto-
mated immediately if development programs were authorized. Auto-
mation can provide decreasing unit costs while upgrading the quali*v
of the test results.
URBAN PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENTS
In the n_.odern urban environr__ent, the case for urban he_-.Ithis l_t
ifthe public health department is not qualifiectto be.a leaaer in cop-
ing with old and new problems. Health departments should take the
leadership in anticipating needs for basic health fa,cilitiesax:-I_r-
vices. They should also provide the means to assist rou_icipal
planner s in urban hospital pl_.;_ningand administrator s to rr.al,_ge
and operate urban hospitals.
Gosts of hospital operations have jumped by an order of magnitude
in the last Z0 years. Communication systems remain primitive and
many manual procedures stillexist. One of the major problems in
administering hospitals and medical f&cilitiesis high personnel
turnover and _he necessity to continually train new personnel at all
levels and in de-,_.rsefunctio,_s, Suitable hospital communication
syster.'isdeveloped as _.result of minor modifications to NASA-
developed space equipme_t can be m_de available within a snort time.
Thi_ type o£ development should help to alleviate the sltortage of
he spital personnel.
Hospital and medical facilitiesplanning should be an important part
of the assistance rendered by urban health departments. NASA
long-range planning and m_Lnagement methodologies should make a
substantial contribution to the solution of hospital planning proL].ems.
One such methodology, developed by an aerospace contractor, is
presented in Appendix G of this report.
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SECTION 7
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMSOF
SECURITYIN URBAN COMMLINJTIES
PERSPECTIVE
Because crime in the streetsof the cityis becoming increasingly
commonplace and violent,law enforcement is faced with the great-
est problem in combating crime in itshistory. A_ shown in
Figure Z, the crime rate for every category of crime is i))creasing.
Parks which were once the pride of citieshave become pl__cesto
avoid, particularlyat night. Teenage gang_ rule sectionsof the
large citiesand crime-syndicate gangsters rule in other sections.
3OO
0
1 | l II I I
($ou:ce: NEWSWEEK, August lb, 1965)
Figure 2. Increasing crime and its relation _opopulation.
The average citi, zen faces odds gr_:&ter than I in 10 that he will be
mugged, robbed or otherwise victimized by criminals within the
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. next I0 years. Crime is increasing five times as rapidly as popula-
tion, thereby increasing each individual' s chances of being victi-.
mized. The cost of crime is staggering: President Johnson recently
estlmated it at "tens of bilhons annually."
At the same time, the increased crime rate has improved the
criminals' chances of going unpunished--there are fewer than two
policemen per I000 population. Police officers have twice as many
crimes to solve per man as In 1950. Consequently, they are making
fewer arrests per I00 offenses reported. Smaller percentages of
those arrested are held for prosecution. And smaller percentages
of those tried are being convicted.
A battery of statistics presen_ed in the FBI' s current report on
crime in the United States shows that by its very prevalence alone,
as well as by its spread, crime has posed a plethora of acute prob-
lems-social, economic, and political--in the nation' s cities.
These statistics have also affirmed She truism of law enforcement:
the bigger the city, the harder it is to deter crime. The search for
"causes" of crime has become an effort to isolate the social, econ-
omic and psychic conditions under which crime seems to occur most
frequently. Technological solutions to the prevention, control and
deterrence of crime are a comparatively recent development in the
long evolution of police methods and law enforcement.
Although the major security problem in urban commur:ities is crime,
there are other threats to individual, community, and commercial
security posed by natural disasters such as fires, floods, hurri-
canes, tornados, and earthquakes which require investigation for
technological solutions. Preventing, controlling and combating of
riots perpetrated by hostile groups against other groups and sections
of communities represent another area requiring analysis and study.
Public concern for immediate feasible solutions is increasingly
emphasized in the popular press and is nowhere more apparent than
in the actions of President Johnson in establishing commissions to
combat crime and to study means to d_crease the tollof human life
and loss of property by natural disasters.
Out of the vivid headlines, the climbing _tatistlcsand the citizens'
alarms, comes an urgent need tc ident.,fyand implement effective
and immediate means for controlling and alleviating the problems
associated with crime, riots and other threats to security in the city.
Although technology is not the sole answer to these problems, everv
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problem does have some technological sotution a_d NASA' s wide
technological base .'epresents an excellent starting place in which to
seek answers.
The critical.problem_ of security in urban communi_.ies selected for
_nalysis and evaluation of technological sol-_tions in the study and
whic_ will be discussed in the following sections are:
• Individual Security
@ Community Security
• Commercial Security
• Riots and Organized Crime
• Poli_.e and Fire Protection.
IN DiVIDUAL SECURITY
The protection of the individual is one of the most difficult security
problem_ existing in urban communities today, since att;_cks on
'-ndividuals are occurring with increasing frequency. Over the
years, ingenious devices have been developed to protect the indi-
vidual, however, rv.&r.y of these are now obsolete or ine_:fective.
For ex_mpie, the American consumer spends over I00 miUion
doUars a year for protection against intruders, purchasing door
locks, window fasteners and similar pieces of ineffective hardware
which do not deter or hind.-r burglers and prowlers. It is econorn-
icaUy unfeasible to hire enough police officers to constantly patrol
all areas of the city. Therefore, a surveillance system is needed
that permits one man to constantly oversee,by remote means: a
considerably larger area than he could watch in person. Light-
weight, sins:l, remote surveillance and warning systems can pro-
vide effective protection for the individual, particul;Lry if the use of
such devices is widespread and if the locations of remote surveil-
lance equipment or persons equipped with warning devices are not
immediately discernible.
Small protective, non-lethal but incapacitating, devices could be
developed which would permit suthorized individuals to protect
themselves when attacked or threatened. Devices of this nature
might consist of gas bombs, hypodermic releases on umbrellas and
night sticks, or even weapon-launched hypos. The use of these
devices must be controlled, ho.vever, because they could become
powerful weapons in the hands of a criminal.
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TV surveillance systems to monitor unsafe urban areas can be
developed, employing low light intensity TV cameras. NASA' s
work with image orthicon tubes is applicable here. The signal can
be fed to a monitoring station in constant voice contact with the
police cars of the community. A positive and known capability to
have a police car on the scene within 30 seconds should discourage
_riminals from operating within surveyed areas. These systems
could be used in remote areas, deserted downtown areas and even
in rail rapid transit cars as well as on station platforms. The
existence of such a system and the areas covered must be made
known to the public "n order to avoid the resistance which rn_,y be
incurred reminiscent of Orwell' s "big brother is watching" concept
in ,, 1984."
Inexpensive, directional communication devices can be developed •
to pinpoint an individual' s exact location in an urban locale. These
devices, operatin_ at extremely high frequencies, could be devel-
oped as a result oi" NASA' s work with short wave ? TLh, high fre _ :_
quency communication equipment. These devices could be issued to " .... _._._=_-
desiring to or needing to use parks at night and to indi- ::-_:?i!_
individuals
viduals such as bus and taxi drivers _:ho_c duties cause them to
visit desolate areas unescorted during dangerous nighttime periods. _ __ _
These equipments could easily be designed to permit an individual , _'i_
to secretly switch on the device, causing an emergency signal to be _///!_i:
received at _ monitoring station. These devices could also be _ , _:_
installed in sell-service elevators and in hallways and lobbies i_ _ _'_
apartment houses and could be designed to be activated by an indi- ._
vidusl leaning against an innocuous wall pane! switch or standing on
or near a foot switch.
COMMUNITY SECURITY /:
The communi_,y itseH is a vulnerable entity. Although many o| the i _
problems o_ a city are related to the protection of the individ, ual, _ s
local businesses an_ industries, there are other major problems "_ _
associ_.t:.d with the protection of the community from the ravagesof hazar s suc as fi e, flood, and earthquakes and from l rge- >_
scale epidemics of illnes_ and disease. _\__
Time is a crucial consideration in fighting fires. The greater the _ s_,
e_apsed time between the start of _ fire and the beginning of efforts _
to fight it, the smaller the chance of saving the structure(s) ..,' :_::\_
invo!ved. An urgent need exista for sensors to sense and trigger _ _
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signals at_an earlier stage of firc ig._ition,and NASA' s technologies
in _.nsing and signalling instrumentatic,, offer opportunities for
feasible _olutione to this problem.
Since rr.an_ fires start as a result of overloaded or defective wiring,
simple solid-sta.:e devices could be devised for insertion in fuse
boxes that could trigger an alarm in case an unsafe wiring condition
develops. IR devices could also be used as detectors for searching
out dangezous hot spots that might spcutaneouslv f__ite. NASA-
developed technologies in solid-state physics and electronics can
make ccnt£-ibu'_ionsto encourage the development of these devi_ce
and simd_r equipment for fire detection and warning.
Hig,hly sensit._.veand stable fluxgate magnetometers developed for
satell_teand s_.bmarine detection r-_aavprove to be useful -_nc._her
remote sensing applications such as: (11"loc=tion of breaks and
shorts in underground _tilitycable in urban areas, (_:)-.'usp_ctioncf
buildings and nomesite_ for oil and gas i_a_s to prevent fires, and
(3) remote bur giar alarm systsms for com--r_ercial establichments
which can be connected uirectly Lo central display boards ir urban
police stations.
Industrial fires are a great threat to a community, not o,.,_ybecause
of the monetary loss which is frequently h_gh (42 t !ar_ industrial
fires in 1963 caused $319 million damage) but also beck.use of the
large numbers of people idled and the result._n_ loss of purchasing
power which affects the national economy. NASA technologies ,_.&n
contribute _ # solutions of th.s problem by transfer _,f it_ develop-
ments in remote sensing and signaling, l_ASA-developed IR t_.ch-
nology could be used as th_ basis for the developr_._.ntof fire sens-
ing, hot spot sensing, and trouble spo_ sensing equipment.
Miniaturized circuit aevelopment studies resulting from NASA' s
need for small equipment could lead to the development of small
lightweight circuitry suitable for use in monitoring home electrical
ci,'cuits. NASA' s remote sensing and telemetering experience
should be of great value in establishing more effective fire warning
systems with a capability to pinpoint the fire and to bring greater
fire fighting equipment to bear on the fire in less time.
NASA' s deveLop,Ttents work in satellitesand the atmospheric
i_ sciences can make valuable contributions to the solution of many
problems posed b7 hazards of excessive temperaturee, wind, an_
f,
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rain. Knowledge gained from these developments can be u_ed to
make _eliaole long-range weather forecasts. For example, untold
hardshir, s could be avoided if cities could prepare in advance fo,"
the weather disasters that zegularIy occur. Pinpointed forecasting
can also benefit urban bus Lnesses sensitive to inclement weathe:
NASA' s technical developments in sophisticated computers can play
a vital role in weather prediction programs by making possible
long-term studies of thousands of conditions that might affect the
weather. Three to six-month reliable weather forecasts, which
can eventually be made possible by linking time-sharing computer.=
in a local area w_;th those of other stations and the U.S. Weather
Eureau, could contribute to accurately-planned programs by cities
to min:mize the loss of life and property due to high winds, exces-
sive temperatures, ard rain storms. Police, fire departments, and
civil defense agencies could also be alerted in advance of impending
h_zardous weather conditions by means of early-warning sy'_terns
connected to the prediction computers.
The plcdiction of earthquakes should be attacked with the sa_._e
de_ree of enthusi,_sm, technical competence, and creativity applied
to space projects. The problem of earthquakes could conceivably
be approachtd on an energy basis. That is, the earth' s surface can
De cont'_dered tc bc in n%eta _table state and the area of highest
energy level cou!._ be expected to rearrange to lower energy level
states. Measur,_n_ents from satellites and NASA' s sensor develop-
,nent work might be of value _n attempting to measure the energy of
the e%rth' s surface. Perhaps IR measurements of the earth' s
crust could be compared with past frequer, y of occurrence of
earthquake s.
COMMERCIAL SECU RITY
The. problem of protecting the commercial and industrial facilities
of a city from lawless elements is a difficult one. The larger
industries and con_rne:cial establishrnente spend a great deal of
money for protection, installing complex systems. The sale of
security systern.s and the services associated with them represent
a growing industry within the United States. This industry offer s
motiou dev].ces, nearness sensors, circuit interruption systex.ns,
cafe-ioc].%filing cabinets, safes, ard, most recently, central control
consoles. These central control consoles serve as process control
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and equipment monitoring equipment in addition to serving as the
heart of a security system.
The smaller, less affluent commercial establishments and indus-
tries within a city are problem areas, tending to be the tarl_et of
rr_.anysn,atl criminals because the owners or operators cannot afford
either" adequate protL'ction equipment or private protection services
and because, frequently, they remain open long hours avd are
located i,,re:znote are's.
As presently constituted an_l equipped, _ city' s police force cannot
be expected to furnish I00 percent effects.re, round-the-clock pro-
tection to ever, ;.ndi_dual, n_dustry, and commer.:ial estab:ishmen't
witilin the city. All services offered by cities are d;_'pep_',=.Iton
available funds; at the present time the costs o_ pro:_id_._,_,these
services are increasing at a rate that frightens n_any ciiy of_'cia'.'s
and most taxpayers. Therefore, if better protection i_.to be of[ere¢[
to the co,nmercial and b_siness enterprises within- cities, great ,-
technological ._mprovements must be made in the equipments and the
methods used for furnishing this protection to permit it to be accom-
plished more effectively and at a lower cost.
Sophisticated equipment is available to business and home owners
willing or able to :pend large amounts of money for the protection
of their pro2erty, privacy ap-I/or selves. Devices such as phto-
electric cells can De u-,-edto sound alarms and to turn on flood lights.
Motion detectors, nearness detectors, trip wires and even r;.Jar
can be used to set off alarms. These systems can be tied into cen-
tral ,nonitoring stations Jr can be used to sound alarms on the site.
Usually, industries and commercial enterprises have their alarm
systems connected to a protection service_ while the individual
home owner generally has his sensor tied into an alarm on his prop-
erty. For the most part, these systems are expensive and often are
susceptible to triggering by pranksters and stray animals. No sys-
tem is in existence that permits tying sensors into police
headquarter s.
There is a need for le_s expensive, more d_pendable and more
widely acceptable products to function in this area. NASA' s work
with technologies such as IR, UV and other remote sensing devices,
microelectronics, extremely short wa," . length radi.Ltions, higher
frequencies, and lasers should lead to sensors with better ,:iscrim-
inatory behawor, greater reliability, ,.mailer size and, hopefully,
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• lower cost, The availablhty of many more frequencies fnr com-
munications purposes should make it feasible to have each and eve.-,
h_me tied into a central monitoring sLation without the expense of
running wires. Systems that sound aa alarm at some -:emote loca-
tion are more effective than those the.t ring a be!l at tLe point of
entry. Exper_e.nce has shown that burglars tend to shun thc.se
establishments protected with remote signathng devices be, ause
tl.ey have no way of knowing whether or not they have triggeled the
warning device.
RIOTS AND ORGANIZED CRIME
The American public is not fully aware of the vulnerability of the
city to those who would exploit it. _fhe complete success of the
"Hell' s Angzls" motorcyclists in di..rupting and demoralizlng a
town is a matter of record, as is th(: success of small Communist
groups to incite and conduct riots, rhe recent tragic riot in Los
Angeles was a vivid demonstration (,f how a small minorit9 of a
minority group could panic a great city and tie up an e.ntxre militia
of a great state. The extent of the mfiuence of organized crlr'e in
many large American cities has st'll be be determined. History
bus shown repeatedly how a few oz ganized individua.!s can influence
a whole community and seize cont, ol during an emergency or period
of confusion.
Currently existing techniques, equipment and procedures for pro-
tecting cities during situations such as riots are woefully inade-
quate. Most cities have little or no intelligence gathering, storing
or analysis capabihty. Where th_s capab_hty exists: it is generally
inferior to that of the organ, z:,tiuns _t as attempting to protect itself
from. The mtelhgence gathering and anal,rsls capabilities developee
by federal intelhgence agencien such as CIA, ISA; DIA: and the Air
Force' s Foreign Technology Division can be used as models to
establish similar capab,_'lities in police departments of urban
c ommunitie s.
NASA-developed information systems capabilities can also be
applied to this task• For example, NASA-developed information
storage and zetriev_i systems such as CAST can be employed for
the classificatlon and storage of community protection information:
while NASA-developed technologies related to the remcte monitor-
ir.,gof space fhghts .nd the telemeterine of inforn;r__tioncan be used
foz monitoring suspect operatlons and indiv_duals_ Some of these
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suggested actions _Aay involve inv_.sion of privacy, and the inforrra-
tion gathered b_ these techniques would undoubtedly be inadmissible
a_ evidence, ju._t as lnform_tion gathered by .-tire tapping is inad-
missible. I-{o_ever, these techniques could ler.d to the accumulation
of infcrrration tha." would p_rmit both setting traps to apprehend
riotore and criminals on the scene and tc deter riots and crime.
The., rr_%v also le_d to. the downfall of the large criminal empires
ULat now exist. NASA-de, eloped technologies can be applied, for
example, to d_velop remote monitoring eqaiprnent that could be
used to take pictures, to rec¢:rd sounds and to transport pictures
an_ sounds from :emote tocations.
The i,'ilityof members of an o-ganization to communicate is a
measure of th_ effectiw:ness c_ the organization. Current techniques
d,. _ot p,_.rmi% the rapid exchanKe of inforn_ation between "two police
cr r_7-_,protect_.o:_,offJccrs in dlfferent section_ of a city. Syster_s
that would permit instant :,Jercomrnuniza, [3n ameng all men%bets.
wou]d be of Inesnrnab_ v&,.ue _o a polio? forc*_ and fire depart-
ment. NASA developments in fields such as mlcroelectroni...s,
greater electrc:_ic equ[prr,ent reliability, _naller and lighter
electronic equipment, short wave Icr,gth, _._ser and high frequency
cornrnunications, and batteries make such sys_ams feaslhl_ _.".d
make possible programs for the developmeni_ of equipments capable
of performing the needed functions of rapi,_ and effective
communic ations°
Organized crime uses every piece of modern equipment available
and ,"in order to fight this enemy, there r._ust be even more advanced
equipment serving on the side of law and order. Although some
people have the vision to bridge the gap between a technology devel-
oped for a space application and its use in a non-space application,
this gap actually will be bridged much more rapidly if specific pro-
grams to demonstrate this bridging are structured and implemented.
Every delay in attempting to utilize available techniques represents
an advant_ge _o organized crime and to groups who }2erpetrat_.;riot8
as forceful rneans to gain their advan£ages.
POLICE AND FIRE PROTECTION
Analysis of the task of furnishing effective police and fire protection
to the residents of urban communities can be approached in two
ways. Solutions to segments of the problem can be sought,
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structured, and develop¢-d, or a systems approach can be taken
toward the evt_re problem. It is obvious th,_t results can be obtained
most rapidly by first seeking solutions to problems rather titan
.;'., stcr _.s.
Much can be done to improve the effect:veness of today _ s police
officers if the proper problems are attacked. Probably the greatest
need is to improve tho eff_,:iency of police officers in order to per-
mit them to increase the number of .*rrests that they can make per
100 offenses reported.
One of a policeman' s most reliable tools is his car. Aproperly
designed polic_ car could make a significant contribution to the
increased effectiveness of a policeman. Those who have worked
NASA and DOD contracts for the development of _quipment would
probably conclude that a parametric design including cost effective-
ness studies would be the path to follow in developing the optimum
pohce car. Such an approach is described in Appendix A.
Another valuable tool for a policeman is information. The more
information he h_s instantly av,_ilable to him_ the more effective he
can be. This would require the development of police intelligence
systems that could store alt t_pes of information that police depart-
ments n*'-d, such as stolen _utomobile data, wanted criminal ._ta-
t._stics and _','_0 data and that would permit the rapid withdrawal of
this information at any time by any police officer.
Both of these approaches to improving a police officer' s efficiency
are dependent on technologies and techniques not usually apphed to
the solution of non-NASA_ non-DOD problems. For examl:le the
combined use of parametric analysis and cost effectiveness _tudles
is seldom found outside the shops of NA_eA and DOD contractors.
Police intelligence systems of the typ_ suggested here would require
a higher degree of data storage and retrieval sophistication than _s
norma!_v found outside of space contractors' operations. Perhaps
one answer is to h_'_ve a small computer in every police car. NASA's
work on pro_ects such as !acre sed information storage on tape,
microelectronic c:rcu_.ry and small, lightweight computers is all
directly applic able.
N_A's re_arcll progre.ms with visible and uitraviole: light can
ever*u,_tlv cc.ntributeto citizens-band type co:_,muv_cation _ eql,ip-
ment required for effective police,protection and firefighting. They
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¢ an also contribute tc the development ,-f ult;-aviolet sensors which
can be used for ren;ote n-_onitcringand alarm warning systems.
Another unique developn._.enr amenable to the trar_sfer of NA,bA tech-
nnlog_es _s the linking of aLrm systems with telephone dialing sys-
tems so that burglar tr.p devices can be used tc set divertez-s which
can silently sial the oolic< autornatica.lly a:xd identify the residence
bein_ bur_iarlzed by m_ans of a coded buzz in the police station.
Su.,h dev,_ces can contribute to the protection of private homes during
periods when the owners are on vacations.
In the long rux. however, the best approach to the problems of
police and fire protection is the systems approach, and undoubtedly
the Feaeral _overnrnent will event_.a11y have to accept the responsi-
b11it} for _nitiatlng the development of complete and effective police
and hre protection systems for urban America. This type of a
system is complex and equires competent systems engineering and
svstezns management, t,_o cress in which NASA can make contribu-
tlons. GeneralE1ectric TEMPO's systems approach to the develop-
n!ent and solution of problezns of a municipal police system is dis-
cussed in Appendix A of this report.
Protection of th_ city from fire is currently a relatively straight-
forward, staudard_zed procedure; however, litde use has been made
of technology to anticipate fires and to search for potential fire
areas. Every urban community has permanent firemen and fir_-
fighting equipment such as 9umpers, ladder trucks, scout cars,
f, re alarm boxes on the streets and fire st_.tions. Although the sys-
tems an_lys_.s approach discussed in Appendix A concerns itself with
an urban police system, the same type of analytical techniques can
he apphed to an urban fire department.
Individual problems of a fire department which can also be analyzed
for technological solutions include: more effective alarm systems
m bulldin_os and private house0; parametric design and coat effec-
tiveness of fire.qvhting equipments; more effective means, methods,
and matemals for firefighting; impro-ed communications systems
for hrehghtmg; and more efficient transportation: means for fire-
f_ghtm_,
Areas to which NASA can contril ne technological solutions are:
the identification ana definition of urban area characteristics sig-
mflcant to f_refightmg techniques, evaluation of equipment al,d
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operational control procedures most effective in farefighting_ and
analysis of urban regions most susceptible to ignition _,nd fire dam-
age by examination of topography: local combustible materials, and
access routes.
NASA methodologies and analytical techniques can also contribute
to the study of preferred comrnunication requirements for fire-
fighting, operational control: and the resulting electronic equipment
requirements. Such requirements should be related to the apparent
fire hazards and threats in an urban community and an evaluation of
effectiveness of present equipment should be made.
Civil defense trans-attack and post-attack communications systems
should also be studied for su¢h things as the identification and quan-
titative definition of potential damage environment to various metro-
politan areas from nuclear and conventional weapons. NASA ana-
lytical techniques of systems anal_-sls and systems engineering can
contribute to this study,
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SECTION 8
URBAN TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF CITIES
URBAN RESEARCH TRENDS AND NEEDS
The ecology of cities has evolved as a special field _f _tudy within
the past half cez_tury, although men begaz._to li--ein cities over 5,500
ye_xrs ago. The range of ecologi,:alstudies concerning cities em-
brace,s both the observation of whole cities in &ll their elaboration
and the personal needs, choices a_idpreferences of the individual
city dweller. A review of the litezature geuerated by these studies
reveals the size and complexity of _.heproblems faced by modern
c_iti_sand the critical need for a framework .fora general theory of
urbanism.
Severa.l such theories have been proposed, the latest and most com-
plete being the concepts of "ekistics" proposed by C.A. Doxiadis of
Athens to describe the science of hum_,n settlen_ents. None of these
theories, however, have fittedecological studies into a general
framework which enable investigation o_ the most meaningfrA ele-
ments in the city and which show the relRtionship between each facet
of city lifeand structure. The future co_rse of urban research,
developrr,_entand plan_ing is dependent upon enlar$,,ingecological
st_e_iesto include new methodologies for ntructuring urban proc-
esses. As Carl Stover _ has stated, '_Methods developed and
employed in the effort to understand other complex phenomena
should be useful in the eft'ortto understand the total urban system,,
For example, the concepts and techniques cf system analysis pro-
vide a powe_-ful tool.°_
The ecological approach is to consider the city a_ a complex living
organism whose many functions, activities and processes are inter-
related in a dynamic environment. This approach is similar to the
i •
• Carl Stover, 'Technology For Cities", Speec_,_ delivered at 49th
annual conference of ICMA, Octobe", 1963.
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. method of "environmental analysis" currently used in the manage-
ment sciem-.es for long-range planning studies. Environmental
analysis assume_, that complex problems create ano are _. conse-
_luence of a complex environment; to analyze and solve such prob-
lems it is necessary to understand the e_fects that present and
prospective social, political, economic, and technological factors in
the e_,vironment are li_ely to have upon proposed solutions to the
problems. Once solutions have been postulated, the impact that they
will have on future environments must be considered, involving a
reiterative analytic_.l process.
Both ecological research and environmental analysis permit the u_e
of ad_,anced mathematical techniques and large-scale computer
_.acilities to draw up plans of action to cope with the dynam': " and
interr_!ated nature of city problems. Present mathematical model_
of urban phenorr, ena, howe_er, have become so simple that it is
difficult to relate the,m to the real world. But accepting their limita-
t:ons _ t'%is regard, the models have provided a new dimension to
the f._'_,ld of urban :_esearch and have shown the way towards a theo-
retical exploration of many facets of urban development which in the
past have received only' anecdotal treatment. They have brought to
"bear the powerful techn'tques of mathematics to the analysis of
urban p:_o:esses and, thus, pointed the way towards a coherent
theory of urbanism.
Urban, research in many a :'eas is now centering upon the possibility
of a _'general urban rr,ode," which could be used to describe urb&n
_rocesses as they exist an,d which might be usea to direct attention
towards the latent forces v,hich are tending to result in undesirable
patterns. But the proble,_ of a general urban model presents cer-
ta,_n conceptual difficulties. In particular, historical and cultural
f_ctors narrow the scope of such a model. It is difficult to see how
cultural a_titudes towards cities in different parts of the world can
be incorporated in a general t_eoretical structure, and the problem
of an adequate de,_cription of _e urban process as a whole remains
unsolved.
In the matter of techniques and general approach, there are two
main _ie_-e to the general urba,t model. One holds that an aggregate
approach, using broad groups o._ data, such as the census or the
overall patterns of employment or travel, is the most useful begin-
ning to urban theory,, The other takes the position that the individual
decision-maker is the fundament_ll unit of urban activity, and that a
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truly coherent theory of urbanism can arise only from a detailed
account of the rules governing the individual_s choices and decisions
concerning l_isarban existence. The separation of these two views
raises problems of aggregation and disaggregation in translating
theory into the real world, and much wock must be done before an
adequate connecting treatment can be found.
An operational difficultywhich arises in conr_ection with, general
urban model is the actual means whereby itmight be constructed.
Itmight be possible to build an overall model using several sub-
models so constructed that their outputs become inputs of succes-
sively larger model units. On the other hand, it may be that the
researcher will have to bring together several different kinds of
urban models and attempt to fitthem to each other. These problm_is
of form, content, approach, and technique pose questions concern-
ing the future development of model building in urban research.
OUT LOOK FOR AEROSPACE TECH NOLOGY TRANSFER
In March 1962, Ly-xd¢,n _o,hnson referred to funds for space programs
as "investments which will yield dividends to our lives, our business,
our professinns, many times greater than the initial costs. ''*
Although this enthusiasm has now begun to wane, a more balanced
and realistic understanding of the process of technology transfer is
becoming evident. Potential for technology transfer is achievable
but not inevitable, nor is its realizatlon automatic.
The accepted definition of transfer _ technology is the acquisition,
development, and utilization of technological irLformation in a con-
text different from that in which it originated. The result of this
process is innovation, the novel application of technology to a per-
ceived need. Innovation, whether it is realized as new systems,
equipment, methods, or pro_esses, must gain social acceptance to
be successful; thus, a lack of this acceptance cau become an in-
hibiting factor in the process of technology transfer.
Aerospace technology involved in the transfer process varies along
a broad continuum marked at one end by basic scientific knowledge
and at the other end by highly specific and complex inventions. The
• Cited in Vernon Van Dyke, '*Pride and Power--The Rationale of the
Space Program", University of Illinois Press, 1964.
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mid-range of general technclcgy :or.s:st-. c,i ,,-vel developments
representing advances in ccmponents cf a rnanufacturlng process,
new techniques and gener_l engineering skli_s. When technolcgy
transfer occurs, It takes place by means of imitation or analcgy.
The process of inntat_on is called the dlffuslon cf innovat.';on and has
been extensively studled by soclat sc_entlsts during the past 50 years.
Transfer by :_nalet',y poses dlstlnctly different problems, _ less
well understood, and occurs when someone perceives a s_mllarity
between characteristics of a discover/ _r invention and aspects of a
need or opportunity _n a sltuat'.en.
Results of the research pre,ented in this report cencermng the
potential for the applicaticn cf sere, space technotog_es to the solution
of cxty problems shcw that: (!_ estimates oi the magmtude cf the
potential for transfe:r are cliff':cult to justify (Z) the mid-range of
general technolcgy has the greatest potential for useful applicat_ou
fcl!cwed by speclhc lnvenUens and bas:c science.{3} both analog-
and imx_.-tion will ccntribute to transfer of aerospace tecnnelogy for
resolutioncf the identified problems. The research results also
show that more definitive broad classifications of technolc, gical con-
tributions should be used in future research to facihtate functional
emphasis of potential scluticns. For example, a classificatic.n
system could contmn the following distract, but net mutually exclu-
sire, categories:
1. Stimulation of basic applied research
Z. Development or improvement of methods, processes, and
techmque s
3. Impruvement and cost reductlcn cf exlst;ng systems and
equipment
4. Develcpment c_ new systems a,.d equipment
5. Increased avaliabilit/ cf materials, ccmponents, and
equipment.
B esearch results cf aerospace technology transfer have shown that
there are other factors v.rhlch inhi!;it cr accelerate the process cf
apply_.ng this technc.logy tc non-space act_.vities. These ca,. be
identified, but the'.r effect and interaction are not well understcod.
One of these factcrs _s the tu_e lag between the development of
technology for aerospace use znd its transfer to ether applications.
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Waterman and Marts _ i_entificd over 30 :>road technologic_,l areas
in which transfer has taken place or can l-e expected _o .occur for
comlnercia. _ activities in bu,iness and industr,.. A total of 185 indi-
wdu_l examples of transfer weze identified in thei_ study which
; provided ev.dence of this time lag =-_nd of the magn_+'lde, r,ature, a_d
scr, pcol aerospace ccntributiona to the private s-ctor,
Ro_nblcom $ has e_nphasir._d that, .._luhou_h the extent of success-
ful transfer of aerospace tecbn.-.1ogy is difficult to measure, the
potential is great enough _o justify contimled r_;sea_ch in the mecha-
nisms •which contribute +_ the utilization of new technology a_d the
iactors _vnlch influe=,c _ t chn:.iogy tr.-unsfer. This research, whe__
combined r-_th results of urban research, may" provide th, _- ba -s fc.r
a.1 urban technology _p_clflca]_y concerned witb determir..:_g feasible
so]utio_,o tt. critical city problems.
I/V,P_,CT OF FUTURE URBAi'1 TECHI'-_OLOGY
Both science- and technolo-y have e-ways _, _.,sente"_ _ curiou_ mixture
of the predictable and *be unpredictabJe. _herefore, by :.eces_ity,
most attempls at predlcti,,__ have _een rel.egated to discussion of
thei_ futare impact on societ_ I. Fifty years ago Dr. Charles
t Steinmetz p,'.-blishcdam .zingiy accurate predictions of future tech-
nology and its impact on American society. These predictions,
reprinted in Figure 3, were concerned with sorne of the urban prob-
lems identified in the present study. The discussion which follows,
although a less-ambitious attempt to prognosticate the future impact
of urban technology, presents examples of technological develop-
ments tltat can accrue fror_ the national space program projected to
the limits oi current knowledge and a time span of 15 years.
Throughout the remainder of the twentieth century, aerospace tech-
nology will keen feeding back a wealth of new developments that can
be put to use in hundreds of unforeseen ways to solve the problems
of u_ban comm,,n'ties, iv,ha_ been stated that more scientists and
engineers are at work toda_ than the cumulative total over the
ml, t _ ,
'_K.H. Watermaz_, Jr. and L.G. IVLarts, "Spa'ce-R_lated Technology:
Its C¢.mmercial Use", Denver Research Institute,DenVer.-,Colorado,
5aly 1-964.
TR, S. Rosenbloom, "Technology Transfer -- Process and Policy, "
Special Report No. 6Z, National Planning Association, Washington,
D.C., july 1965.
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previou,. 6000 years of re_.orcled _,_sto:v, ant th_ .... eu'.lre bocz ot
our scientific knowlec',_e doubles every decade. The roez e effort to
solve urban proolems by rnear.s of techno og_ will 5roa ' ,r, and
ueepen rnan;_ understana,ng cf the na*"re of irdtv!d-" 'i.- ,.ad groups
and exterd his control, ever the rater, ,Is and t-Jrc .:s ..._ tl_e physical
world.
Virtually all of i980's wci-L.ersare already ali_e The majemty ,;f
thenl have already had all the for_ _al education.,the,,will ever get,
though man_ of them wih be re-educated ,]ue to _'ogress Jn autcma-
t:_'nand inforn%aticn ;.'stezus. Though the houses builti_ 1980 will
be very different from tcd_.y's, the majority of Americans then wit
be hying in houses that alr_;_dy exi_t. 'the newe:st 19S0 schools wih
oe designed around I'V, around elect,'onicpzlnter_, around rnlcr..
filmed libraries that are automated, w,th instruments and rn<'thodsof
education "tillin the research sta_e. However, the nlajority qf 198(
children w111 be ]earn,ng in school buil.dingsa gentration old.
The new fact_;ry cf 1980 wiZi be com0uterlzed , automated, alr_
conditioned, landscaped, relocated, c_mpres._ed and rninia*uriz_d,
but the majority of workers will be employed in plan.'.q already buff
today, many of them or, eratlng machines a,Ld equtpment now already
m place. There is an a?mcst _bsolute certainty that there wfli be
more and more on-the-job ty?e training, that iT. fact more a,,d rnorz
_d_cation genes, ally will occu _uthin business and,ndustry c.r .._
, -.ovzded by other prx_ate enterprise.
The hmtts of America:s cxties will be stretched still further w_th
the ,._ncst dramatic changes in o!ving, net the further invasxon of
the s,:"urbs, but the, nrofound differences in the central cities. The
rebuilding of America's ce'atral c._ties w_!i provide and set in motion
enorn__ous opportunities for business. By i9@0, Arnerica will be the
first nation in humanhistcry te spend a larger total cn urba,_ ser-
v,ces, such as cultural and recreational provisions, than for the
total, spent for uondurables,
By 1980 the te,.hnologi.:z.1 subtlety of synthet_: polymers and tran-
sistors will be felt _na wide variet_ of consumer produc_s. There
will be home apphance,, using ultra=chics, refrigerators _¢ith no
moving parts, and iigh',ing systems without heating filaments or
glowing ga_es, Soiid-state refrxgerating devices will result xn the
development of electronic refrigerators and sF_.cial-pu=pose cooling
umts for portable use. Electrelum_nescence should lead to mural
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TV ,creens of a!mo ._i_y,:s ed _"ze f_..b;:,thblack-and-whi_e
and colo:
£ie_"ronic sa,:ty ,'e_ic_:s will be .ome re.:Lity for automobiles by
!980. Tr:,_se wilt _,a _,", of cars apl.:oac.,ing irom behind or :hat .;
car ahexd Ls being ov .;take_. t(-.. Cast. Autor,-_atic ._.ar _ uiC_ _.ce ma_,
also become practic,_l '.,,_rt_;_t ti_ ,e. The desaiinxza _on ,_.: sea water
and brackish water w:l; have become a standard pract_¢e f_r many
citie_ by 1980. Therrn,_.e]cctr_:ity rill become e_onor,_cal as a
tand: v power source in _arge p_,wer plants and it will u_:e possible
obtainx 'g power directly f'om a r_ucleaL _ reactor. Fungi ceils will. be
gel. rat_ng electr _. p_we_ fc, r remote areas and will replace h:gh-
capacity stur_ge batteries., for standby power.
Su.*able engaeer_ng ma_ erials will b." developed to advance the use
f at._mic -_o_er. Irradiation as a processing method to preserve
fo,_s ,,illnave established a foothold b_ 1980. Foods will also be
sterllized a:.lpasteurized by gamna rayz and electron irradiati _n.
_ 4etailed understanding of the aging process will emerge fron_
b_. =;eal and cell research. Prediction of hurricanes, snow
stor ",s, and tornadoes will become possible from research iri
rneteorolev, y, cloud formations, and weather satellites. Air travel
will take on a ._w look with ZOO0 mph VTOL airliners and may even
lead to develop_._,ent of a small VTOL flying car. Rocket mail and
rocket ireight serv_ .es will emerge as distinct possibilities.
The administration o _. justice will become more efficient in legal
search by using computers which process data in trial courts and
store and retrxeve legal records. Law enforcement will be aided
by the development of information processing systems for criminal
records and statistics, for identification of criminals, and in re-
trieval and storage systems for licenses and official documents.
In the urban area, information systems will be used for data man-
agement, for compiling census statistics in a central information
utility, and for record keeping.
Urban hospitals will be revolutionized ._n ad-_ninist_'atioa and patient
care b,/ laboratory data svstems, patient data storage syst_.ms,
patient simulation and monitoring s_,stems and man 7 of the other
advances discussed in bectiun 6. Gomputerc and information sys-
tems will also find their way iato education and training in many
areas such as instrvctional tools school simulation vehicles,
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. ,_u. ';e111anc_ and detection system_=, fc,. classrooms, audio-lingual
training, programme._-learr.,ng rrethod8, and autol_laLedteachIDg
de v_c+.s.
.t shjuld be po_._Lcd out, hr_evel, that many of these urban tech-
nolo£ies _-_a F b( com_: fea*.,ible econ(,_nically or materlally only when
_ntro_ucecl ove- a la.rge area or il-. a wide range r.: activities, The
dangers of tec_,lology wil] lay it, man _ failurv to }:.old _t to its
proper _l._.ce. Tec_':.ology nc i¢ offers a widsr choice ,nd more
effective .usa Ls for creating the :ity as i: should }e. Ur!an research
&nO an ur, ders _e,ndi lg of "e-'hno!ogy tra_.sfer -,tll h_.lp u_ to d_ scover
whac that :'.s and establ'ah stands for governing man's tech:,oiogical
purvuit of his urban fr.ture.
CONCEPTS FOE B.JI"JRE ( !flE_
Concepts of the nature and shalJe of futn, e citi=s center arc und the
trend cf cities toward the agglomeration of h,thert_ separate met-
ropoli+an centers into ever _arger _ggreg_tions of men and buildings.
Jean Gottman, in his study of the north eastern seaboard of .he United Stales
(':lViegapolis, 19ul") reve_led ti-As prncess in all its cot:-, ple_city.
There is now a continuous urban area stretching from New Hampshire
to n,:rth_rn Virginia and from the Atlantic ,.-bore to the Appalachian
foothills, Gottman has suggec_ted that this "megauolis" is only the
beginning c- a world-wide trend in urban development.
lVlelvin _Febber has suggested that the ,,ccurrence of a large, conti:_-
uous, built-e_ area ".s only the outward manifestation of a much
wider and deeper social development -the evol_tion of the "nnn-place
urban tea}re. "' He suggests tha," the grea_ cities of the world are, in
fact. simply nodes of a vast comm,_.nication syst,.m, in which the
distinct'io_ between urban and r.on- urban as physical areas disappears,
and tl_.e concept cf a_ urban realm, _'" _ed _n participation ._n a con-
tinuot_s cornp,.un_<:ation _r2 infor:_-atien _ >,stem, takes _ts place.
Thus he sugg_s_ tbc'.r,,ost r,2 tk_e ad.-&nced cotmtries will _n fact
soon be. _lrno._t complete ux-ban re,_ims, although not completely
phy sicaily ".'._'banized
Other _.ad more rad_ al corcepts for future cities Arise from the
existin_ u_baa situation but aze not a p_rt of _t, It has been sug-
gested_ for example, that xr.obi!it y _hould be considered on a much :-
w'.der scale, and that the new c=ntral _reas of cities in the future b_
_t airports. Already many airports are used for the transaction of
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bus'_nesb. Businessmen often do n_,_step outside an airport durinN
their stay in the city.
In _ritain, Ft. Rou has suggested that cities should be str'_ngout in
long lines according to needs of water supply and disposal. Doxiadis
_.nvisagPs the _It{r_-.ateevolution of cities as "ecumenopolis"--a con-
tinuo_,_world city stretching from country to country along main
communication routes.
Buckminster Fuller proposed a concept which involves placing a hu1_e
dome over existing cities to protect the inhabitants from hazards o!{
the external physical environment. This concept r,_s been extended to
include the building of whole '_new cities" _mder a dome, provid:in_,,the
advantages of modern urban technology _ee Appendix D).
these visions and concepts of future _'._.iesplay their part in fo:rm-
ing our views of the urban process, . deeper_knowledge, gained by
urban ecological research, of the prL,:e_se_ of life and develop:_lent
in our cities today must provide a _,ore im,-_e4i_"- and satisfac'cory
base for action.
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APPL"ri NG SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TO THE MUNICIPAL POLICE SYSTEM
By T. I:. Van Na tta
I NTRODUCTIO_4
An effective, controlled police system, operating within a democrat-
ically determined framework of laws, is perhaps the most important
bulwark of a free society. An ineffective police system promot,_s
crime which can only be cou_tered by e xtra_-legal defenses; an
arbitrary or capr:,cious system generates distrust and opposition; a
harsh system geuerates revolution.
The framework of laws obviously is not the responsibility of ,he
police, but of society. Similarly, the general nature and effective-
ness of a police force are not a function and responsibility of the
police alone, but are equally a function and responsibility of society.
This sharing of responsibility demands coordination and understand-
ing between the two systems, and particudarly demands that the minor
system adjust to the trends of growth and development of the major,
encompassing system. No social system is i_tatic, but tends to grow
and develop in many ways and directions, not all of which are bene-
ficial. This can pose a serious problem to an efficient police system,
for as a part of the larger system, the police system shares the total
responsibility o_t molding and guiding the whole social system.
The present trends of sociological and technological development in the
United States have brought new patterns of living, working, and move-
ment with accompanying new patterns in vice _nd crime.
The above changes are forcing changes on the police systems. Modern
psychology demands a _oetter" r_o]ice officer. Rising pay scales,
especially for better-quality policemen, seriollsly limit quantity. As
in other areas of our _ociety, costs must be kept low and efficiency
high with more extensive use of our burgeoning: technology.
The heaviest impact oz these changes falls on t_e metropolitan
police systems. The Federal government, through the Departments
of ,Tustice, (FBI, Immigration), Treasury (Sec::et Servic , Customs,
Coast Girard), and HEW (Public Health) has appropriated many
A°I
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nationwide, fairly clear-cut areas of the total police system. The
states have similarly assumed the highway police function. This has
left the municipalities and the counties responsible for "everything
else, " from lost ch:ldren and strayed pet_ to the mass problems of
riot and organized crime, and serious individe, al violence. It is here,
too, in the metropolitan areas, that the greatest wetght of responsi-
bility for the delicate problems of prevention, rehabilitation, and
juvenile handling.falls.
The rural county and smaller municipal systems have not seen their
police probler_.s grow a great deal, but crime increases greatly with
2opulation, and our larger cities are becoming still larger and more
populous. The metropohtan police system thus f.aces the most
difficult challenge.
£his difficult problem has net received the attention it merits. There
has been greatly increased concern over th.- -ise in crime; t_ere
have been f_eque_t attacks on police defict_ -, :s (with little praise
for police effectiveness), and much of parts and facets of poli=e
systems and police work. There has never been, however_ a serious,
thorough ar, alysis of the total municipal police system.
General Electric, TEMPO has discussed a police system¢, analysis
with the Police Department of the City of Oakland, Californi&, and
_oth orgamzations feel that such an effort is badly needed, especially
at a time when the ]?resident of the United States is generating a
strong national effort to check and reverse the rising crime rate.
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
The purpose of systems'anaiysis is to insure consideration of all
matters that pertain to or influence a particular problem. Any
nmchine, group of people, operation, discipline, ideology or trend,
or combination of these, can be treated as a system. Full under-
stand;.ng of a system depends not only on thorough analysis of its
coml:_nents, the internal factors, and intrinsic influences, but ,_]so
on all external matters that may affect the system under consiaera-
tion. These extrinsic influences, aonletimes called _he enviror,ment,
are themselves systems and parts of larger systems. Frequently a
desired chanse in the object _ystem cannot be made by internal
adjustment without an,_ppropriate change in one or more of the
extern_l systems.
A-2
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. It is usual to divide a system_ analysis, for convenience, into three
main areas of consideration. One, anct usually the first to be con-
sidered, is the mission of the object system: it_ bcundaries of
responsibility, its purpLse, the ends it _s designed to accomplish.
Another, loosely called the environment, is the sum of external -_
influences that affect the operation of the object system Here
discrimination mu_t be exercised, for such a b,.m can eadily becon_e
too great to handle. The third area is the object system itseif and
its subcategory systems, their interrelationship and CrOb.q irdlu_nces, _!_
adequacies and inadequa_.tes, anJ part;cularly the why and h_w o.q :_
ch_nge_ to correct the latter. The relationships and interfaces _:_
b_tween the three areas must also be determined, and the full scope _f_
of corrective change methodology extended to this larger area. Again, ....._Y _
discrin_Ln_tion must be _xercised to keep the analysis within mean- _[_.
ingful limits. :_,_
One very important analytical consideration is thaL very few problems ' "_
can be resolved into a neat, two-dimensiov_l system pattern, Tech- !:_ii_
nology is of such importance in our modern world that tt rr.e_'its _'._
nearly equal a analysis,consideration with functional Since the t_,o ' "__'_
rarely coincide, a three-dimensio_al _, pattern of functio_ ingluenc_e, _" .!__
technological influences, and their integration is a bette. ,- aid to . _-'._u_._
= :
The objectiv_ of systems analysis is to find a means to improve, _n :.i;_{_
some respect, the system under consideration. The analytical ...._-_:___l_Se_._
disse.'tion is performed not as an end in itself, but _s an effort to _'_'__'-.._._;_
understand cause and effect and, from this, understandin 8 to prodt_ce :o
desired effects in the system. * _; _._'_
THE METROPOLITAN POLICE SYSTEM ...._ .-_'-':
:..,_._":_'_"
m _
In accordance with the foregoing, the first step it. _the a_S_yllii Of the ::_:'_7:'
Metropolitan Police System wot_/d be the development of a definition ...;_,,_,_.'_r4&_v
and statement of mission. The, should be br¢,ad enough ',tocover _he _::_
wide differences which w_y exist between the laws*of the va.-.io_s ._*
• . =:,.'- _._
states and the charters of the metropolitan areas. -,-:., t_::"
,'r.','__'
Webster deflne_ police, as" "The department of 8overnr_ent:concez_wd _*-__..._,___
primarily with the maintenance o_ public order_ _afety and health, : :::_:_
enforcement o;r,laws, and the prevention, detection anc_ prosecution '- ;_'_-_
of publ_c nuinnces and crimes. "
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_oFN¢';" a |p+._+¢ ¢ fcrl;_(aC',et._ ;|+|,, , h_,.-;_, M _r.r. ¢:¢ "i[4tr,_,. 4_",. ;,_. e; r: _ -
at I-_,rj..'_. (Oll;l;t'3r;;(&|;O-% v.h:_h _.t-t_l thf- ,. ,,_,.;(.t. ,t:,OT;:,_'r _. C),* _',1_
|-o|;ce d_'_rtt;,(.t;i _-n(J the pc_|tce s,,t;I_L;','e t_ !o(,_| teen(Is. A:'_oth(-r
' . '._htch It'. tr_an¢ loc¢l;t,._ ha_ becot._e ,_ .t,,h.d pol;ce
trepor,;,bt;:t;'. ;'_,--,te is ,tied • _u(h stro._et (-r:_hast. _t; prt.;'en-
tlon. _¢)upl+-d *tth ;t better :In(!,'rItaztdlr_i__): ;ta ._II _t_p|_(-et.ons.
['he, _" _re _|_o _r_-a_ of :;._c-crt.t=ntt:es. f_,e of these _s the ;_atter of
_+ .'e¢o:t,rl_ee+_hn g clt_t_t¢+-= _r_ l,t_. Certa,hly, :n ,t der_ocracy. ,:very
ct_._zet_ han nO _. on|_--a r|Rht but -_ duty to take an _cttve interest _n
::: l_+:vetn.l_e._t. AIvo it. our _'rde:'al _ovrrntz:r'nt the principle ha:s been
:" ftrrr,;v ellt_lblisSed tl_t _onl_ress should se,-,, the ,tdv_ce o[ all
• _ . .st,propel&re technic,-| expert-,, inci';din_ Ro_,crnment et_,plovees, on
++.
_---__ = = lt'$ti_|_tl_o and budgetary n :tter_. Xeverthe:.:.ss, opinion appears
_- _o be ,-2ivirJer_ nwt+r _ketEer the police _hould ',e ,'onsul+ed on any
_ |'L_ appro,__ch _o developir.t[ the envtro.nt;+e._ _s oat ;ned _n Chart l
.--_ _[,[._._.'_d t_ thl_, paper, Here th.- extrinsic ,+nflue,_ce.' have bee.".
:*.... d, vtdPd ,,+_tO t_o _-dlt_,Gstona[ art'.._+, t_l_++t' _s I_tbeled a++ractur,tl and
:. '.._.+_[+ae+t:v_ t_e _+.ct{.l¢_ _tt_ttlaaorll+tnia+ti'.+ot,_ Lh_t ,+Jte:t, to .i siinific;+_al
dl,Mr_..: t_t+. _ort# ,_nd fu..+:vtat_+tnll oi the pcitce _Vstet_. _'he _,_he: is
_- !-t+_C:o_, , "_t_;t_t| _nd Iht|'+.,ie_ Shy ,t_t 11,¢ ,nt _IL)_.;OLO..+:t 2+i, +_COnOI131C,
" t 'Ks+ ++ • ,++t_,itl , .tnri t+ . _+_t_+.,l ,+ll_tt-::, ;n_i '+.¢ t,'++ +. +'t+l:'th+tr study
L
- +
+ _.i|O.:+t ,_t,',_l tlt*;rt; _++- ,_t,t++ ;it p,.h, _ pr+tt_.h+_, +::J'l+ "_,-]t+_aemcr=+; dov, n
++'t_ +,_.+.+,+ir_k,.'+lkh+ "_"+_IP++m;.__++l |Itt_ j+++.{+++_]+...,'(++t _+_r,_ _ • ._-++;It'++t "PI (+_hd,Pt+ ,
++,_,+,++_i,.+h,,,+- J,+++_.+a_+,.__+_+-.+,.:+,._+..2+'-+*_a_t+im_Lt+';+_+'_t.++''.m! Ar'_l ttC_+VL,.+a!,#
+._._ ._ +_ m._.'+,_m+.+_o+,,,_;t++4-m@+ij.t_+'++_,_+ +*_+.++-,_t,tm _t_rt I.
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o()t_e de[_n_t¢" obj_-ct_v_- of th.s _':,o; .,h_,,i,I hc _,, • _..,n_.,-,- the" _h:,l,.
;dent_f;t-,J-_nd_ a;,-iull) d,-:.n,'d, .i:.d the .7 .ntrrd, i_'n:Ir::, ", rr.'._,h!;=._'r:!
S:rn_larIy, co_ts mtlst b_" ex,lm'n_-d ,_nd re],_t_'d r:,_l:_l_, ._llv to th,"
e_tablxshed qualxty f._,.tors.
These co_,ts.should be dxvtded _nto tv.o ._rt.,i._ Ic._belt.d .nlr:-n,_l ._nd
external. /'he _nternal label w_ll covt'r thus,- l und_ p:- _vxded t,, th,.
pol:c_" deDart.r.,e-nt.. from governmental budgets and l:-on_ ,_nx, lct'_
charged for specxal uerv-ces or act_vlt_,'s. Th_._ ,,re._ ¢,f _os,, sh_,uld
not be too d_ff_cult to ,dent,fy tho_gh the i_llocat,on of ,,._b__osts to
subsystems may requ:re some _ngenu_ty.
The external label will cover an attempt to determine the eff,._t on
community costs (other than taxes and fees to n:eet _nternal c,__ts)
from good or bad pol_ce system eiiect_veness. Th_ w,ll undoubt*'dly
be quite difficult, and may require extensive research .and obs;_rw, tion,
however it is es_ent-al to an understandir:_ of the true effcct,ven,.ss of
a police system. This cost analysis is espec_allv importar, t, as too
often the determining factor in decisions about police systems _a the
cost. Unfortunately, this "cost _' is usually only the app,.rent, out-
of-pocket cost, rar,.ly are all _nterna] _nd external costs analyzed.
STUDY METHODOLOGY AND OBJECTIVES
A stud.V of the type di0cussed should be conducted in close and
continuous coordination with the interested metropolitan police
departme_t, In general, the study contractor should be responsible
for systems analysis theories and te_._..q,,es, formats and d_splays,
management and command/control theory, and general modern
te chnol og y.
The police department contracting for the study should provtd- _
factual mate:r_al_, police concepts and theo_'ies, police *.echnolo_y,
and police require.merits, Work loads of the two participants should
A-5
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br .,ppr¢,x_fr,._tely equal %:that: the ¢onstraxnt_ u' av;._lab2e t:,_e and
lund:ng, t_,,_xltr.jt_ ¢ ._n0ul_at_o:_ should be developvd w_th approprlate
,_,lu(,:t)ona] Lnm,'_tut_(_;_o and w_th o_ner eff_'.tlve ,netropol_tan police
,If'pal r ttne_ ta.
The" mov, t _n_pvr*,ant objectlve of the study shotfld be '.o produce a tool
to n_eamure the effectlveness of a modern metropolitan po1_ce force
In me,-L_ng today's problems. At present no such tool exlsts. There
Is not even any general agreement on what a metropolztan police
for,:e should do, let alone a scal. for how well it does. OI equal
_mportance ;.s the detvrmtnatlon of a related method of costing.
Specxfzcally, the study should provide:
• an examination of the fuji area of responsibility of a
metropolitan police force
• a staternent of standards of performance covering all areas
of police operations and 3"_ministration
• an evaluation of direct and indirect cost elements of the
police effort related to operations (or their lack) and
administration
• an ;.ntegratlon of the foregoing Into a measuring device for
dete.'mimng net police effectiveness.
ESTIMATE OF DEVELOPMENT EFFORT
It is estit,_ated _.hat the type of systems analysis study discussed in
the preceding sections of this paper would involve five man-months of
effort by a planni._g and advanced stt'dxes organization such as TEMPO.
The study progra:_ st-.ould be organized and staffed to make maximurn
t;se of the knowledgt- and talents of the municipal police experts work-
ing in conjunction with the team of systems analysts under contract
to perform the study.
EXAMPLE OF A PROPOSED POLICE SYSTEM STUDY
One example of an opportunity to apply NASA technologies to the
solution of a municipal police system problem has been developed in
discussions between General Electric, TEMPO and the Police De-
partment of Oakland, California. This particular police systetx_
problem is concerned with the police patrol cart what it should do
and how this can best be accomplished. It is prcposed that this
problem be studied on the basis of mission requirements usin_ the
methodolo$ies of system analysis, mission analysis, parametric
analysis, and cost effectiveness.
A-6
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Th, _ cot_,_lete polio-.. ; _trol _a.- s,ste,;+ a.'_prt'_t'ntt_ e:_x:,,_gt-.t _,vulve_
several prob_.et__areas _herc NASA ,lerosp4_, r¢,st,_r,h a:_,.|dev,-lop -
tnent prcgr.lms -r.a', ha_e prod'.:_ ,-d or Inc.!It,tt,'d _. ,,tbl_" Soltl[lotl_.
These include:
• a means for keei):t,,g I:,¢;'_.,_t. ¢hsp._.tch ,.,r ,.ontroll,.r oftl,.r's
constantly axe'are of the locat_on o! _.,tch p,_trcl ,-4r
@ a means by" which a policeman can leave the p,ttroI car and
:_till maintain communication v, ith the control office
• a n+_ans by v,'hl,ch the pohce officer on patrol cat: obt_In
quick, positive identification of indivld'ials {photography or
ftngerprin.t)
I a silent protective alarm system which can be interrogated
from the patrol car
• an internal arrangement of the patrol car which permits
quick and easy operation of supporting communications, re-
cording, safety and security equipment without drivcr dis-
traction, and which also permits unhindered exit-nd entry.
A-7
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S/I:UC :I_,A_ SY_T,_MS
...... _ Met,_litan Go_,rr*_nt j
s[ f i'w'ncial A_';.'°_" _ F Policy', Courts [ /_'_r1_IgementIPublic Works
Courts ! btateGo ment]..... SchoolsFireDepartment I
/v_,shot I Management [ Public Heallh PDll%v
f BI Emergency Medical Cx_ntrol
5eclet Service C_.Jrts Hc,_singAuthority Finor'ce
:mr'd_/latic,n Attorney General Policy? Vlelrore Auth.,rity "ICustoms Prisons? Finar,ce-_ Recreation Authority lP,Jhlic health Parole° Control? Public Transportation -Aimed [orces State Police Public AmusementPa-ksand f_selvntio-_' (may be _ve, ul) Civil DefenseAnd Others? Alcoholic BeverageControl Autonon_ousSulx:listrictNarcotics Countrol
Fish, Game, Wildlife [ METROIN_I.ITAN l
Busir_es,ReclulotoryAgencies POLI(._
EducaNor, S t STEM
_ Anst Othel_
,, ['f County Gover"nent Supermetrop,olitanAuthorityCourts
District Attorney
Jal It Translt system
Sheri ff Freeway system
Respons;bi lity Vorles Parks
Prc_tion* Others?And Others
m
Other Cities, _ounties 1States and Nations
NOTES:
Po!;c,- fo,;_'s *May occur in one ur more i.
Othel go_mnment agencies cxlditionel structural oreGs
Nc_,_-govefnmentag_ncles ?Nature uncertaln
Chart 1. Metropolitan police system(external
J
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CULTU_,L Sv'ST(MS
Potterr_ and lrc._s o,_ Pc_ula_;_n Presento¢<tProlett_cl AH,fu_k_ to
Growth Lu,,v
Compolltior Authority |j_nef_l)
Living Pallet, (specific)
_/ork Juver,ile
/_)ven_nt Minorities
Educ.ticn
Recre_,:_'_ Amenol_llty to Chong_-
Segregalio_ (Vniuntarg/lnvoluntary) [Legal and j,,J::ioiJ
.P'Jon-governmentPov_er._.',ucture
Fa<_;om Trendsof
Fatlur,_xJO Court dlcis_o"z
Influ_r,<,_ De _ nit*-_nof Crimes
lit,S;.i_als Aids and Resfdctiom to
Groups Police Operations
Rightsuf I,_di_idual
Limits of Polic¢_authority
L[ -:o.omic J
R=_autces ( Sc,ence and Technology]
Mun;c;r.. ', I r,co*-,e
Fees fur Police Services New Mochlr.e Aids
I_ ;.;_ New TechnlqMes
I n_."vlo_J!s
Adaptions of/V_ch*nos
C_ts CommanicatlonDevices
Wag :s and Frirges Tranlportotion Device,
Materlal [dontification Methods and Device..
Services INmf)le, Things
Education and tmining Information
Competition for Resources D_.', _,torage, Retrieval,| Analysis, Displayl
related systems).
>.
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FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEMS
[,:r,- ilcoo0_,o°_..._lcr' l i_.'.'o.cContro r Control J Prevention J Services
(Law Enforclment (Traffic, Public, Order) (Security)
(After tht Act) (Suppression)
(Desire and
Opportunity)
I,t_,,o°_1 I,°,.,,,0.°o.oI [,_,,,I I,,°,lr--i _nvestigation Veh , Pod. _oroad) i Juvonih
I
Crimes against Organized crime Flow Study Includes rna_
persons, property s.bversion /_Aovemert Plan problems:
]al"or/management Control crowd, mob.
Emergencies riot !
I
Operational Services ....... f
,,ljo--,,o-,IRecords-TF_I ]iI i 'i CommunicQtio Laboroto_ Recruiting andTmi ing ] i
P nnel " Fiscal and Property and i Tmmportatlon
Accounting _/v_intet_nce [=nd Maint_m:e ttnti_
Chart 2. ,_
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Control from Outtlcll
lloison to and from outsla_ _ .
• , _ ! eopm_
j Co,,_/Co_,,-oa J |
TECHNICAl. SUBSVSTEMS
! L_°m.+,+l +-°,+°°°+1
Relotions J Dot++,r_.+,sm,tt,ng Equipment J
Ra(_io, TW;:, FAX, TP, TV
[ Automotlv. Equipment I
Patrol Cr.r, Police Wagon, THcycle,
Motorcycle, Aircraft, Wr_ckers, Ambulance
I _ec Lr;ty Equipment and Devlce-'_
i v+.°tomo+.++° i*'+*i*! iI' d ++ I_.++,+-.i o,.] WeapomAll Licensing, .roro,_d)part,cipants supervisionguilty of certain _ndividual, Mass
activities
/ A['-_-Duta _roc,ir.g i_quipmen, l
NOTES:
j Emergency Equipment J
aMoy or moy not .a_uear
boccmlor.ally incJudeci b_; +L'e,,Id r_t be
ForVariuu+Functional Are<Is
police funntion j |nvestigatory and IntelJlg_,nr.e Equipmnt ]cA;_t,_l_riote files c_,'n be centralized but
s.%uld never be mix$-I with operat_onol
recor_k
_,eh'opolitan police system (internal $ubsyst,arm).
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APPLYING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS I'O WASIE MANAGEMENT
B/I".F Van Natta
ABSTRACt
Increasing attention is being given to ways and means of applying
modern technology to meet human needs on the nattonal, state, _ :.
local community levels. One such need is tee disposal of human,
industrial, and agricultural wastes. This paper presents an integrated
approach by General Electric, TEMPO which applies the methodolo- i,
gies lind analytical techniques developed by Lhe aerospace and defetise = _
ir_dustry to a study which will: (l) analyze the prcblem of waote _-_
management as a multidiscipline ,system; (2) apply ._)_tems analysis ..... -_:_
techniques to structure a recommended waste management system o '_*: -,_/__"
to best serve current and projected needs of the nation; and (3) o,..i- -:_ -, _-*;_-/i_>'-
line a rese_.rch and developmen_ plan to support the needs of t}'.e ::_:+.._.
recommended waste manaRement system. TEMPO's overall approach ,: .-. :-._,''-_"
to the study is struck.tiredalong disciplinary lines of te_anological, - ;.-=._m_-._
.econol_ic, legal political, and social constder-,tions. Requirements . _,.,-_
for an opt.mal waste management system _,rc also presentect. _:_
INTROI)UCTION ,', ..'_°,_,;
• _,_;,_
- ' t ..... '_ ,f
The problems of waste disposal and air, water, and land 9ollution .:: ,
._::.._":y:
in the United States are emerging as a serious challenge to presets/- .:._,':
day technology and to social, economic, and pol_tical systems. It ':
has Ion i' been recognized that whene_er and wherever civili-.ed m-Jn
gather-'.d into large, close groups wast_ disr,_,sal and po, sution kmc_r_:..... , :_
problems of serious concern. Various methods of waste di=poaal .; !:
have been developed, but near!y all are mere variants of red,_t:_,ng
the waste by diluting or converting it and then redi_tr,outin_ it in .
".he air, in bodies of water, or over t_,e s,,_rf_ce O( the earth, _bAt_ .,- ":_':
creating the additional problem of pollution. It is o_y iu corn
tively recent yr.._.--s that the inadequacy of such methods }:i_s..
realis=d. The rivers located in the more poputotts a_'ea.:_
b_en us,able to dilute the quantitie s of human wast_, p_.#/,_
and have almost de_e.:,_.tated it;to, sewer_ "JL'hter.att_,ag,_
growth ie also rnaki_, it prob.ibiti-e St, u_e rivets _._,,
sanit, r y sewage. ' :: _:-•...!"___._. :.
". _.'_-_'.":_'_
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Wastes generated by an industrial society have greatty magnified the
problern. Industri_l waste_ that have been disl_osed of into rivers
vary all the way from practically clear rinses, to corrosives, caustics,
_ilammables, and even explosives. Fortunately, +.headvancing tech-
nology of ir,dustry,which creates even more offensive, noxious and
toxic wastes, also helps to inhibitthe formation of dangerous or
objectionable wastes: or to convert products to an acceptable form.
Fluid wastes, however, are not the sole problem. Solid wastes are
being produced to such a degree in many states that disposal is
ecoming more difficult. Increasing population, industrial growth,
and a rapidly expanding technology are also contributing to critical
probleme, of gaseous wastes and pollution of land, water, and the
atmosphere. Even the immense oceans are beginning to react to the
wastes that are increasingly poured into them.
Until recently, the disposal of waste was treated as a set of separate
, problerr_s. Sewage waste was one, trash and garbage a second, and
atmospheric wastes a third. But as these problems grew in size and
-, co.-nplexity it became apparent that solid waste disposal is closely
linked to mat of fluid waste, and both, to a degree, can affect : :
atmosp_heric wastes. TEMPO's integrated approach to waste man-
agement consists of combining theproblems of fluid and solid we stes
with those of air, land, and water pollution.
It is becoming increasingly evident that complex p_-oblems cannot be
solved by engendering only a technological solution. Itis, of course,
essential to use the technological capability at hand, but it is important
to recognize that technology can provide only part of the solution to
a problemrequiring a multldisciplinary approach to its understanding,
analysis, and optimum solution. What may appear to be a single,
independent problem is nearly always related directly or indirectly
to many other seemingly irrelevant ones. Frequently these inter-
relationships are not discovered until a technological solute.on to the
original problem is put in operation and starts to cause new problems
: in other areas.
Even though the management and control of waste may never develop
into a s_ngle organizational system, a study of the problems of waste
management is best conducted on a systemic basis. This permits _he
causes, characteristics and feasible methods of disposal of wastes ro
be structured into a system, and to permit analysis uf the many
interfaces within the system and between the system and its physical,
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s. ziologica], economic, and psycholog,cal environments. The tech-
nique of sy:_tems analysis permits subsequen_ use of thi_ information
to develo F models of the elements of the overall system and to deter-
mine the alternatives required for effective management nd control.
This paper presents a General Electric, TEMPO approach to the
problems involved inthe analysis, development, and structuring of
a broad waste management system. Many of the m_:thods and
analytical techniques r_quired for conducting such a study have been
used by TEMPO in its programs for military ana industrial clients.
Within its wide spectrum of experience, TEMPO has developed a
demonstrated capability to study the problems associated with waste
management, recognizing _hat their solution is a ser:ons need today
and an imperative need of tomorrow.
OVERALL APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
The overa_l approach to the problem of waste management as
developed by General Electric, TEMPO is based upon interdisciplin-
ary analyse,_ of technological, economic, psychologic_l, social,
legal, and political consideraticns. These considerations are divided
into investigative sub-areas until they can be logically examined as
entities. This division prevents the analyses from be coming entangled
in a net of interfaces before the sub-components have been adequately
considered.
As the basic division and analysis is comPleted, the components are
restructured along functional lines in order to prodace a systems
management model. It is during this restructuring that the many
interfaces--intern.al and ext._rnal--are identified and sorted. Alter-
natives are then_[rouped into related t=chnical areas and, where
applicable and possible, costs for each alter;.ativeare indicated.
Figure I illustrates a port_on of the analysis used in the overall
approach to the waste management problem. The analysis base for
the waste managen_ent system, as shown in Figure I., is categorized
into (5lasses, Transportation (before conversion), Conversion,
Transpertation (after conversion), and Disposal.
The first expansion of the analysis involves a breakdown of the
management system base into logics) and distinct sub-,.-ategories
"" such as "types" and "costs" for the category of Transportation. I_
is in the second expansion that the analysis becomes rigorous enough
to permit _he identificationof the major interfaces where the tech-
nological, economic, p,_ychological, social, legal, and political
B-3
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BASE Closses_
'rronsp°rtat;°n h_
Converslonl_
Tran_spurta t ;°n Di_sposaI
FIRST EXPANSI,ON
types u characteristics _ sources
TRANSPORTA .qON
types _ costs
CONVERSION
techniques- costs _ productS*
TRANSPORTATION
types -- costs
DISPOSAL
places m methods
SECOND EXPANSION _ Example: Food waste
•_ss
type: so|it .'t_ble, noxious
source: food plocesslng indusl,y, restot,rants, fcsrrns,,Iockyard,
TRANSPORTATION 4_ other solid waste
mode cost fea'ure$
truck equipment flexible _.
operation
roll plant inflexlb!e.
equipment
operation
CONVERSION
cos._t product___.s. - _ atmospheric waste
i.ci_mtlon plant r"s_i
operation gas, e, o';_.
rendering plant reuseable comDonent_-. -p-industry
operation
-(less reuseable residual
returns) wastes
direct disposal _land _. _ ._. I public healtr_ "
(sanitary fill) operation _ " _ " _ | _nilation
J Irnd u_
TRANSPORTATION
product- mode cost
m_'_merator ash _ as above
slurry pipeline IP- public utility
water ...... 41_ water management systom
reuseable comp_,_ents customer resF_nsibility
DISPOSAL
I' fisheries
product ploce method I baach_
gas,smoke as fo'---'_otmospheric _ .._| public health
residual wastes ocean barge dumping'" "" | legal
sanitary fill burial ......_.
• - _ _ublic h_lt;_
( 4.- interface ) "_" "'_1_I anitationJ land u_,
Figure. 1. Analysis of the waste management problem.
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cons:.derations come to tlle fore as major factors in optimiz, ing arid
synthesizing a set of alternate.yes. ?,_us, the second exp_n:_ion will
apply the analytical base to each type of waste, classified as solid,
liquid, or atmospheric, and expand the analysis into investigations
of the environmental factors contai.ned in the interfaces. F_gure 1
illustrates such an expansion for the example of food waste.
System engineering, being concerned essentially with the devising
of operational processes that meet human needs, is used throughout
the analytical expansions to bring order to the problem definition
and to devise operations to match the functior_s t_hat add up _o a
solution. The functions can he fulfilled technologically in many ways,
but criteria will be set on the importance o1 each function so intel-
ligent trade, offs can be made. The synthesizing process wil] _.ead
to alternative methods o. implementation and tc trial solutions in
attempts to make the was*_ management system output meet the
overall requirement of the problem. At this :point a wide variety of
analytical techniques will be used to examine the alternative solutions
in the context of the human environment in which the system must
operate and an attempt will be made to predict the consequences of
its operations,
TECHNOLOGICAL. CONSIDERATIONS
C lassificafion
The first of these environmental areas, the technological, is analyzed
on a flow basis. It starts with a consideration of classes of waste
and progresses through the phases of transportation, conversion,
further transportation, and altimate disposal. Figure 1 shows the
complete =,,-ocess flcw. Obv_.ously, all steps will not apply to all
waste s.
The first classification of waste is as Solids, Liquids, and Atmospheric.
Solids in turn are classified as convertible or unconvertible, and
further classified as toxic, noxious or objectionable. By definition,
an objectionable, innocuous waste is one that requires no conversion
or dlsposal of any kind. An innocuous waste is considered objec-
tionable ifit offends any of the human senses or obstructs any normal
human activity. Liqu,:dwastes are similarly divided into suspensions
or solutions, and likewise are classified as toxic, noxious, or
objectionable. Atmospheric w_,stes are divided into gases and smokes,
with the sa_e three area classifications.
B_5
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These are the plan_ed initial divisions. Further analytical divisions
are then made if any of the foregoin_ sub-classes prove to be too
complex. The final element of classification is an identification of
sources for each listed sub-class of waste.
A principal purpose of the foregoing subdivision is to produce manage-
able packages for fu:ther technical considerate.on. There is no need
for subdivision below the minimum subdivisions of the transportation
and the conversion areas. For example, there is littlepurpose in
sub-classifying the combustible material going into an incinerator,
unless c.no;iceable difference in products of combustion (gas, smoke,
ash) will occur.
Transportation
From consideration of the classes of waste, the study will advance
to the problems of transportation, to which, in this initialfirst
, stage, will be added the problem of collection.: All movement of
waste from source to conversion, or directly to disposal, is included
in this phase.
It is at this point that costs and alternatives begin to appear. .The
various means and methods of transportation are well enough known
that cost determination should not be difficult.
Conversion
Conversion, the next step in the process, is undoubtedly the greatest
and most complex problem. It includes all means and methods by
which an objectionable, noxious or toxic waste can be ch_.nged into
unobjectionable form or elements_ A few of the wastes will not
require conversion or are too difficultto convert. The need to con-
vert certain mildly nox_.ous and innocuous wastes will be much less
' where there is a read'ly available disposal area such a s the ocean.
Convcz.ston is vlhere technology makes its greatest contribution,
where the greatest research and development is needed, where the
greatest advances must be made, and where benefits may be devel-
oped. It i_3also the area where the greatest number of interfaces
exist, since some of the products of initialc_nversion can be
objectionable or worse, and will require furLhe_:conversion. Two
simple exanlples are the gases and smokes from burning rolids and
the debris accumulated by liquid filters.
B-6
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Future Conversion Techniques
The foregoing discussion has been aimed principally at what may be
called t'post-use conversion, " where the generation of waste is
accepted, and the problem of management begins on]y after thie
generatior..
In the atn%ospheric waste field we have also considered the technique
of "in-use convers:.on, " whereby "reproved utilization of inpl_ts avoids
the production of objectionable waste3• This techniquc should be
extended beyond the atmospheric waste field as much as possible.
A th_.rd area of technology, or what may be called "pre-use conversion, "
should also be studied. S'access in this area would enable us Lo i-nanu-
facture our expected eventual was_es so that they would be more
adaptable t._ou£" cor_version and disposal capabilities. An example of
this is the devel6pmen_ of naturall_ decomposable detergents; eno_her
is the study of bette:: elimination of sulphur i.om petroleu_T, products
in order to anticipate and prevent the formation of sulphur d_.oxide in
exhausts. Such techniques should be extended to our more common
and more harmful wastes.
Another facet that m_st be considered [n all industrial planning is
technological obsolescence. Formerly, waste conversion plant
limits were based partly on the limits of input (population and indus-
trial growth) forecasting, but mostly on expected wearo ''_rates;
technological improw_ment was not fast enough to cause serious
obsolescence prior to wearout.
At the present time, our great acceleratlon in technology has also
accelerated obsolescence so that even our most stable technical and
mechanical systems are finding that wearout is no longer an accept-
able depreciation criterion. In a waste nlanagement syste_n there
will not only be this problem of direct technical obsolescence, but
our increased understanding will so redirect the objectives of our
system that new types of technological processes will be required.
A system that is not structured to meet these technological changes
can be expected to fall almost as q,lickly as one that is under-designed
or under-financed•
Transportation of Converted Waste
The stage of transportation that follows conversio_ of wastes presents
different and fewer problems than the first stage. The conversion
products that mast be transported to disposal locatioDs are generally
B-7
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homogeneous ancl originate in much fewer and more accessible
locations. These two factors permit a mo-e accurately directed
technology of collection and transportation-- impossible in the hand-
ling of such mixture_ as general urban waste. Further, careful
planning can relate converter and transporter to disposal points.
This last is important, for v;hile the complexities are reduced,
volumes may be so concentrated as to cause problems. An example
is the sludge from sewage conversion plants. This can soon become a
volume problem for thou&h it is a useful soil conclitionel and fertilizer, it
ca,:not compete economically with the much stronger chemical fer-
tilizars in commercial farming.
Disposal
The final disposal problem is a close second to conversion in com-
plexity, scopc, and unsolved critical elements. The word "elimina-
tion _t is ofte_ used in connection with wastes, but it is inaccurate
without the preposition "from, " which requires a corresponding "to"
to complete the action. Wastes eliminated from one particular
element inevitably remain in on_ form or another. All that conver-
sion of waste can do is change the waste into a form that reduces
the problem of disposal; it can never eliminate it completely.
In _en_-,_l, converted wastes must be in such form that they can be
rele_scct-into the atmosphere, emptied into rivers or the ocean,
spread on the surface of the earth, buried, or reused, without threat
or harm to man and his works, and at acceptable costs. Ideally,
conversion would transform allwastes intoinnocuous, unobjectionable,
and usefulproducts. Failingthis,there willbe a useless and pos-
siblyobjectionable(orworse) residue tobecome a disposal problem.
Disposal alternativet_ofsoh_.__.dsinch_dereuse, spreading on the sur- -_
face ofthe earth (scr..pcars), 5u.__yingin the earth (must household
waste), and depositingtn the ocean. Ii_.positingin lakes and rivers
is not includedas thisform of disposal of.solids,though practiced
inthe past, is now (or soon willbe) completely unacceptable.
All ofthese alternatives,except reuse, are unsatisfactoryto a
degree, Any use of land for waste disposal thatwillinhibitproduct-
ive use ofthe land willsoon become costly,as the populous eastern
part of the United Statesis beginning to discover. The ocean can
absorb a _remendous amount of waste providing itsinks;floating
waste ishighly uncertain. The current trend isto buriala¢ the
least objectionable_o!,._tion.
B-8
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Disposal alternatives for ii_q_ds include re_,se, and emptying _nto
rivers or the ocean. All three o_ these metnods are acceptable
assuming d-:a*, the preceding conversion has been adequate. As has
bp.en shown, technology is well advanced in this a-ea, and effective
convers[oncan soon be practiced. There willremain a probable
psychological bar-ier to full, direct reuse of reclaimed water;
however, tbere are many practical, acceptable, and potentially
valuable alte','nati_,_s of reuse. This will grow as our demands for
water increase.
With airborne wastes the disposal problem i_ negligible, as conver-
sion products (again, af.suming effective conversion) are limited to
(hopefully)harzr.less gases and very small quantities of solids.
Conversioa and Disposal Problems
There is still another disposal problem which concerns unconverted
wastes. _'here disposal means are available at low cost and con-
version costs of particular wastes are high, any conversion becomes
unacceptable. At present this concerns principally household and
small-business solid waste. Burning, the only conversion means
extensively practiced, is costly and frequently obnoxi,_,,s. Other
means of conversion with reuse in view have not yet proved practical.
Direct disposal, unconverted, LI burial in a sanitary fiI1 is still
+h. 1.referredpractice. The defunct automobile is another example.
Occasionally reuse as steel scrap is possible but too often it is
uneconomical. In crowded areas the practice of piling them in a
field is becoming unacceptable, yet there is no other means of
disposal for this accumulating waste.
Radioactive wastes are qarrently unconverted--their disposal must
be accomplish_ d without poisoning the earth, the waters, or the air.
The current prz_ctice of or casing these wastes in enough shielding
material t_ hold them to expected decay, and depositing this shielded
mass in an inaccessible spot {usually the Ocean}, is practical only
with the present li.,_ited quantitieb of such wastes. Study to develop
better solution-_ _- becoming an urgent necessity.
The ocean _l_pears to b_ a bottomless receptacle for all of man's
refuse, bat recent stt',dies have identified increasing kinds and
quantities of human v aste in _eawater. This effect is more pro-
nounced near shore than in mid-ocean, and more pronounced in "- -
heavily-populated estuaries than along unpopulated exposed coasts.
But pollution of the ocean is not a problem of the future, it is a
B_9
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current problem o._ sc -ions proportions. The discharge cf raw or
_ncomple_ely treated sewage into the se_ :l':_orn communities and ships
is creatin_ ,_ _._4_o]_sale health hazard in e_everal pl_,ces along the
Calitornia coast, partic'ularly San Diego, Santa Monica, and San
Francisco.
Although low-level radioactive wastes for many years have been
_'leposited in shallow water, and more d_'xngerous w_stes in deep
water, there is no certain'_y that these discos .I a_eas are really
safe. Oceanographers have notyet established t_h,_,rate of overturn
of ocea, -.rater from the deepest basins to t_,e su_._iace; twenty years
ago it was thought to be on the o_.'der o_ thousand_ of years, but more
recent investigations h_ve found that the cycJe may be on the order
of a century or less.
Assuming that the radioactive was,:e containers will laot their
designed life, so _hat the waste, wher_ finally release_l into the sea,
is at a safe level of radioactivity, there is no assurance _at the
isotopes will not be concentrated in being taken i_p by the food chain.
}._ari-_e biologLsts are only beginning to discover the various ¢_etailed
£ood chain _inks in the sea, and to understand th,e ecological _actors
involved. As pollution of all kinds, including pesticides, detergents,
industrial poisons, and radioactive wastes are _ischarged into the
sea, we must foresee the effects on beaches, harbors, and marine
roods in terms of health h_tza_._ _ and esthetics.
ECONOMIC CONSI DERATION_
Economics provide a method of _pproach to syrLthesizing a diverse, :
seemingly irreducible, collec_ion of technical, political, and social
cone_.derations. The outpu +. of an economic analysis is the definition
of _ course of action that will result in the maximum net social
benefit.
Definition of an optimum waste _anagement s_'stem can De obtained
accordingly with c_nsiderable precise.on by means o_ econo-,_ic
analysis. Technical considerations _r¢." summarized by a production
function, i' e-, -_ statement of the orders,3 set of poise.hie physical
input-output relationships t_at will hold _uder different technologic_,i
co,nditions. Political and _iscal_conliderations, s_ch _a the extltence J z
of numerous decision-_making areas and levels, or legal li_itations o
upon districts' maximum bonded "ndebtednese_, can be lntrodttced
as constraints upon the derivation of the feasible solt_tton s_.to _ciitl _-
factors, _uch as population growth in the next twenty-five y_r_, and
population location and _ensity, can be introduced into an _conomic
analysis a_ exogenous variables.
B-IO
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Some General Considerationst
It is desirabie to be quite;clear how an econom._c analysis of poss._ble
waste r,._a._agemez_tsystems would proceed, Fat _ample, the term
_.systern'_should be given at least some conceptual definition, F,,-r-
ther, there are certain :specifictypes of traditlenal consideratior_s
within economics which are directly applicabie to structuring a
representation at'such a waste management sys_.ern. The_e pertinent
economic considerations provide the means to analytically portray.
the relationships between the waste management system and such
variables as water resource uti.lization,business location and ex-
pansion, rct_ionaleconornic growth, recreation facilities, and the
pop_lation'e employment of leisure time.
What is unique to an economic logic;of_wabte management follows
fro.,',three of its characl;eristics: Waste is a h_-product produced _ .*._-
in relativel 7 fixed proportions as the result of private (household _ _ _. .
or firm) consumption, _ Secondly, waste has-a negative value in " .__ :: _._
that it is a product which the producer (householdor_/Zirm) pays-a
consumer (city, count, y; or-s_ecia I district sanitation entit_)_to .:,_ .-..,- . ;,
accept. Third, and most important for' the currents _3_I_d¥, the "method' ._ ....
of waste disposal_(cc, nsumption by a government b_i)') m,ty s!_i{io
cantly ir_luence the..value of' Other economic Variables,- This csn,.,- .... ..
arise either by the waste being converted intoa use£ulp]rnduct or ...... ....... .:,
when the method of waste disposal_r_aaees-the quality\of._t.her "K _" "
products which people wish to cori.sume. "_ _ " -_ ./:" . "_='- : "
Some General-Implications _ i "'_- "..\... ':'. -:
The above discussion is intended to accomplish certain obj©ctivee. -- _ _N>\_:_.
First, it suggests that an economic :,l and Qptimnr_i waste manase- _ ,__ •
ment system, does not mean, nor requi._e, the complete elimination _-/ _ _;_'_:_i_
ot ut;wanted pollution o_ water, air, an_ land, "While t_i|may be_,s . =_-_ _::::_%_:_:_';/J_
-_eas!ble objective, it also rn_y be a_._uneconomic one, Thu_, _ !he ..... :/*:i._-_
social benefits of swimmingi-t._, certain lakes c_r_-_vers m_y,b_o_ -_ _ / _./!_ i°_
weighed bY the :ost of disposinil_ the polhtt;_nts by Oth,_r _. __ __.._*_;_:_/_!i
It is an ecm_omic question_of !ndivi_v_As' p;,-.ferences. Thus the,,
current etudy can o_]y provide, estimates at th'_ likely costs _ ." ... : .
achieving certair, air Or Waterpoilu_ant_levels _ _ "', ....tt',_in_ldifferent t_ch- _",':,
n_cal approachek _and organi_atimml struchreee, ' -:, ....,....
oo,,at • o....Air pol)_t,on d I:t this de_criptio_ver ¢i _,
producer may be required to prod_t<.e another :/Pr© sely. The , .. • °':',.... '•,....:_,_product with the ., -,:.-
_ jaseotls material, a.s in_i.v._:lost,'riai ue_ .. electrostatic; precl, pit_tes, .. ., /: _,..::'_
Altermttively, _ the producer may be reqm_ed, to hl_xlily, hit; orodmr.t,. . .,.. ,_':-.:.,-.:.,."
as in the irn_pendi_ use o_ automobile sm_-cor._:_ d, vlc,,s. :.__.._.._ ....
.,-., -_.I_-,.,,..i._.4_
- _- '_ . ;;, ,. 6 ,_._..,_:_.:;
•, ._,:,, _:-,_,.::,,, .
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Second, the above discussion points out the important consideration
of de,irene a political decision-making unit of such size and scope
that its waste disposal cost is equal to the social disposal cost. Ad-
ditionally, consideration of the possible economies of scale in waste
disposal suggest that particular reclamation of ec,Jnomically useful
products from the waste may imply structuring the political units so
as to realize these economies.
Third, the above brief discussion carries auother implication: the
der['. ¬an optional waste managemen'_ system can be done by a
qualitative analytical method. The pertinent variables have been iden-
tified and their functional relationships at least loosely described.
An economic analysis can then proceed by, constructing a suitable
mathematical representation of the inputs a.nd outputs of alternative
waste management systems. Insertion of prices, which of course
would represent, a_ costs, the value of alternative opportunities and
a_, a return, the preference of the public for a particular combination
' of outputs, would then give the optimum waste rr_.nagement systen_.
SOCIAl.AND PSYCHOLOGIC,_LCONSIDERATIONS
._ There is always a degree of mental or physical revulsion attac'_ed to
the idea of wastes. Before any new concepts or systems of waste
converslon and disposal are inaugurated both public and private re-
actions must be anticipated and, where possible, forestal'_ed or di-
verted. Objections may range from unwillingness to be botherecl,
through distaste for process or products, to religious objections and
outright _ear. The reuse of v'aste _'ater is probably the most sensi-
tive point.
Since most psychological and seaial objections are based on prejudice,
ignorance, and fear, it wil] be essential to move cautiously, and-to
design careful educat'ioDctl and public information programs, where
the need for the various elements of waste_management are explained,
benefits -_re convincingly de scribed, and possible objections and fear s
allayed. The rather v,'i:lespread fear ol genetical harmfrom "atomic
electricity" in the house and the religious opposition to desalinization
of seawater are indications of the unexpected opposition that can
develop. Luxury also limits tolerance. The United States, with the
best fed people in the world, have undoubtedly the narrowest tolerance
for food variety.
The public has accepted the need for reducing srnoi_e pollution of the
atmosphere (Loudon smog), but there is still a noticeable psychological
. Jf
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objection to measures for reducing gaseous pollution (Los Angeles
_mog). Although various educational and public information programs
h_'.ve been directed at this problem, there is still dissatisfaction over
th_ expected economic impact and a lack of faith in the technical
adequacy of the current solutions. This, in turn, has impeded nec-
essary legislation and delayed corrective action.
Hence, any plan or program cm, cerning waste management .must in-
clude adequate consideration and suppoct for _ttitude su_,:ve.vs, and
educat'ional at,_d information programs ,.hat must continue throughout
the overall program.
These latter programs must not only be factual and informative, but
must also be especially oriented to develop support among the pro-
fessional groups that traditionally engender public respect and help
mold public opinion--especially religious leaders, physicians, scien-
tists, and labor leaders.
LEGAL AND POLITICAL CONSI DERATIONS
Any waste management program developed can be expected to extend
greatly the scope and extent of present organizations and operations,
and new interfaces with other existing organizations and operations
will be both created and discovered. This will inevitabiy generate
a need for legislative revision and adjustment. Some old rules and
regulations will be obstacles, some new powers and authority will be
required, and developmental tunding may be high. It is important
also that any system or program be so crganized as not to conflict
unreasonably with the basic controls on individual liberty and reaso,:-
able freedom of action.
A preliminary analysis of socio-poiitica! aspects of the problem shoutd
be accomplished in parallel with the _arly systems engineering and
technical feasibility investigations in order that, as the system be-
comes defined, the required political powers will evolve as an inte-
gral part of the system-selection process. This will allow the great-
est interplay of support possibiefor the total system evolution, and
will influence preliminary system evaluation toward the socio-
political goals.
: The socio-political phase of the ztudy should emphasize critical con-
siderations and as currently envisioned will:
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i. Define the social objectives
Z. Develop plans for political implementation for alternative
system recommendations.
3. Study and report on preferred methods of allocating costs
among system beneficiaries.
4. Develop guidelines for compliance/non-compiiance determin-
ationa.
A careful study and analysis of the various govern_Jental organizations
that are directly or indirectly concerned with, interest in, or affected
by the was£e manage ment problem is another essential. The govern.-
mental organizations that the people have developed in the various
states and areas must be studied not only from a technical aspect,
but also from the socio..psychologicalaspect. The technicalaspect
of the study can reveal the management processes as they exist, with
their internal and external interfaces, tileir strengths, and theiz
weaknesses. The socio-psychologicalaspect of the study can show
how and why the present structure exists.
All democracies by their nature are technically inefficient compared
to an authoritarian organization. But a study of history shows that
large groups of people have accomplished unusual results only when
a strong spirit of group unity exists. Thi_ group unity--where the
individual feels himself to be a participant rahter than a subordinate_
is found only where each member feels that his opinions can receive
attention and exert influence on decisions.
Hence, no matter how technically perfect a waste management system
may be, if it fails to conform to legal and political systems of the
people who are to operate it, it will certainly fail. Thus, any waste
management system must conform to the spirit of the people. It
need not be an imitative extension of present organs of government,
since these usually lag behind the popular trends, but any deviations
from present structures mast remain within the framework of probable
popular acceptance.
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
After analysis, the carious requisite elements must be sturctured
into a system. This sytem r,mst con¢,_rm to accepted principles of
organization, and it must aJso i_armonir_e with specifics of the govern-
mental structure. There are existing, e3tablished bureaus that have
B-J4
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• long covered certain a_pects of waste m_n_ ;ement. Thece are also
strong interfaces, such as water resour:es and recreational areas,
and there is also a marked need to dece:lt_a'._ize as much as possib;e
the actual operation of _ystc t-n componehts as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Systemint3gratic'n oi waste m_r,agementsystemcomponents.
Area Func*!ons l.evel,j Methods
J
IiConh:ol " Policies Federal Legislati0r,Objectives Regional RegulationsStandards State Advice
Regulation Local Incentives
Coordination Penalties
In_oection
Supervision
Enforcement
Support Financing Sameas Direct
Technical information above Indirect
Administration Periodic
Liaison As required
Public information
Researchand developr.,ent
Operations Transportation Sameas Go',emment ag:_ncy
Conversion above Government contract
, Disposal Private
Plannlng
OPTIMAL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
General Electric, TEMPO envision:, an optimal waste management
system to be:
1. Acceptable to a good majority of the people socially, esthet-
ically, politically, psychologically, fina,acially, and legally, or
one that can be made acceptable withir, a rea-sonabie time by
/j education and public information.
Z. Adaptable to Lhe peculiar needs and problems of the various
regions and localities, hence operationally decentralized as
much as possible.
-- _f- B-15
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3. Effective. Provides adequately clean air anu unpollv' d
water, does not mar the countryside; removes c_eterminable
threats to health.
4, Economical. Causes .,-ni.nlmu.,-n waste of water, land and
other resources. Provides best return on capital investment
{put,lie, industry and business, indivi'iual) with required
individual capital investment within the -'each of all.
5. Stable. Does not bear inequit_,bly on a limited segment of
the population or industry, nor permit unwarranted freedom at
taxpayer expense. Changes and perturbations can be accommo-
dated.
b. Harmonizes with the United States' neighbors.
These factors should be develGped by the current study, and the final
management alternatives indicated. In general, it is expected that:
1. The principal function of government should be regulatory
rather than operational.
2. Government operations should be established only where en-
vironmental factors prevent or seriously hinder local agencies
from fun ctioriirig effectively.:
3. Operations should be integrated only along maximum inter-
face lines.
The recom_,endations to be submitted as a result of the study should
introduce the system in an orderly, progressive fashicn, particularly
noting critical decision po_nts. This will permit periodic re-evaluation
at times when it is most needed, and not according to an arbitrary
t_me schedule. This deliberate, orderly progress'_'illalso permit
much better accomodation to the increasingly rapid rate of-technolo-
gical development. Finally, it should provide a better base for a
public information schedule that will assure an informed electorate,
well equipped to understanci problem and objectives and to reach
constructive conclusions.
ESTIMATE OF DEVELOPMENT EFFORT
Iris estimated that the type of systems analysis study discussed in the
preceding sections of this paper would involve six man-months of
effort by a planning and advanced-studies organization such as
General Electric, TEMPO. The study program should be organized
: B-t6
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and staffed to make maximum use 05 the knowledge and talents of
the city authorities and tp_nn;cal experts co:;cerned with the prob-
lems of municipal waste management working 1_, conjunction with the
team of systems analysts under contrant to perform the study.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR HOSPITAL AND MEOICAL
FACI LI T1ES PLANNI NC:,
By Hausz and R;vest
FOREWORD
The development of community services and fac!lities fo_- the Dreven-
tion of illness and care of the sick is a major health problem in
metropolitan areas throughout the United States. A chief contributing
factor is that the developrnent of hospital a_d medical facilities in
urban communities is often frustrated by drastic population shlft,_.
Prominent among other factors contributing to the problem are: the
high prevalence of chronic: disease and severe injuries, the increasing
number of aged persons in the population, and the growing complexity
and costs of personal health services and facilities.
Urban redevelopment and the construction of highways leave many
city hospitals high and dry, in a severely competitive position for
obtaining a reasonable share of the available financial resources.
Their former markets have dispersed and their new markets cannot
provide adequate l%ospital income. Independent suburban hospital_
spring up to fill the vacuum.
Hospital planning in metropolitan areas thus ass,ames new dimensions
in both scope and depth. It is becoming increasingly eviden': tha_
some means must be found to ensure the orderly development and
rehabilitation of needed urban hospital and medical facilities without
mutually destructive competition for the community'a financial
resources. This paper presents some thoughts on an integrated
approach to the problem by seeking to apply the methodologies and
analytical techniques {such as systems analysis} developed by the
aerospace and aefense industry. The paper does not attempt to
fully analyze the problem or offer feasible solutions, but rather to
structure a study comprising these tasks.
i NTRODUCTION
Medical care is a sig,_ifi_cantand growing part of the national economy:
33 billiondollars in 1963 or 5.8 percent of the Gross National
Product, and it is forecasted to grow to 58 billiondollars by 1970.
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The increasing dollars represent, in part, a significant continuing
improvement in the L vel of medical care provided: there are lives
saved, organs and limbs saved, and patient-days saved by improve-
ment_ in medicine and technology that escalate each year. But a
substantial part of the dollar increase represents rising costs--of
supplies, and particularly of services--tied to generally rising wages
and expectations of standard of living. Jin industry, the answer to
both rising wages and rising expectations of standard of living is
capital investment to increase productivity. This may be realized
as automation, as new technology, as creation of new and improved
products, a._ improved pe.csonnel training, or as improved manage-
ment and administrative practices and ._nethods.
Providing sufficient and adequate medical care facilities for its
population is an urgent responsibility of urban communities whose
governing bodies have a basic problem of coping with the increase
in costs without losing the benefits of improvements in the level of
medical care. Thus, it is inevitable that cities will seek to find a
logical approach to achieving this objective. This pa;_er presents
an approach which will endeavor to apply a planning methodology
and optimization technique, genera11y known as the systems approach,
to achieve the humanitarian objectives of increasing standards of
patient care with the minimum expenditure of resouzces--money,
required skills, and time.
This approach emphasizes the importance of the patient as the human
being served by a hospital system and the responsibilities of t_e
medical proteesion which must give prime emphasis to the quality
and standards of patient ca_e rather than to cost of that care. it
also recognizes that mutual cooperation and understanding must be
attained at ali times so that the best combination of the objectives of
all parties concerned may be achieved.
DEFI Ni NG THE PROBLEMS
The Urban Community Hospital Problem
There are approximately 50G0 short-term general and special
hospitals (totaling over 600,000 beds) in the nations urban commun--
ities. Costs in these hospitals average $3Z per patient day, of
which steadily rising wages and salari_ now represent nearly 70
percent. The U.S. Public Health Service goal of 9.5 beds per
C-2
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I000 population by 1970 will require the addition of 80,000 be.']sper
year. _"_nesecurrently cost approximate]y $19,700 per bed for
building and fixed equipment, and $3,300 for movable equipment.
Private and public expenditures for health and medical care in the
United States have grown from $12 billionin 1950 to an estimated
$31 billionin 1962. ]Per capita demand for hea]tY,services is rising
as a result of the increase in average hfe span as well as higher
levels of disposable income. This is being influenced by prepaid
medical care programs, which are stimulating greater heal*h
consciousness and creati.nga more favorable economic environment
for hospital improvement.
Rising costs of medical care and shortage of trair._dpersonnel are
forcing adn_inistrators to look for ways and means used in industries,
sl:chas the aerospace industry, to reduce costs. 1_e problem in
urban communities is that the rising level of minimum acceptable
patient care and the rising price of all suppliee and cervices--
particularly labor costs--hav_ made total costs climh yearly since
World War IIas shown in Figure I.
7t0( _ .....
kU
6,000 .-, -- _._ _ _ "
HOSPITAL SERVICES _ _ _" _
5,000
4,000 ,_ _,_,_ _IANS' SERVICES
i
1,000 __ _..TOTAL HOSPITALCONSTRUCTION ._ s
i" '
OTHERPROFESSIONALMEDICAL SERVICES
4oo• 't -- --
200
ii i i |194e 195u 1952 19_ I_-_ 19-_ 1960
Fioure 1, Hospltal and medl¢ol costs 1948-1_,,_0.
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Obsolescence of urban hospitals, many of which are World War II
cantonments, require8 a long-range replacement progr&rnas well
as add':tionswhich represent improvement and grow_ah needed in
present hospitals. The ineestment costs plus the operations r.nd
maintenance costs combined will represent a substanti _I budget
item for urban are.as. '_e objective must be to maintain an "accept-
able levelH of patient care and reduce or hold down operating costs.
Acceptable care must consider the standards of comfort and expecta-
tion of the patient _nd the scope and quality required by the profes-
sionals in responsi:_le cha;=e of _e facility. This is not a fixed level
of care, but rises continually as technological a_-Idmedical advances
make it possible to consider as c-'_nlmonand ordinary practice in
1970 what was imvo_sibie in 1965.
The Hospital. Improvement Program Problem
Many of the current practices in hospita._._are traditional rather than
derived from careful anal-_ses of needs,: in_e.rrelation with other
practices. _!ternatives, and contribu_ion_ to cost. l_lany new tech-
nologies and new med':¢;aJ adv_ :ca )-_._,._ arisen in the past twenty
years, and have been ad,)_ed in par'g xn hospit_is, but have been
superimposed on the _r&dltlon,:. structure rather t,h_n integrated into
a concept of thinking _t" the whole hospital as a s,_ _Ler_. A course of
action to pursue _s _-n Improvement l_,og_raz__ founds _ on logical
principles. That is_ to consider the hospi'cal or _.:,.,, ,:al care facility
as a system with r_-_ _" -'uteracting parts which m_rr .-ork togethe:" in
optimal fashion to p_" .... e the dual resul_;s of acc_:_ ° , :is pa_ie_._ c_re
and minimum operating cost. This can b_ an imp,_, • :nt iHustr_,tion
of applying the systen_: apvroach_systems a_.al" ,, systems design,
systems evaluation and _e_ting_which has bee_ , _ ._ftested for many _-:y _-" .
years in weapons and aerc:sp_ce systems prc-_c, ,. _'_e_t with flxceHent ?._.,_=
resultS. :_ :
The objective of a first-level echel_r_ _ p1,=,:_ng should be the
analysis, design, construction, oper_tien _d evaluation of proto-
type hoepitals which incorporate the o_:put _ the _ystems approach.
H found to produce savings without sacrifice of level ol c_re, the
design and procedure features can be utili-ed for the continuing
replacement program for urban _oep_.tals for moderm_ation of
present medical facilities, and _or u,_e _.-_here applicable in private
and military hospitals.
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The Feasibility and Planning Problem
%'he planning of the improvement program in itself represents a
problem, The systems approach has never been fully applied to the
development of a prototype hospital as a _stem. What will it ¢-.._st?
What benefits or savin&-, will it produce ? How 1 >ng will it take ?
How should it be managed ? In justification of the improvement
program for funding, i._ structu;:i,_g the work by f_s,:al years, in
.dividing the work into relevant manageable packages for procurement,
a Technical Development Plan (TDP) shou_.,_ be developed that wiI1
have a confidence level suffici_.ntly high to contribute to affirmative
dec'_sions unde_- management review.
Assistance may be required in generating such a TDP, aad the
requested feasibility and planning study would be ":n suppor_ of one
part of the improvement program, the systems analysis phase. The
complete improvement program, using the s_ stems approach from
start to finish, should have a nurnber of identifiable p'naseq: {a)
sy_tcm_ analysis; (b) systems design; (c) system fabrication; (d)
systems test and evaluation; and (e_ aystems r_peration. For a weapo,._ " •_ _':
system an estimate of'the q.ost anQ :3che_ule of all of thesephases,, ::_::_(:_:!_
including operating costs _or five years, would be required early in =_, _::
the planning process. _:- '- --__:_-_:_
The Problemof Scape 1 -- / _ " -- _:"
A system may be defi._ed as an entity, whiCh accomplis._ee an operational _ ._ _
process; that is something refer.-ed to as the input is operated on in
so_,e way to produce somethingdesignated the out,/,,t. "/_is operating I
entity is ca_led the system. When the problem i_ _ convert the given
input to the desired outputs within constraints (such. _ r_:_imum cost)
the syst_r_ may be considered as the rnea_s to _olve _he prob;em. _!::
A systems apl_roach co,rid _o _pward an_l downward in echelons in a :=_ : _
"st_s to _,torns" rr_nner. Th,: time and resources required _0 Solve = _
a problem wito too iarge a scope are _o •. gen_r_]_.y justified by the _
marginal benefits obtained from the L_st additions t_ scope. The
improvement program is too limited in scope if it considers only : : :!_i_
(or principally) the _se of medical electronics, _r the use of medical _
a_i administrative information SystemS. It must include at leaeta _=:= _!
complete single hospital as an integrated __m- _--7:_,,_;,
\1
be broa_d in m:ope and consider a Bromp of hospit_ls im a_ =m;l_n-2++, "
/ _, ':::. :'
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region, or the assemblage of all urban hospitals in the United States
as the s_:_tem to be improved ? The guiding principles in determining
the scope of a program are to make it as broad as is manageable
with the resources avai]abae and with the c nstraints imposed by
responsibilities, access to information, and the possibilities of
mea.ningf_l decision;. Also wlaere the contribution to costs generated
by the inter-hospital interactions can be determined, the marginal
utilityof scope increase can be determined by whether these costs
(or achievable improvementa in them) are large or small.
As a preliminary conclusion, the regional assemblage of hospitals
should at least be considered in a planning study and in an improve-
ment prograr,a. There may be cost reductxons over present practices
without impairment of care by pooled purchasing, pooled informati>a
facilities,pooled inventory of rarely used drugs and equipment,
increased use of specialized types of hospitals, or cost-effectiveness
studies of patientand stafftransfer policies to weigh transferral
costs against the better care at lower cost available at the facility
best equipped for a particular ailment.
OBJECTIVES OF A HOSPITAL -PLANNI NG PROGRAM
A formal expression of the objectives of a hospital planning program,
stated in proper detail, xvill enable one to tell when an adequate
solution has been reached; they will enable quantitative criteria of
effectiveness to be formulated that can be vceighted and used to
compare a proposed solution with others to rank them in order of
preference Objec,ives of the larger problems or supersystems of
which the task being performed is a subsystem must be considered,
and the system derived mu_t be compatible with them. However,
they may be outside the scope of the task being performed; they may
be an input. -- _
I nputs
As previously indicated two objectives of a hospital planning study
are to determine _h_ best care of which medicine and its al!ied
disciplines are capable and to attain thisgoal for th_ ]east cost in
manpower, facilities,and money. At the imurovernent program
level a tentative conclusion is that the humanitarian objective of
improvemen+s in patient care are an input rather than a function of
the operation&] system.
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There are many individua! and organized programs of research aimed
at medical advances, improved clinical techniques, and better under-
standing of diagnostic and therapeutic principles. Some are sponsored
by DOD, much more is sponsored privately, or by government
agencies through special hospitals. The best outputs of this work
become, through the communication of journals, the medical schools,
the teaching hospitals, a part of the consensus on the rising level of
acceptable patient care. ,'he improvement program should be aimed
at accepting and encouraging this work, adopting it, and extrapolating
to what this level may be at the time of implementation and operation
phases of the improvement program. But it should not be aimed at
contributing strongly to the methods _f improvement of patient care
per se.
Other inputs to *he system (improvement program) are the patientsw
the number, the mix of irdirmities, and the time distribution. The
improvement program does not purport to alter this. The number and
geographical distribution of hospitais is similarly input, determined
by the objectives. The source of funds is an input, as are many
policy constraints, determined by the Federal Government/Municipal
Agencies framework.
Another input must be the programming concept or policy required to
achieve the ultimate goal of increased competence and efficiency in
the overall medical establishment within realistic cost constraints.
Two notions are fundamental in addressing the programming task:
1. The designation of a r_programming period_wthe time span
between a current point and some time horizon.
2. A balance between short-term and long-term benefits over
this period whereby the best position at the end of the planning
period is attained consistent with maintaining adequate (and
increasing) competence and efficiency throughout the period
and vice versa. An analogy exists with many civil and,
particularly, military programming activities where desired
capabilities for the long-term future can be gained only through
relatively substantial R&D expenditures which, in turn, impose
penalties on near-term capability if iiscal constraints exist.
The programmi_ag concept is applicable at various levels ifi the overall
planning process. At one level, for example, it aids in the choice
. of R&D validation programs leading to prototype facility construction
under fiscal and time constraints. At another level, to achieve
optimal phasing of the novel subsysten:s (practices) within the proto-
types into currently existing facilities.
C-7
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This policy must be an input, in that it determines in part the level
of funds for the whole improvement program. Fgr various funding
levels, the benefits over a long period attainable by the improvement
program can be compared with the benefits from other expenditures
of these *ands--as current operating expenses for urban hospitals,
as sho_ t-term investment, or as no_,-hospital expense items. An
opti',,um trade-off could be achieved among these alternative uses of
funds, given sufficient information on the alternati,.as and the value
weighting assigned to the different kinds of benefits derived.
Costs
The economic objective of delivering the desired level of care at the
lowest cost must be weighted strongly in any hospital improvement
program. The criteria for measuring costs must be defined further
in the planning study to be sure alternatives are fairly evaluated.
Operating costs of an urban hospital can be expressed in terms of
costs per patient-day for an assumed patient loading and mix of
infirmities. While convenient, this does not tell the whole story.
However, maintaining or reducing this measure would be a real
significant goal.
Reduction in the inpatient days per patient for the same assumed mix
reduces room, food, and labor costs per patient. While it may be
achieved at an increase .;n diagnostic and therapeutic costs, fewer
beds may suffice, reducing the facilities cost or the same facility
can serve an expanded clie_tele. Usual cost accounting procedures
must be used to allow for and to balance operating costs, maintenance
costs, and investment costs.
Another cost factor to be considered is the value of days hospitalized
and in convalescence to the patiert and to the municipality. Days
lost cost sick pay and deprive the community of the patient's skills.
Improvements in care that shorten the sick-list period should be
suitably credited as a cost-savings to the community as a whole.
Similarly, there are econom,,c values assignable to the extent of
recovery or rehabilitation that can be achieved. The short-term
benefit to the patient and the commurdty measured by the extent to
which he is enabled to work again at his full skill level and the long-
term financialliabilityofthe government and community for
: fractionalor complete disability,must be assessed.
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Documented discussions with surgeons in the medical facilities
ht.erature brought out strongly that the "best patient care" cannot be
selected without considering many factors in addition to economics.
For example, a serious injury to a fingertip requires the surgeon to
ascertain occupation, psychological factors, future career plans, as
well as insu:-ance and ability to pay. For a laborer whose livelihood
may depend on _ rapid return to work, amputation at the first joint
may be the preferred treatment. For a concert pianist, every effolt
is worthwhile to carefully reconstruct the fingertip by grafts_
considering both appearance, muscle structure, and sensory structure.
At intermediate levels: appearance may be important to an executive
or an actor, sensitivity to cold may be ;,nportant to somconc who
lives in: or expects someday to move to a cold climate. While "best
care" mig}'t imply that everyone gets the concert pianist treatment,
it is not warranted by the patient's needs or his own economic choice,
nor is it merited as an expenditure of scarce surgical sM]is. This
illustrates some of the complexities of trade-offs of cost factors.
Some objectives of an urban-area hospital represent costs without
current benefits to patient care, which must be assessed for their
long-term benefits, and may, in the long run, represent a cost
saving. Research, teaching, and training are in this category. They
are necessary to improve patient care in the long run. They are a,_so
necessary in the. snort ran to acquire and hold good professiona _,
talent, and to continue upgrading it. Since an improvement program
would consider different kinds of hospitals, some criteria for providing
due weight to these objectives should be established.
METHODOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES FOR PLANNI NG
Envi ronmental Assessment
In any systems analysis program itis always necessary to make an
assessment of the environment in which the system is to operate.
The environment consists of the current and projected technological,
_, medical, financial, governmental, and politicalenvironznents over
a certain time period. The constraints and opportunities which
these represent must be identified as an input to the selection of
specific tasks.
Determine Obiectlves
The objective of a hospital planning study is assumed to be a p:'ograrp
plan which specifies and describes the detailed steps reauired for
a systems analysis of a long-range improvement plan, together with
C-9
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cost and schedule factors. Some effort must be devoted to defining,
in detail, the scope of the program plan. Should the program plan
contain all the steps necessary to improve patient care in one "typical"
hospital, in a typical hospital of a certain class, or should itinclude
sorne or all the interactions between hospitals, such as the flow of
infotmatic,n or patients ? Should the program plan contain o_ly
systems analysis studies or should selected K&D progranns needed
for validation be included also ? If the output of _ systems analys;.s
ts presumed to be a preferred system selection ready to proceed into
development and design, some of the more radical concepts may
require sufficient R&Dto determine feasibilitybefore the system
selection is made.
Selection of Steps to Meet Objectives
System analysis should be app.lied to determine the steps required to
meet the previously established objectives. There are many combi-
nations of steps possible in terms of number, size, scope, depth of
analysis, etc. ,"_nese steps can be syntheisizedintoa program plan.
The resulting plan is compared witt_ the objectives, and by an
iterative process, arrives at an opti,num set of steps that describes
the overall plan and can be readily implemented. The individual
steps can then be further defined as necessary _n order to describe
each step in sufficient detail for costing purposes.
"Fne _reater payoff of the systems analysis approach will be in its
application to the hospital planning study. Planning tasks are
amenable to the same techniques. Instead of steps in a process, the
parts of the system will be functional blocks or subsystems. One of
the tasks of a planning study should be cost-effectiveness and t:rade-
off analyses of various alternatives to meet functional objecz[ve.s.
Cost-Effectlveness and Trade-off Anciyses
For an array of functional objectives there will be a choice (for" each
objective) between alternative practices (subsystems) to satisfy the
objectives to a greater or lesser degree. Aprogram of cost-
effectivenes s comparisons should be defined for the se alternative
subsystems to provide:
1. A means for rsducing the number of alternatives to be
considered
Z. A morc efficient inpu_ to the overall programming problem.
C-10
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3. Short-term decision aids for the selection of plomising
R&D programs.
In general, the type of result of such exercises is a function of the
input information as shown in Table I.
Table 1, Input/result relationshlps.
I nputs Result
Current practice Novel practice
Cost and effectiveness Cost Required effectiveness of
novel system
Cost and effectiveness Effectiveness Allowable costs for R&D,
im_mentafion and
operation
The concepts involved in such analyses are straightfo!-ward. An
analogy can be fou:.dbetween these medical considerations and the
multi-mission/general-purpose weapon problems which arise during
the analy_,isof equipment for tactical warfare. In tactical warfare
a seriesoffunctional objectives can be stated and, to some extent,
the degree to which an objective can be satisfied by a given weapon
can be evaluted. It is found, however, that the fulfillment of a single
objective may require the use Of several weapon types, but that each
of these weapon types may have application in fu!fillingother objectives.
Under these circumstances the dilemma is to evaluate the relative
worth of alternative weapon types, particularly ifthe array of
objectives to which they are applied cannot be ordered according to
their importance.
Translated into hospital system terminology, this dilemma is
illustrated in the matrix shown in Figure 2 which arrays a number
of practices (subsystems) against the list of functional objectives.
The effectiveness of the subsystem toward achieving the specific
objective is represented by a scale where 0 denotes no effectiveness
and 5 denotes maximum effectiveness. To resolve this d:" mma, it
will be necessary to develop a rationale for weighting the rel_.tive
importance of the functional objoctives in a given situation.
One gai4e to the importance or "payoff" in considering alternatives
to a present practice (subsystem) is the present cost as a fraction
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Figure 2. Subsystemeffectiveness matrix.
ofthe totaloperatingcost. In a hospitalplanning study some level
of cost analysis ofpresent practices must be made in order to
assess the magnitude of program implementation. An indicationof
the "cost centers" in a typicalhospitalare given in Figure 3 and
Table Z. _r,tese ,show,for the indicatedsources, the divisioninto
payrolland variovs non-payroll expenses, and the divisionof payroll
into"department" categories. As these data are from different
sources at different"times they do not necessarily match. However,
itis apparent thatthe greatest non-salary expenses are in adminis-
trationand dietary, _zndthe greatest salary expenses are in nursing
and ad.ninistration.More emphasis should be placed on analysis
and improvements inthese _,reasthan or anesthesia or medical
records for instance--important as the latterMay be to patientcare.
As differentsubsystem sets are considered, itwillbe necessary to
break down these cost ele.,nentsto the smallest identifiablework
elements so thatthey may be aggregated for the candidate aubsystems
(i.e., nursing may be dividedamong a number of functionalsub-
systems) and comparisons nxade with alternativzssuch as automation,
new technology and differentlyorganized procedures.
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Figure 3. Hospital expenses breakdown chart.
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Table 2. Short_termhospital expenses, b_,department.
Payroll Expensesas a
; Percent of All Expenses*
Salary
and Non- Non-
Salary Salary Salary
Administratlon 12.5% 7.5% 5.0%
Dietary | 2.0 7.0 5.0
Housekeeping 5.5 4.8 0.7
Laundry (including linen service) 3.5 3.0 0.5
Plant Operation (including
realntenance and repairs) 5.5 2.7 2.8
Central :terile supply 2.0 1.5 0. i_,
Other medicai_urgical 2.5 2.0 0. 5S
Operating room 6.5 4.5 2. )_
Delivery room 1.5 1.0 0. sJ
Anesthesia 1.0 0.6 0°4
Pharmacy 5.0 i. 0 4.0
Laboratory 7.0 5.0 2.0
X-ray 5.0 3.0 2.0
Nursing (including nursing
education) 28.0 26.0 2.0
Medical records 0.5 0.5 ---
Other 2.0 !.0 I .0
Total 100.0% 71.1% 28.9%
*Basedon unpublisheddata from California short-term hospitalsin Los
Angeles and San Franciscometropolitan areas, 1958-1959.
i| ill
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Integration oncl Description of Steps
The processes described above will lead to conclusions concerning:
(a) the basic work elements to be performed, (b) their relative
importance, (c) the sequence it. which they should be performed,
(d) where feedback must exist so an iterative process can be used to
optimize the output, (e) the work elements which can be grouped
into an easily identifiable "step." In the process, planning specialists
willhave gathered much data, discussed present practices, :._ormed
conclusions on the most p_omising areas for improvement and the
subsystem structure that permits the achievement and measurement
of improvements.
R.esults of a planning stud_ should describe the purpose, the goal,
the criteria, the work to be accomplished, and the resources needed,
so that the total resources tc accomplish the program may be judged,
and so t_hat the t_.me :equired and the estimated costs can be deter-
mined.
Cost for Implementing Specific Steps
The selection of required system analysis steps and their scheduling
within a management plan are not separate entities since both will
evolve through a series of iterative studies. Finally, however, it
should be possible to define each selected step in terms of required
resources, time and input information (and therefore sequence). As
an aid in evaluating the program and to facilitate program decisions,
this data should be compiled for each step in sufficient detail to
permit effective reporting.
The estimates of re%,_irements for systems analysis effort and other
resources to implement these separate steps shou/d be performed
largely by analysts sinailar to those who would be charged with the
responsibility of performing the analysis and are in the best position
to judge. Competence to compile such estimates should be demon-
strated by the experience and continuing programs of planning
organizations.
MANAGEMENT AND SCHEDULI NG
In order to systematize the recommendations for subsequent system
analysis it will be necessary in the hospital planni1_$ study to adapt
some form or' network technique (e.g., PEI_T) to portrgy fl%e
organization of elements of work, de,_ict them, and objechvely
analyze the import of associated constraints and estimates of re-
quired resources. Ae the planning study progresses, steps _n *.he
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proposed system analysis should b_ identified and :lassified into
activities,end events, constraints, data functions, information
points, etc., so that like classes can be grouped and combined.
These techniques will aid in making the common aspects of similar
work elements _ore apparent in facilitatingtheir natural association
in functional areas, and -=hesequence of interrelationships will
indicate the phasin_ of the required steps.
To comptete the scheduling task, activity descriptions, event
descriptions, time estimates, and cost estimates for all activities
should be made by experienced system analysts. As these time and
cost estin_ates are obtained, they should be used, according to
standard procedtxres for networl_ planning, to develop initialphasing
and scheduling.
From these, the time feasibilityof the proposed system analysis can
be eva!_ated and necessary changes made in the pla -ning to meet
program constraints.
While the formalized costing and scheduling steps noted above are
necessary functions to facilita_.r_n orderly and efficientimplemen-
tation prograrr., it must be recognized that the use of such techniques
alone does not provide a sufficient basis for allocating effort between
steps of the overall systems analysis. Although optimization of
effort is implied in the formalized managerr, ent techniques, there
are other analytical and judgment factors which constitute the basis
for rr,eaningful input estimates to the management p!an and which
must be addressed explicitly to achieve the most valuable overall
results. These are inherent in the nature and magnitude of the job
to be accomplished a_d in the characteristics of systems analysis
work, as illustrated by the following considerations:
1. ._The l_ature of Systems Analysis: It is a characteristic of
most .-ysteme analysis tasks that no worthwhile o_tput is
achieved without a certain expenditure of funds an@. tha;t_
iollowing the achievement of initial results, the comprehen-
siveness, detail, and accuracy o_ output ts a function of the
effort. BeyoxJd a certain point, however, the additional refine-
ment of resttlts and the value of such refinement iS not
commensurate with the additional eHort required, i.e., for
most analytical work, there is a point o_ climivishing returns.
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Z. Varia;kon in Inherent Difficul,ty: Some types o! _.nalytical
st,idles are. inherently more complex and difficult than others
to formula_.e and perform, ax:d therefore require more time
and money to cort:pke ce,
3. Data _.vailability:Since no ana!ysia is better "has the input
data, time and resources spent on gathering data, perfornaing
correlation_ and reducivg itto the proper input form may
account for a substantial frac';!,ouof the ana_,yticaleffort.
4. _p__ut Requirements: System analysis constital 3 only one
step in the accomplishment of a prog ram, and its on!y function
is to iderxtifypreferred subsequent actiens. This fur.ctionmay
be satislied by simple and gross oatputs, or may require
extreme comFrehensiveness, detail, and accuracy. ;,
5. Relative Importance cf Prolzram=.Elements: The effort
spent on analysis should be commensurate to some extent with ' "....i
the 'potential benefits to be derived from the progrartt being, ,:.... ',_
add ._esSed, FOr example, Figure 5 'show_ that admir, istration "_ / ,.:_,?:-
for 3 I. 8 percent of non-p = -'oli ho:_pitai expense;
whereas other functions account for le4s than I percent. JAke- =,.-
wise,, Table .1 shows that nursing is the mos_ cos_y labor-" >, _ '?_,
eate_jory, with administration a_ai .n accounting for a s_gnificant _('
fraction of total cost. It follows that greater initial effort ca n •
= be justified for analyzing nursing and admir.istrativepra_,ic,_s _:_ '_'
than for the relatively insignificant ftw.ctions. It _sli_ulil b_: : ....... _ __-_
noted, however, that criteria other than cost must be con? _ _ :
sidered also to determine privrities for analysis effort be caus,e
improvements in at function which accounts for a small po-tiorl ',_
of hospital cost, or which n_a¥ no_ even exist currently, rn_y _ " . _ _
havens major import on the a.hievement Of ce_'tcin obJecti,ves,__ • • -_
To propose an allocation oi eHert and costs amore the ° v._rto_s eymms
a_alysis _teps, these and other considerations must be i_._rpor_ted - ...._:,_:_'_
into a weighting procedure. _[he strocture and details o_ _s p:o_ ..... _T : _,:'
cedur_ ehould be determined when the d_ta base has been surve_wd *'4' _r _' _'_
and specL_ic objectives, functions, and practices havebee_ tdt:,r, tified ,,_ ......
through data correlation and dtsc_sio_s _-tth n_edtcal l_rsonMl. _ *_._*,
'i '_ ' ''_''"_"""
, ,. ¢. _,, "..
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ENCLOSED COMMUNITIES
By M.L. Feldman
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the study of a project concerned with construct-
ing and populating a completely enclosed, climate-conditioned
com_nunity. Some critical economic, social, esthetic, and psycho-
logicalconsiderationsare presented. In addition, critica_ cost,
environmental, technological, and urban problems are outlined. The
supplementary benefits (spinoffs) that could result from such a pro-
ject are presented and briefly discussed. The imp.lications of placing
an enclosed community within a depressed area a_'e also discussed as
an example of a feasible spinoff.
IN TRO DUCTION
Climate p]ays a major and vital role in the lives of people and in the
yitality of nations. The human race grew and prospered in the mild
climate around the southern Mediterranean. Civilization developed
and matured in this area. As man learned to protect himself from
the elements, he ventured away from this early cradle of ci ,ilization
into areas with mere severe climatic conditions and eventua, ly to the
four corners of the earth. His n_ajor civilized centers, howtver,
have never been located beyond the temperate zones of the earth.
Trade and commerce have always been transportation dependent.
Since water transportation has been the principal meaus of mov'-ng
things long distances throughout most of recorded history, the
world's largest cities became established on oceans and rivers.
Manufacturing industries appeared near sources of raw materials
and available means of transportation. The widespread ava_.lability
of land and air transportation," however, has had a marked effect
on this pattern. Cities no longer have to be on navigable rivers and
sea coasts in order to thrive. Fast and efficienttransportation
systems have also made itpossible for industries and people to
conduct their business in areas with more desirable climates than
that which exists in originally established places of commerce.
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Climate is once again coming to the fore as one ef the primary
criteria of selectio,_used by people and industry in their choice of
home and plant sites. In the United States the growth of Texas,
Florida, Arizona and California in the past Z0 years has demonstrated
the tremendous magnetism of a desirable climate. Retirement and
vacation communities will continue to depend on climate for their
economic success.
One of the most difficulttechnological challenges facing man is the
task of controlling the elemeDts. Progress to date has been minimal
and progress in the foreseeable future will not be significant. For-
tunately, progress in the direction of learning how to protect man
from the elements has been significant. Man's buildings and struc-
tures can be heated, cooled and illuminated and he car.,keep out the
wind, rain, snow, and other undesirable elements whLle purifying
and conditioning the air he breathes.
The next step in this direction is to provide all these clil_xatic
comforts to a community as a whole. TEMPO proposes that such
a project be undertaken as a viable and integral part of the program
intended to develop the "Great Society. " Since control of individual
elements of weather is not presently feasible, one logical way to
controlthe environmen_ of an entire community would be to enclose
the community within a protective dome structure and to control the
climate within the struct_.re, The many and varied considerations,
advantages, and prospects pertinent to the implementation of this
enc)osed community concept provide the basis for diqcussions in
this paper.
NEW TECHNOLOGY FORURBANAREAS
There is a widening gap between developing technology and its
application to urban living. This schism has, and is continuing to
have, a depressing effect on the lives of urban residents. Smog and
air pollutants contribute "gopoor living and unsafe health conditions,
and increasing numbers of crimes of violence and theft contribute to
the unrest and mental anguish of the residents. The deterioration
of metropolitan transportation is ce_.tributingto the migration of
middle-class residents out of urban areas, extremes in weather
conditions contribute to undesirable physical discomforts, and fiscal
crises are contributing to _he collapse of urban educational plants
and systems.
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The preceding conditionsareincongroousin a nation which is: pre-
paring to launch two men on a journey to the moon; capable of
building a passenger plane to fly at ZOO0 mph; building submarine-,
that can cruise under the po)ar ice caps; on the;verge of economi_ _lly
producing fresh water from sea water; anq ec_nomically generatl':_
electrical energy from fissior,able fuels.
The enclosed community can be used to generate answers to some of
the problems now facing existing urban areas. If the solutions to
these problems that are developed for the domed community are
feasible and satisfactory, they may be found to be directly applicable
to established urban areas.
THE ENCLOSED COMMUNITY CONCEPT
Feasibility of _,. _nclosure
Modern technologists claim that they can construct domes at least
Z miles in diameter and 1 mile in height. Buckminster Fu!]er has
stated that such a dome can be built for about Sg a square foot. A
dome of this size would enclose about 2000 acres of land. The opti-
mum size of a structurally supported dome or similar superstructure
is not known, but could possibly be far greater than g miles. How-
ever, any deemed amount of space could be enclosed by means of
an interconnected cluster of domes. At $g a square foot, the cost
of a Z mile diameter dome is estimated at SZ00 million. With
population densities of 100 per acre, which are common all over
the world, this could amount to a dome cost of about $1000 per
resident. Today, people pay a premium for desirable climatic
conditions. This is readily apparent in California in the form of
high land costs which often amount to $1000 to $5000 per famil _r
member over the cost of an equivalent-sized or even larger piece
of land in a state with less-desirable year-round climate.
The effectiveapplicationof advances in modern technology could
provide significantreductions indome cost. This would bring the
dome cort per resident down to ever more acceptable and econom-
icallyattractivefigures.
Advantages of an EncIosure
An enclosed community has many desirable features and advantages
as a place to live. The firstand most obvio_s ;.sthe climate control
feature. The abilityto regulate the climate of an entire community
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would make it possible to locate the community in many areas that
are not presently desirable for living because of adverse climatic
conditions and it would make life r,,ore comfortable and enjoyable
in many areas where extremes in weather are the rule rather than
the exception.
The advantages offered by climate control in an enclosed community
would make it possible for people to live and work in places where
a hostile environment and external conditions are not conducive to
supporting life, such as the environments under the oceans, on the
moon, and in extreme desert and snow-bound regions on earth.
Experience gained in the design, construction and operation of an
enclosed, controlled-climate community would also result in an
opportunity for a non-defense, non-space project to generate inform-
ation of significance to the ae_-ospace and defense industry, and to
develop equipment that would permit habitation and survival in the
host:le environments of planets being considered in space explora-
tionprograms. Frox_, such experience systems can emerge to protect
mar in these new environments and to more effectively use his capa-
bihties.
Although the use of a dome to enclose a city represents a sigmficant
initial expense, there are significant offsetting savings that can be
realized and the overall cost may be reduced. For instance, simpler
and economical construction designs would suffice for the enclosed
structures, storm sewers would not be needed, and equipment savings
would accrue because most heating and cooling would be done centrally.
This latter feature eliminates the necessity for many less-efficient,
more expensive, individual heating and cooling units. Vehicles used
for transportation within the city could be small, open, and inex-.
pensive. Clothing would be lightweight and wardrobe investments
would be smaller.
The use of a dome represents a major contribution to climate control
from the polnt of view of uniform heating and cooling. The elimina-
tion of sudden fluctuations in temperature and humidity should con-
tribute to a healthier and more comfortable way of life for all residents
of the enclosed comn%unity. People living under the dome would be
sheltered from radioactive particle fallout resulting fron'1 nuclear
testing. (Adorned city might even be designed to _erve as a massive
fallout shelter in the event of a _uc]ear conflict. ) The central
conditioning system would keep the air of the con_muni+.y fresh, clean
and free of smog, dust, bacteria, and pollen. The c]imate within
the dome need not be maintained constant, but would be varied for
3easonal effect or even from hour to hour during the day and n'_ghl.
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Micro control would be possible within each family's own living
quarters. The community might be heated to 65 degrees with each
family then free to adjust its own temperature above that desi- ed.
An enclosed community would have novel transportation needs for
handling visitors from other communities, for distributing goods
shipped frorr, other areas and for movement of its own citizens, since
it would not be desirable to have either railroads or super highways
within the domed community. New secondarydistribudon schemes
would probably have to be developed, however, to move people and
goods from the terminals of standard transportation systems at the
edge of the dome to their destination within the new community.
Perhaps, a novel system, similar in fuvction to the canals in Venice
might be developed as an internal mode of travel which would be
novel, effective, and enjoyable.
An enclosed community would contribute to the United States' prestige
throughout the world. It would indicate to other nations of the world
that the United States is actively engaged in bettering the living
conditions of people. The data obtained from the design, construction,
and administration of an enclosed, climate-control!ed community
could be made available through the United Nations for use by the
other nations of the world. These data would be of significance and
importance to man- countries where growth is severely restricted
by adverse climatic conditions. Making these data available would be
an effective way of aiaing less-developed countries since it furnishes
them with American "know-how, " which, in reality, is one of the
major differences between the United States and lesacr--!eveloped
nations.
The enclosed community would also function as a tourist attraction
and might contribute measurably to increasing the flow of tourists to
the United States. ItWould also serve as a strong attractive force
drawing visitors to itfrom other sections of the United States.
PLANNING FOR AN ENCLOSED COMMUNITY
Since enclosing a community removes one def_ree of freedom ':rom
the community system, this can have a profound effect on many of
the aspects of community life. Each of these aspects should be
carefully and individually analysed to assure that the implications
of an enclosed community with respect to each one are fully appre-
ciated and _nderstood. For example, housing in an enclosed
community could be drastically different than present-day housing.
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Roofs over buildings and home heating and air-conditioning units
would probably be unnecessary. No ,;onsideration need be given to
structural strength to withstand wind forces. However, since the
dome itself will be exp_nsive and space: within the enclosed area
will be at a premium, the tendency may be to build vertically to
conserve horizontal area. High-rise construction may require more
structural strength than would be required for wind resistance, t_us
eliminating any opportunities for savings _'hat might have resulted
from the el;_mination of wind stress as a consideration in building
design.
The cluster concept and area densities will be key considerations
for building within the domed area. It will not be feasible initially
to enclose all the free space required by a community within the
domed area; therefore, additional colnlnunity gleen space will have
to b_ provided in the area outside and imrnediate._y surrounding the
dome complex.
The psychologica implications associated with living within an
enclosed area combined with human factors considerations, such as
amount and type of.space per individual, constitute challenging
problems for the most capable psychologists and human factors
engineers.
The transportation needs within an enclosed community might be
reduced by decentralizing some functions and centralizing others.
For example, with modern trends in teaching moving in the direction
of programmed instruction, language laboratories and closed-circuit
TV, there may no longer be a reason for children to gather in a
central school. They could conceivably study at home or small
groups could participate in scattered neighborhood classrooms.
By making the optimum use of today's communication capabilities,
there is no reason for thousands of housewives to journey to the
supermarket. They might do their shopping at home, viewing the
day's specials in color over closed-circuit TV. This would also
permit locating all supermarkets in one area, thus simpl_.fying food
distribution systems. There would also no longer be a need for a
person-to-person transfer of funds_ since an information utility
could permit transferring funds _rom the purchaser's bank account
to the superrnarket's bank ace ount. Such automated handling
systems could also be integrated into a stock and inventory control
system.
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Other facilities could be centralized into a corr_,nunity center. For
examplr, all medical and dental facilities could be located in this
cent_:r. This would aid in the design of a cornmunitytransportation
system by channeling the travelin_ into service centers. Such a
centralized medical facility, combined with a community information
utility, would rnake it possible for long-range medical records to be
kept o: all residents. A community medical record system would
permit the accumulation of long-range data on the effects of current
medical practices, which is one of the major weaknesses of our
present medical treatment system. This community medical sy.,,tem
would be linked with other community medical information systems
which would contribute toward the development of a nationwide data
bank of medical diagnostic and prognostic information. Other
centralized community facilities could include municipal offices,
facilities, and services, utility offices and assorted service centers.
These problems are ,-omplex if optimum solutions are to be developed
and they are worthy of study by the best talents within the United
States. They are also typical of the many problems that must be
resolved for realization of the enclosed community concept.
THE DOME FOR AN ENCLOSED COMMUNITY
Plastics have come of age as a material of utilitarian value. It is
now pofJsible to enclose large areas with a protective plastic covering.
Inflatable buildings are being used as rapidly erectable warehouses;
movable domes are b_ing installed over large stadia; clear plastic
shells are being installed over swimming pools (the Shelbourne Hotel
in Atlantis City); and plastic roofs are bein_ proposed for enclosing
downtown ,,hopping areas (Victor Gruen'._ proposal for Boston).
A feasibility study should be concerned with the structure of the dome
itself. Materials should be analyzed with respect to their suitability,
i.e_., dome structural materials, the dome size (diameter and height)
most feasible using various suitable materials, the anticipated life
of various materials for dome use with respect to ultraviolet sensi-
tivity and the advantages and disadvantages of clear, translucent,
and opaque materials. Sandwich materials should be considered as
well as inflatable domes.
C_nsideration should also be given to various type_ of frameworks to
_e used as supportirq| structures for the dome. This analysis should
not be limited to play, tics alone, but should also consider s_eel,
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aluminum and pre-stressed concrete domes. It should also include
analysis of the thin metal constructior, know-.how developed by the
aerospace industry as part of their rocket casing work since this,
in combination with plastics, might provide an attractive and practical
dome. However, studies of non-transparent or non-translucent
materials wiii also require that daylight-type lighting be investigated.
The feasibii_ty study should also cover wind, earthquake, lightning,
and tornado resistance calculations for materials selected as
promising. Heat-transmission and heat-loss calculations should
be made for the more promising materials and structural configura-
tions. Where justified, supplementar_r studies for the development
of materials with specifically improved properties should be deti.neated
and proposed.
INDUSTRIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR AN ENCLOSED COMMUNITY
The factors related to the econo,nic base of the community should
be studied. Analyses should be made of the optimum size of the
community and the optintum mix of serv;_ces and non-services
activities to provide a dynami _.atn_osphere in which people can live
and work and in which a comm..Inity can it.rive.
Such an economic study should _nclu_e anab/ses of areas where
enclosed cornmun.;ties might be erected, because the geographical
location of the community could have a definite effect on the industries
or businesses that should be encouraged to settle or start operations
within the new cornn:unity. Therefore the study should suggest
several areas where it would be feasible and desirable at the present
time to erect an enclosed community such as:
• Pennsylvania: Scranton--Wilkes- Barre area
• New York: Amsterdam-Gloversville area
• West Virginia: Between Gharlestown and Kentucky
• North Caroline- Tennessee: Gatlinburg-Ashville ares.
• Georgia-Alabarna: NW location below Chattenooga in
State of Daae region. Above Gadsen.
The industrial or economic base for the enclosed community should
be analyzed for each selected az ea. These analyses should include
factors such as the raw materials available in the area, the indust-
rial and business attractions of the area. and the value of the domed
cemmt_nity as a tourist attraction.
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In addition these analyses should give sober consideration tothe types
and distribution of type.sof people {college-trained professionals and
scientists, high school g,aduates with vocational skills, tool n,akers,
unskilled laborers, etc.) who might be encouraged to become residents
of the com,_uni_.y and the varieties of industries that could use the
skills and talents of these people. Consideration should also be given
to the educational system to be developed to train people for t_he
industries and to keep the skills of the residents compatible with the
needs of the community, as well as to prepare the residents to fit
into the larger, exterior environment of the United States and the
world.
Finally, it is necessary to evaluate fully, the effect that such a
community would have on the area in which it is constructt'd. Fo,
example, recognition should be given to the possibility that residents
of nearby towns may be lured to the.domed community and industries
attracted to the domed community might place existing industries
located in nearby communities at a disadvantage. The implications
of such events should be understood and the potential countermeasures
that may be employed by those who might stand to lose as a result of
such occurrences should be anticipated and structured into workable
plans.
SOCIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF AN ENCLOSED COMMUNITY
Failure in the pas_ to pay adequate attention to the sociological
irnplications of everyday urban c_.nsiderations such as community
design, land-use trends, transportation patterns, influxes of Ic,_,-
income peoples, deterioration of ,_ectionsof the community, increas-
ing land cost, increasing taxes, decreasin_ tax base, increasir.g
crime rates and increased areas conducive to criminal activity, has
resulted in almost _.nsurmountable problems for many existing urban
communities. These are indicative of the factors that must he recog-
nized as potentially troublesome and they should be analyzed both by
themselves and as interrelated variables ifan enclosed community
is to avoid the serious problems that have arisen in American cities
that have neglected these considerations. A sociological study
should define areas that mast be investigated and should prepare
plans for study programs designed to generate the inputs that v411
permit the design of a community capable of avoiding socio-economic
distress in the future.
In addition, stt_dies should be perforn.._d to determine that enclosed
corr, mLmities will indeed find acceptance by large narnbers of potential
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residents. The problems of educating the populac_ *o this novel p
concept should also be addressed, as should the problem° :_ssociate_
with resident selection.
COMMUNITY SERVICES FOR AN ENCLOSED COMMUNITY
A community designed around the latest developments in modern
technology must reflect these developments in the _ervices made
available to the residents ol the community. This c.ommLmity shoLdd
have a broader utilitybase than is normally expe_ ted in today's
.__rnericancom_uunities. This represents an area where -.'ecently
developed a__rovpace technology can make a major contribution. For
example, it is no,,vperfectly feasible to locate a powe.r generating
facilityin a totally enclosed community since the evolution of
nuclear-fuel power s_'ationsmakes this a practical reality in many
areas competitive with coal- or oil-fired central-station venerated
power.
Communication and information 'processing have progressed t.othe
point where startling innovations can be made in services. A
recent Bell Telephone development makes itpossible for ailing
children to listen to their classes while sick ctthome and to ask
questions of their teachers_-r_m their sick beds. C1ose_o-circuit,
reg.ular and airborne T'V n_ake itpo._s_bleto make each home a
classroom. Equipments have been dernons_.rated which permit a 'FV
teacher to quiz a remote audience and to obtain the gross results
immediately in order to get a £eeling for how well he is being under-
stood and to reco_-d individual results for uwe later in grading
individual students. Systems are under development which will
permit the student to interact with the remote TV lecturer. _ach
innovations are necessary b_.fore TV can be$in to play an active
role _n the educational system of _n enclosed community.
Teaching machines permit each studsnt to proceed at his own pace
ir._ependent of the other students and away _rom the other s'.udenta,.
The important part of the teaching machine is the pro_rarn that goes
with the machine. Special program_ might be required .for students
in enclosed communities. Experiments currentiy underway permit
students in one statp, to learn by interactix_ with a con_puter in
another stat._, Although a proh_bitivel, _ expenmfve way to teach at
the prese.nt time, these experiments are f_re,:unners _ t_achin I
methods required for an enclosed commun!t),. _
/
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New data storage, retrieval and d'_play techniques will make it
possible to make a central librar" "_(books, art, and music immed+. - .
atelv _vailab_e to each home ir a com,.£r.nity. These same techniques
can make available to the housewife the latest styles, the newest
arrivals in her favorite stores, the gourmet special o_ the day at the
local restaurant, and the specials at the saperma."ket. Ot'.+eracces-
sories may permit housewives to select the items they want delivered
from the dress shop to punch out her order to the superma+'ket. The
centralized computer utilitywill permit housewives to keep accurate
tab on the family's financial records. It will also handle billpay--
ments foz puzchases made tbr. xgh this facility. This sarne facilitl
will serve all the businesses of the a_ea in the same rnanr_cr.
The medical reco+.as of the commu.nity can be kept in a centralized
computer utilitywhich wil_ keep the doctors of the commv.nity in
contact with national diagnostic ar,d medic al literature irlormation
centers. A variation of this system can be used to as:,.,.re that the
prescribed medicine ;.s given to the proper patien_ :n the huspital
and that accurate laboratory test re_tlts are r=+vorted _ _r the oatient, ' •:
A feasibilit)f study sho_dd deterrnin_ wh_t +*__easible in the required +: _ ./ _..... ._-__
utilities and _hottld be concerned with determi_ning the _'itiCal _;eJ +, : _=_y_
Of the cornm_4nJty required to justify any "ne'_" u_il!ti_s O_ po_io_is : :!(:+:+ _ + :
of them. Such a I,tudy shot_td aiso ,_bmit-designs for deve|opmeP.t _. _: _-i_ -,-- +:_
progr&_ns required to perfect features of th,.,se utilities. --=-_ +-`-++
....... , . ?,,_¢
SUPPLEMENTARYNEF!,TSOFAN ENCLOSED"=OMMUNITY : >: -:-+,'
Conducti.-_ a stud 7 of an enclosed community, could be justiJ_ied on " + = i
thz basis of the advantages already dlsct,seed. ,_ere are fo_- other .
n_jor benefits, however, th&t cored accrue from a project of'.hiS _ _ • • -: /.:
I. The e_1osed commumit¥ coal+ be +,+rec_d _in++ l_erty + .... +:+++<_++_+ +.++:++++
serve to attract new ir,siustry to the area and tc_ar!sts tO _. -!:+o _+ +:i - _,+>++5_+:+_
the city of the g_ure. _ , + -_' + , '_+-_+ _ ::++_YF+:+
. . _++- ., + • . .-, : +++,:,,..... + .+ :, +_,+_:
+ + , . - ++' . / -++ + c. / -+._ +-_+_
, 2'. The talents +_ cal_billti+s of the+_P,_+rO_+e i,_++def+r_l+++++++: +. i. +'+:'++:+++++_
i..msy em,cave£y
enclc!ed community etch ++eoJlhtdi_i+O_ ++h_+i8 s+id_iClm ++++++`+_ :_i";>-++,-. -_++_+++_.+.
-.,=,++-+mm,,+:m++(m.d m,,. , +++.... +
sesmenl_+ o( ,t.he s +me+rummy. -< " i++::+ L*_ :: + 1"_++ +++ + + + , 1:. + ' "1 '' ' ' "+'"++'' +
.... 'Y..,.:..,_,:: ;
" " + • + +_i " +_ ++'+ ++ _ '::'_"_"::'+"+"_:"":"
• :' ,--.:,++'+..;_.'..,.,.++"....
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3. Some or all of the features of the community under the
dome could b _. used in non-enclosed new cities and applied to
existing cities and to the problems of urban living.
4 An encJosed community could be erected in any areP not
now inhabitable because of severe clirnate conditions which
would furnish insight into the problem of _roviding good live-
able space for people from many of the world's overcrowded
]ands.
Alleviation of Problems in Poverty Areas
Certain regions of the United States are currently suffering from
economic regression while the nation as a whole is enjoying an
unprecedented period of prosperity. This paradox can be exF:ained
partly in terms of economic considerations, such as the automation
"of coal mines and theobsolescence and demise of historical indus-
tries, However, there are many other contributing factors, one of
the most insidious being the downward spiraling deterioration trend
that occurs, once an area begh, s to decay. Industries and residents
rema{n_ng in decaying areas are faced with increasing tax rates and
decreasing services. The increasing tax rate drives out more
industries, the more affluent residents leave with the departing
industries, more of the remaining residents become welfare burdens,
and the quality of instruction in the areas' schools falls off.
In areas where the level of education has been permitted to fall
below minimum desirable standards, a deterrent to the attraction of
new industries is created. Low educational standards are reflected
in the abilities of workers produced by the education system, and it
follows that industrial managerial, professional, and scientific
personnel arc -reluctant to move into areas with low educational
-standards and poor educational facilities. Even r_egior.s that once
had appeal for vacation, recreational or climatic reasons lose this
appeal when the physical appearance and resources "of the area
degenerate as a result of economic distress.
The economic level and overall well-being- of the populace in
depressed areas cannot be readily improved witbJout outside help.
Yet to produce something more than a transient, artificial Uplifting,
thee outside help .should be oriented towards helping the region to
helt_ itself. This defines the need to determine and implement the
__ forces that will produce substantial economic, edl_cational, techno-
logical, and other activities in the region and at the same time -
{
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invite spillover into the reFion from the rest of the country. Con-
structing an enclosed community within such an area could act as
such a force and it could initiate the chaiD of events that would raise
the area to an econo_lic level comparable to the national average.
Cities and towns are capital investments just as production equip-
ment and factories are considered ;:o be in industry. In more
affluent areas where the decay process is slow and controilable, it
would be in the long-term best :nterests of cities and their residents
to plan and carry out a continuing modernization program in order
to keep the "capital equipment" of the city in optimum condition.
When cities fall into disuse and disrepair, as they have in .orne of
the currently poverty-stricken areas of the United States, perhaps
they should be replaced.
A new concept in communities ixas much to offer a depressed a=ea.
With the proper coordination and planning the enclosed community
could contribute to the complete rehabilitation of the area surround-
ing the city. For example, if a site for an enclosed community _n
selected with inherent scenic beauty and recreational features, a
sightseeing and vacation-land potential can be developed which would
contribute to a firm and diverse economic foundation for the area.
This kind of region is always attractive to the type of people industry
seeks for its management, professional, and technical employees.
The educational system of an enclosed community can be designed to
serve the community and to assure a continuing flow of the type of
labor that local and neighboring industries require. A well-planned
city with efficient services, a wise_.y structured tax base and a good
educational system can offer to new industries desirable plant loca-
tion sites with the expectation of a continuing supply of good labor
and an attractive economic future with a reasonable tax load.
The enclosed community could be designed to include a college or
university. This would contribute "toward relief of the space shortage
problem in existing colleges and at the same time it will create the
intellectual clima*e required to round out the attractions of the city.
As an approach to the poverty problem, enclosed commumties would
: result in the creation of desirable place_ to live, which would, in
turn, initiate an infltt_ of industry, people, and business into the
pove_'ty areas.
_ D_13
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Opportunities for the Aerospace Industry
The U.S. aerospace industry has advanced technology immeasurably
in order to develop missiles, space probes, and manned, earth-
orbiting and space vehicles. Th_s industry has many talents and
capabilities that could be oriented toward the problems of urban
America but which have not been focused in this diz-ection.
In addition to the obvious things to be considered, there are many
problems related to everyday activitieswhich must be considered
such as the movement of people ancLthing_=,the protection of people
from each other, fire, and illness, the education of the old and
young, and information storage, retrieval and display and the pro-
vision of industries wi_ employment opportunities. The development
of solutions to problems of this type can present a challenge to the
best talents within the aerospace industry. The problems are sc_
complex as to require competent systems management cornpetences
in their handling to assure that each subproblem is treated in the
i
props-' context and that the subsolutions can be assembled to a satis-
factory overall solution to the main problem. Thus the enclosed
cc,mmunity concept represents a significant new businee_ opportunity
for the aerospace industry.
ESTIMATE OF DEVELOPMENT EFFORT
It is estimated that the type oi project definition and feasibility study
discussed in the preceding sections of this paper would involve five
man-years of effort by" a planning and advanced- studie s organization
such as General Electric, TEMPO. The study program should be
organized and staCfed to make rnaximum use of the knowledge and
talents of city authorities, administrators, and technical experts
concerned with the problems of applying aeruspace technologies, such
as those developed by NASA, to the solution of city problems. This
team of ex,_erts should work in conjunction with the team of scientists,
engineers, and analysts under contract to perform the study.
D-14
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